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SUMMARY

Past regional studies have been unable to predict those changes

in industrial structure consequent upon developments in the regional

economy and the broad aim of this thesis is to secure an improvement

upon this situation. This is approached in two stages. First a re¬

view of those theories relevant to forecasting industrial structure is

undertaken and, secondly, in the light of the conclusions so drawn, a

theoretical model is derived and then tested.

It is a characteristic of the first step that there is no defini¬

tive work on the subject and it is necessary therefore to cast the ana¬

lytical net over a wide area in order to encompass all those theories

which may lead to useful hypotheses. Attention is initially attracted

to location theory, for this represents the only attempt at deciding

general laws about the location of industry, and, therefore, the indus-

x trial structure^, of any one region. This approach, however, has serious
deficiencies at a practical level and this has led subsequent writers to

increase its usefulness through the development of less ambitious tech¬

niques. These are mainly based upon the notion of the presence of an

hierarchy in regional units, so that the function (structure) of each

unit will be decided by its position in the hierarchy. From these de¬

velopments two hypotheses are taken, one based upon the regional unit's

population and one upon its geographical location.

An alternative set of theories based upon macro-economics is

found to be available to the analyst. However, at this stage, it is

necessary to introduce a further characteristic of this study, viz. the



lack of sufficient data. This has the effect here of reducing the range

of theories available to the Sector and Hegional Multiplier theories.

These then lead to two further testable hypotheses, one based upon the

region's external economic connections and another upon its own per

capita income.

These four hypotheses can then be used to provide the basis for a

theoretical model aiming at specifying the factors likely to influence

industrial struoture. First, however, 'industrial structure' must be

defined. An approach based upon individual industrial orders was re¬

jected on the grounds that the techniques are not sufficiently sophisti¬

cated to allow for such a level of disaggregation, and the broad primaiy,

secondary and tertiary sectors are adopted as the principal components

of industrial structure. Due to the smallness of the primary sector,

the main division must lie between the secondary and tertiary sectors,

and here the model has been cast in terms of predicting the size of the

tertiary sector.

Adopting this definition of industrial structure, the four hypo¬

theses are used to derive a general model which a priori could be applied

to a wide variety of situations. However, before further progress can

be made, the data restrictions must be explicitly introduced and the

general model accordingly modified. The latter step is based upon the

key assumption to take the town as the basic unit of analysis. A fur¬

ther difficulty with the data is the lack of any measure of per capita

income at the town level. Several proxy variables are suggested, but

only two, non-domestic rateable value and an index of earnings, are fcund

to he acceptable.



The model so defined is now tested. The sample chosen consisted

of all the towns in the British Isles with populations in excess of

50,000 after deleting those within a 50mile radius of London or within

officially defined conurbations. This resulted in a sample of 69 towns

and these were analysed through a cross-section regression analysis.

Only three hypotheses are found to be significant. One of these, the

geographical location variable, presents no problem, but the other two

carry, from a theoretical point of view, the 'v/rong' sign. The first

of these is the above mentioned index of earnings, whilst the second

stems from the regional multiplier analysis.

A further look at the model is taken with a view to (a) explain¬

ing the negative coefficients, and (b) improving upon the variance ex¬

plained by the theoretical model. The latter step involved investigating

new (pragmatic) hypotheses suggested by the behaviour of the data, to¬

gether with considering how the remaining theoretical variables could be

refined. The new hypotheses are then tested and the significant ones

integrated with the three theoretical variables. The final moael ex¬

plained 82io of the variance and contained the index of earnings, the

derivative of the regional multiplier theory, the degree of commuting by

the labour force from outwith the town and an 'historical' element as

the independent variables. The last influence was represented by the

size of the tertiary sector 1931 and an index of hotel accommodation.



Chapter' One

INTRODUCTION

The broad fielu. of enquiry with which this thesis is concerned was

first suggested, by a practical problem met in regional economic develop¬

ment. The Government in its plan for the Scottish Economy (49) proposed

to increase the population of the Central Borders from 75>000 to 100,000

over the period 1965-1980. In the face of such a population increase

one of the first issues which a regional economist must consider is the

likely impact that this will have upon the region's industrial structure.

For instance will the whole of the population increase find employment in

an expanded manufacturing sector or will some pass into the service in¬

dustries? If the latter is the oase then what can be said about the

relative growth rates of the two sectors? Moreover, within the manu¬

facturing sector, will the increase in employment take place solely within

the existing industrial base or will new industry be attracted into the

region and if so what type will it be?

These questions are of great importance to the regional analyst

planning for such a population growth whether he be an economist, town

planner or architect. Before the economist can assess for 1980 what

will be the region's income, the composition of its demand for labour,

its relationship with other regions etc. he neeas to know something about

what form the industrial structure will take by the end of the expansion

period. At a more sophisticated level he will need the same information

in oraer to predict the future growth of the region, its stability with

regard to national cyclical fluctuations and its inter-industry relation¬

ships. Furthermore the future industrial structure is no less important
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to the town planner or architect for without it he cannot state what size

the town centres will have to be, how much land should be reserved for

industry, what water, electricity and other ancillary services should be

provided etc.

Although the problem thus posed stemmed initially from the Govern¬

ment' s plan in connection with the Central Borders, it is nevertheless

one of the first issues that an economist analysing the development of

any region will have to answer. That being the case it is natural that

the next question to be asked should be how can future industrial struc¬

tures be forecast or, to put the point another way, how have past deve¬

lopment projects dealt with this problem? It is somewhat surprising to

find, therefore, that economic theory has been notably reticent about the

whole problem of forecasting industrial structures, a fact which naturally

enough has been carried over into the various development reports. For

instance, a fairly typical conclusion on the simpler issue of the division

between the secondary and tertiary sectors is to be found in the Lothians

Hegional Survey and Plan (48).

'The changes which have occurred in the Survey Area since 196I
have probably resulted in approximately equal numbers now being
employed in manufacturing and in service industries. Thus the
range of variation in employment provided for the planned in¬
crease in population will be from 60% in manufacturing and 40/»
in service industries to 50^ in each.' (p.61)

Of the various specific development studies Dunning (13) perhaps pro¬

vides the most satisfactory analysis for he attempts to reduce the possible

variation by classifying industries into a) export industries, b) service

trades linked to the export industries and c) trades catering for local

consumption. Nevertheless the analysis still yields a result no more
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accurate than that the size of the secondary sector is likely to be de¬

termined by 'a yardstick of 4p-50 per cent' ;(13) p.94 i.

In order to find any theoretical attempts at forecasting indus¬

trial structure one must go beyond the purely empirical case-studies

approach and into the formal body of economic theory itself. But it

would appear to be a characteristic of this problem that even then no

one single body or theory can be identified, but rather that the various

theoretical approaches are to be found scattered, over a wide field. It

is therefore necessary to categorise the theoretical writings on this

subject and to this end, at the risk of over-simplification, a six-fold

classification may be effected.

The first group consists of the relative income potential models

which have been used to project the growth of a region's econony.

Isard (27) states that two of the reasons why a region may grow are a)

it is part of a national economy which grows or b) relative to other re¬

gions its access to its markets improve. Isard bases his analysis upon

'market-access sensitive' industries and analyses the growth in population

in terms of two effects upon these industries. The 'proportional effect'

measures the influence that growth in the economy has upon the region

under review, whilst the 'differential effect' indicates the influence

that changes in access to its market have upon the region.

The chief disadvantage of this method lies in its concern with

forecasting population (though suitably amended the model could also be

interpreted in terms of employment) and its consequent lack of interest

in any detailed analysis of industrial structure. In other -words it can



be used to forecast a region's overall industrial activity and as such

it is a useful tool, but it is unable to predict the size of the various

elements of this activity.

The second category, rather than studying the regional economy in

general, goes to the other extreme and considers various industries which

may form a part of that unit. One classic example of this approach is

to be found in industrial complex analysis as propounded by Isard and

Schooler (28) in which, on the basis of output matrices, meaningful in¬

dustrial complexes can be identified. Then on the basis of cost com¬

parisons either the optimal location for plants or alternatively the best

type of plant for a given location can be determined. However in prac¬

tice it is clear that the number of plants or the number of locations for
r^stihcW

which this analysis could be applied must be very restructed. As a re¬

sult, information of this type would be valuable background knowledge for

a region, but it could never be assembled in sufficient detail to iden¬

tify by itself the future industrial structure of a region.

A less ambitious, but nonetheless more useful, approaoh lies in

the attempt to identify the size of a region's or town's retail sector.

In this method Reynolds (45) determined a town's theoretical shopping

population, or its drawing power, either through the gravity formula or

rateable values, and then plotted this population against the size of the

retail sector. A step-wise function was found indicating that the re¬

tail sector does not increase appreciably until certain theoretical

shopping populations are met. A similar result has been reported by

Clark (9) for manufacturing industries in Hew Zealand. nevertheless,
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although this method can "be applied to any region, it still fails to pro¬

vide more than essential background information to an analysis of indus¬

trial structures, for the simple reason that retail trade is but a small

part of the total industrial structure.

Into the third category fall the various attempts to postulate

econometric models to explain past changes in industrial structure.

These models, in an attempt to keep the relationship consistent with the

data available, generally take as a central tenet the assumption that

manufacturing employment is a function of population. On the basis of

this relationship the models are used to explain the distribution of in¬

dustrial activity either geographically or economically. As an example

of the former Niedercorn and Kain (38) consider the distribution of manu¬

facturing employment between the central city and the metropolitan ring,

vihilst for the latter a typical example would be Czamanaski (11) in which

industrial activity is dividea into geographically orientated, urban ori¬

entated and complementary industries. Obviously both these approaches

are of use in their respeotive fields and the latter may have consider¬

able value in gaining a rough guiae of a region's industrial structure.

Tet, because these approaches rely upon the simple relationship between

population and manufacturing employment, as a reliable test for forecast¬

ing the future industrial structure in detail they progress little fur¬

ther than simple extrapolation.

One approach which avoids this difficulty is that of the two-

sector model as originally developed by Uzav/a (61). The use of this

model has theoretical appeal not only because it recognises two entirely
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separate sectors of the economy, but also because it is involved with

the dynamic process of growth, a point which is of clear relevance to

the forecasting of industrial structures consequent upon an expansion in

the regional economy. Unfortunately, as with most econometric models

as yet devised, in order to progress theoretically a sacrifice in realism

is called for which, when the model is re-applied to a specific practical

problem, is generally unacceptable. For instance in Uzawa's models the

rigid dichotomy between the capital and the consumption sectors is never

found in practice. Moreover the model is concerned with determining

the conditions necessary for a steady-state and to see whether the equi¬

librium path will tend towards this. However since most regional eco¬

nomic development itself involves the creation of a disequilibrium

position, this is but further evidence of the lack of realism of this

approach.

The fourth category, that of input-output techniques, offers far

more scope for practical progress. Basically regional input-output ana¬

lysis consists of a matrix of input-output coefficients relating not only

to inter-industry but also to inter-regional flows as well. On the

basis of an assumed rate of growth in either* final demand or the national

economy the relative expansion paths of each industry in each region can

be calculated and, therefore, the change in the region's industrial

structure forecasted. Clearly in its idealised form the input-output

table's data requirements are too sophisticated and Meyer (35) ^as illus¬

trated the principal ways in which the situation may be eased. Attempts

have been made to aggregate the flows either by subsuming all inter¬

regional flows into one import/export sector or, conversely, aggregating
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all industries and concentrating upon inter-regional relationships. On

the basis of these simplifications a considerable number of successful

attempts at applying input-output techniques to specific development

problems have been made Isee for instance the development of an inter¬

industry model of Utah by Moore and Paterson (36)1.

It would be idle to deny the considerable progress made in fore¬

casting industrial structures by the adoption of input-output techniques,

but there are nevertheless certain drawbacks to the system which make it

not unjustifiable to search for alternative methods. First, regional

input-output tables must take the national economy as the starting-point

and they work downwards towards the regional economy. This may be a

legitimate exercise if the region is large, for what is true at the

national level is then likely to be true also at the regional. But if

instead of considering Scotland or Wales only a part of the region is

considered, say Fife or Forth Wales, the method becomes less satisfactory

for too many industries are not represented and too many national coef¬

ficients become susceptible to variation as a result of strong, but pure]y

local, influences. In other words the analysis is too inflexible to be

used in practice in regions which are other than a substantial sector of

the national economy. Secondly, the technique is purely descriptive, it

depends upon past relationships and it contains no behavioural element.

In the short term this may not prove a serious disadvantage but since in

the long term the success of regional economic development depends upon

changing local consumption and production patterns, the relevance of its

conclusions must be seriously curtailed. In other words so long as the

regional change is associated with a similar overall change in the national
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economy, input-output analysis is a distinctly viable technique, but

when the change emanates from Government or other outside manipulations

or from purely local influences the analysis must be treated with extreme

caution.

To summarise the position so far, the relative income potential,

industrial complex and retail sector models all form valuable background

kno?/ledge for an understanding of a region, but they fail to consider

the central problem of industrial structure itself. The various mathe¬

matical formulations found in the third category are generally too sim¬

plified and too unrealistic for any direct application to the problem,

whilst input-output analysis is too inflexible and lacks any behavioural

content to render it appropriate to any region which is not of a con¬

siderable size in relation to the national economy. Ideally a study of

industrial structure would require a method which is applicable to a

substantial sector'of the region's economy and not just to one or two

industries with convenient characteristics. In addition the method

should contain a certain behavioural element so that it does not depend

entirely upon past relationships and/or coefficients and could conse¬

quently be used in situations where typically these are altered. Finally

the method should be reasonably flexible in order to enable it to be

applied to a variety of types and sizes of regions. Clearly these con¬

ditions are idealistic but they nevertheless set standards against which

the alternative theoretical formulations can be assessed. As already

noted the methods so far reviewed perform somewhat inadequately when set

in this context and it is the contention here that the remaining two

categories to be discussed offer more scope.



Into the first of these two categories fall location theory and

its descendants. Location theory is the only general theory which ex¬

plicitly takes as its subject matter the formulations of general laws

dictating the course of industrial location. As such it provides an

analysis which can be applied to any or all parts of the regional eco¬

nomy and since it aims at general laws its conclusions are correspondingly

capable of application to a variety of divergent situations and different

types of regions. Similarly its descendants, whilst adopting rather

different aims and methods, still retain most of the essential features

of location theory.

The second category consists of those purely macro-economic theo¬

ries which can be applied directly to the problem of industrial structure.

There are two such theories, both of which concentrate upon the demand

generated within a regional economy. The first of these is the sector

theory in which the size of the tertiary sector is related to the re¬

gion's income. This method is less satisfactory than location theory

or input-output theory in the sense that it analyses only broad sectors

of the economy, but nevertheless the division between secondary and ter¬

tiary sectors is still of considerable importance to the regional econo¬

mist. But the method has considerable behavioural content and a priori

is oapable of application to a variety of situations. An alternative

to this demand approach is to be found in the regional multiplier and

economic base theories in which changes in the exogenous sector ai-e

traced into the endogenous sector. It is true that to a certain extent

the method lacks behaviourax content inasmuch as the value of the multi¬

plier must be assumed constant, but these theories are capable of
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widespread application and represent the most flexible tool of analysis

open to the regional economist.

AIM OF THESIS

It is clear from the above discussion that in the case-study

approach the important question of a region's future industrial structure

has received somewhat inadequate treatment and a general desire to be

able to state something more precise about industrial structures in the

future forms the main concern of this thesis. It has already been noted

that it is a characteristic of this subject that the various writings

which could offer possible tools of analysis are cast over a wide field.

This, together with the absence of any definitive work on the subject,

suggests that the method finally selected should be based upon a syn¬

thesis of the most promising aspects of past writings.

From an initial and cursory review of the deficiencies of past

formulations it is clear that one of the most important of these is to

be found in their operational inflexibility, and that this basically

stemmed from their reliance upon parameters developed originally for the

national economy. In order to overcome this, any future technique for

predicting future industrial structures would have to be 'regional' in

the strictest 3ense of the word, i.e. it would have to be a technique

specifically evolved in a regional context which was independent of

national parameters. A second important weakness of some of these ap¬

proaches resulted from their need to rely upon past relationships. This

suggests that any future method should contain a greater behavioural or

motivational element so that it is based not upon relationships which are
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true only at one point of time, but rather upon general patterns or ten¬

dencies (law is perhaps too strong a word) which can reasonably be sup¬

posed to be constant over time. Although to overcome the deficiencies

entirely is clearly an impossible task it was nonetheless suggested in

the last section that location theory and its descendants, together with

the sector and/or regional multiplier theories, offered the greatest

scope in this respect. It is therefore proposed that these theories

should be taken as the theoretical starting-point for this thesis. Then,

from a study of these, a model may be derived representing the most viable

.flvu-. * of their proposition^ to forecast industrial structure.

S.CHBMA

This thesis is divided into two sections, the theoretical and the

empirical. In the former, location theory (chapter 2), its descendants

(chapter 3) and the borrowings from macro-economic theory (chapter 4) are

critically reviewed. From the discussions in chapters 2-4 a general

model for forecasting industrial structures is derived, from which a par¬

ticular model is developed in order to meet the data requirements of the

chosen field of enquiry (chapter 5)» the empirical section this

model is then tested. In chapter 6 the implications for the empirical

research of the data used are discussed and in chapter 7 the actual re¬

search findings are set out. Finally chapters 8 and 9 consider the

weaknesses of the model developed in chapter 5 and attempt, through suit¬

able modifications, to overcome these.



THEORETICAL SECTION



Chapter Two

LOCATIOB THEORY

Although location theory itself cannot he applied directly to the

problem of forecasting industrial structures, it is nevertheless neces¬

sary to open this theoretical section with a stuoy of this theory. The

reason for this lies partly in the fact that the theory represents the

only attempt to explain explicitly the location of economic activity.

Prima facie it is therefore of great relevance to this thesis and to ex¬

clude its use certainly requires some justification. But the reason for

considering location theory goes further than this, for many of the sub¬

sequent theories to be incorporated in the final model find their origins

in the workings and deficiencies of location theory and in order to fully

appreciate these theories it is necessary to view them in the context of

their relationship with that theory.

It is therefore the purpose of this chapter to review the contri¬

butions made by location economists, to develop those ideas which form

an essential background to the subsequent chapters and, finally, to show

why location theory itself cannot be applied directly to the problem of

forecasting industrial structures. On this basis the chapter can be

divided into two parts, the first outlining the general principles of

location theory, the second being devoted to an assessment of its appli¬

cability to the problem at hand.

REVIEW OP LOCATION THEORY

The aim of location theory is to study what factors influence the

location of economic activity and changes in that location. In so doing
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location economists have tended, to force a dichotomy between their sub¬

ject matter and that of the rest of economic theory, but as 7.111 be shown

from a review of Isard's work (26) this division is largely, though not

entirely, false. This notion of the separate nature of location theory

was largely aue to Weber (63) who gave the theory a narrow substance

through his insistence that labour and transport costs were the only two

costs of location and also by his manner of solving location problems

through mechanical models. As a fair generalisation the former concept

is still present today, whilst the latter has undergone considerable

sophistication.

Weber postulates that labour and transport costs are the only two

general factors that vary with, and thereby influence, the location of

economic activity. There were others, principally the secondary factors

consisting of agglomerating and deglomerating forces (see below) but

these themselves are a result of the primary factors. Given the pre¬

sence of a) an even plain with equal transport costs and bj an equal

cost of inputs at their source, it follows that the location of economic

activity will be determined by the interplay between the ratio of the

weight of localised material to that of the product (the 'material' co¬

efficient) and the ratio of the cost of labour per ton to the total

weight of the product (the 'labour' coefficient). In the absence of any

mathematical formulation, Weber had to rely upon mechanical devices based

upon weights and strings to determine the precise location of any indi¬

vidual industry.

The other main contribution maae by Weber was his development of

the notion of an hierarchy in economic activity. Weber considered the
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forces which were brought into play when an undeveloped country was oc¬

cupied. He indicated the formation of five separate strata viz. 1)

agriculture, 2) primary industry, 3) secondary industry, 4) central

organisation and 5) central dependant. In his analysis of locational

structures the five strata are all inter-related with each one deter¬

mining the loci of consumption of the one above it.

The first major advance to be made upon Weber's position came from

Predtihl (43) who considered location theory as a special case of the

theory of interdependent prices and quantities as expounded by Walrus,

Pareto and Cassels and thereby treated the location problem as merely

one of price. This approach had the advantage of, first, infusing more

economic flavour into hitherto purely technical considerations and,

secondly, of replacing the crude mechanical methodology with a mathema¬

tical formulation. Thus, as a result of Predbhl, location theory be¬

came equipped with a framework in which economic variables could be

introduced and allowed to alter. But although PredBhl based his theory

upon the Walrus—Pareto-Cassels theory he nevertheless failed to develop

the analysis to its logical conclusions viz. reducing the theory to a

set of equations and it was left for the next major contributor, LBsch

(32), to do this.

However, as far as this thesis is concerned, the major interest

of Ldsch's work lies not in the novelty of his methodology but rather in

the originality of his conclusions; namely that even in the absence of

any special historical or geographical explanations a logical pattern of

location would develop and that this pattern would manifest itself in



the form of an hierarchy. As will be seen from the next chapter these

conclusions represent the essential theoretical foundations to oentral

place theory (which will he used extensively in the specification of the

final model). These conclusions can be arrived at in two stages.

First Ldsch deduces that economic activity must always be spatially dif¬

ferentiated as a result of the combined interaction of economies of scale,

transport costs and agriculture's need for space. With economies of

scale, but without transport costs, all production would be concentrated

at one or two randomly located optimum sized plants, whilst in the re¬

verse situation production would be totally fragmented. With both,

but without the ingredient of space, the result would be a compromise

between mass production and freight costs. But since space itself is

an input to agriculture, this fact alone is sufficient to force non-

agricultural production into smaller sites. Economic activity must

therefore be spatially differentiated.

The second stage is to identify what pattern this spatial differ¬

entiation will take, but before this can be achieved it is necessary to

define the 'ideal market'. This Ltisch derives from the postulates of

a) an even distribution of raw materials and population over a homo¬

geneous plain and b) the accessibility to everyone of all occupations

and all methods of production. Each producer will then be faced with a

falling demand curve consequent upon the need to increase prices as the

distance over which he sells increases. Since the producer sells in all

directions the total demand confronting him will be a oone (obtained by ro¬

tating the demand curve about the price axis). His market is the area
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over which he sells and this is represented by the base of the cone i.e.

it will be a circle. However, under this arrangement there would be a

space between the individual markets thus allowing one firm to expand

and to reap excess profits. Consequently the final pattern of markets

will be a regular hexagon since, out of all the forms that are capable

of spatially covering the whole area, this deviates the least from the

circular, thereby minimising transport costs.

This then is Lbsch's definition of an ideal market, but of par¬

ticular importance now is what the overall pattern will look like. Here

Losch puts the point most succinctly and one can do no better than quote

him at some length. He states (32) p.73

'The trading areas of the various products look like nets of
such hexagons... We can throw these nets over our plain at
random. In spite of the resulting disorder, every place on
the plain would have access to every product. Several consi¬
derations ... suggest a more orderly fashion. In the first
place, we lay our nets in such a way that all of them have one
center of production in common. This point will enjoy all the
advantages of a large local demand. Secondly, we turn the nets
around this center so that we get six sectors where centers of
production are frequent and six others where they are scarce.
This arrangement does not deprive any place of its access to
every product and at the same time provides for the best lines
of transportation... More striking about our result than any
particulars is the fact that we suddenly have crowds of economic
areas on a plain which we deprived of all spatial inequalities
at the outset. We first have the hexagonal market area sur¬
rounding every center of production or consumption. Second we
have a net of such areas for every commodity. And third, we
have a systematic arrangement of the nets of market areas of
the various commodities.'

Thus LBsch is able to deduce that economic activity will not only be

arranged in an hierarchy but that each sub-group will be spaced a defi¬

nite distance apart not only from the other sub-groups but also from the

ones above it. But as Stopler (55) bas noted 'while the pattern of
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location itself and the relation to the market area is determinate, the

location of the whole pattern in the plain must be indeterminate * (p.

632). In other words Ldsch can deduce the position of each component

in his system without resorting to historical and geographical explana¬

tions, but it would appear that such explanations are still required to

determine the central point of the whole system.

Up to this stage in the development of location theoiy the con¬

tributions have been couched in terms peculiar to each author, which has

resulted in the theory appearing to be far removed from the general body

of economic thought. However Isard (26), the final writer to be con¬

sidered here, manages to integrate much of the past developments with

the rest of economic theory and he achieves this by restating the pre¬

vious conclusions within the framework of the substitution principle.

Thus, given the assumption of profit maximisation, producers will choose,

ceteris paribus, that location which minimises total location costs, a

point determined by an orthodox substitution process. As a result,

Isard manages to illustrate how spatial considerations may be incorpo¬

rated into traditional economic theory by the simple process of expanding

that theory so as to take cognisance of those costs which are dependent

upon location. The basic unity not only between location theory and

traditional theory, but also within location theory itself, is now ap¬

parent, though Isard would appear willing to go even further than this

in his ciaim that:

'modern general equilibrium theory is a special case of this
(location) theory in which transport costs are taken as zero, and
all inputs and outputs are viewed as perfectly mobile' (26) p.53*
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Yet in some ways this is a somewhat over-stretched juxtaposition of the

two theories and an oversimplification of their differences, for it pre¬

sumes that all the contributions of location theory can be re—cast in

the mould of the substitution principle. However, as far back as Weber

it was realised that it was possible to effect a two-fold division in

the location factors viz. primary and secondary factors. The principle

can be applied easily to the first but with the secondary factors, prin¬

cipally the agglomerating and deglomerating forces, the principle quickly

runs into difficulties.

Hoover (23) has distinguished three types of agglomeration econo¬

mies, i.e. those economies which cause firms to locate together. These

economies are, first, economies of scale. Secondly, there are the lo¬

calisation economies which accrue to all firms in a particular location

as a result of an increase in total output at that location (e.g. those

economies associated with common pools of skilled labour, fuller use of

specialised services etc.). The final category, urbanisation economies,

consist of those economies which accrue to all firms in all industries

at a single location consequent upon an increase in economic activity at

that location. The deglomerating economies, which roughly equate with

the three agglomerating economies above, are l) diseconomies of scale,

2) the rise of both rents and the cost of urban services as land use in¬

tensity increases and 3) the rise in the cost of food and other sex-vices

as a fuller use is made of the area's own resources. These opposing in¬

fluences are usually netted out and the resultant force expressed as a

function of agglomeration or deglomeration.
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The first of these, economies of scale, can easily be incorporated

into the substitution framework, since all this means is that entrepre¬

neurs have now the extra alternative of substituting a decrease in pro¬

duction outlays with an increase in transport outlays. In other words

the scale of output joins transport and labour costs as one of the funda¬

mental basic decision variables. Although in principle entrepreneurs

could substitute the second category, those of localisation economies,

such a procedure would be valid only in the situation where the location

was on a completely new site. But usually there is already in existence

a physical structural framework and to relocate plants away from this

would involve the opportunity costs of forced plant obsolescence.

Further, once one production plant has already been established others

are likely to locate there so as to take advantage of the localisation

economies present. Hence the evolutionary framework now must become a

location factor and it is obvious that this could never be susceptible

to substitution analysis. Although the third category of urbanisation

economies includes these localisation economies, they are even wider and

therefore even less susceptible to substitution analysis, since they also

embrace a) those economies which stem from a greater use of the capital

infrastructure and b) the diseconomies engendered by a rise in the cost

of living, wages, rents etc.

Consequently, althou^iIsard manages to unify and make intelligible

large tracts of location theory, it is still not possible to consider

that theory as falling entirely within the ambit of traditional theory.

Moreover Bince the agglomerating and deglomerating factors not only fail
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to fit into the substitution scheme but also fail to be susceptible to

any other form of analysis, one aspect of location theory must not only

be thought to be alien but also to be rather unsatisfactory.

AN ASSESSMENT OP THE APPLICABILITY OP LOCATION THEORY

Prom the above resume of location theory it can be seen that the

main aim of the theory has been to derive genex*al laws on those forces

which influence industrial location. As such the theory might be thought

to be tailor-made to the problem of forecasting industrial structures,

for clearly what such a problem requires is a study of those factors

which would influence the location of industrial activity. Moreover its

applicability is further enhanced by the theory's pre-occupation with a

general solution. Yet any attempt to apply the theory directly to the

problem at hand falls down on account of practical weaknesses concerning

its content, methodology and scope. In the following it should be noted

that these weaknesses are associated with the whole of location theory

and that as a result it is not necessary to look to those criticisms

concerning the individual theories in order to find grounds for rejecting

this approach.

With regard to the theory's content, despite Lbsch's formulation

of his ideal market, location theory is principally concerned with costs.

But as Greenhut (20) rightly points out:

'In the instances where buyers are dispersed the selection of a
plant site involves more than just the minimisation of costs of
sales to some given buying point. Demand, in fact, becomes an
important variable which depends upon location and which actually
may be more variable than cost from place to place', (p.176)

The reason why aemand is such an important variable lies in the fact that
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it causes, and. at the same time reflects, varying uncertainty and profits

and that, therefore, it influences and is influenced by the location of

industry. A second criticism that can be made about the content of

location theory is that it fails to develop satisfactorily a theory about

those costs which are important. Certainly it would appear that its

emphasis on transport costs is misplaced, for the Toothill Heport (47)

found, on the basis of a survey conducted amongst 95 firms in Scotland,

that 87% of the firms had transport costs less than 3$ of total costs.

Further, out of 45 firms that had experience in both Scotland and the

south only 26fo found the extra transport costs more than 1Much con¬

troversy has centred around the importance of transport costs and per¬

haps the most reasoned position is that adopted by Clark (10) in which

he points out that some industries are market or material-orientated

(i.e. their location is determined by transport considerations), but

that the remainder of the industries, comprising in fact the vast majo¬

rity, are 'footloose'. It would surely be more important to determine

what forces dictated the location of these industries. Location theory,

on the other hand, is on firmer ground with its emphasis on labour and

agglomerating factors. But in this respect it is a pity that agglomera¬

tion analysis, in the words of Isard (27), 'has little to say beyond the

obvious: units are attracted to or repelled from cities according to a

simple comparison of advantages and disadvantages', (p.183)

The criticism about the methodology adopted by location theory

rests on the fact that the essential assumption behind the substitution

principle has been shown to be unrealistic. The whole solution proposed
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by location theory relies upon the fact that entrepreneurs will substi¬

tute one cost for another so as to arrive at the optimum location. To

refute this assumption is to refute the use of the substitution principle.

Yet, in a survey based on 200 firms that had re-located away from

Birmingham, Loasby (31) found that

'the typioal firm's first idea is to find something close at hand,
and only if this proves impossible does it begin to look further
afield; it then searches outwards and accepts the first site
which seems satisfactory. It does not worry about considering
all the possibilities, but wants a solution quickly and easily,
and quickly and easily implemented' (p.36).

The suspicion that films do not consciously evaluate the alterna¬

tive sites open to them is corroborated by the findings of Trotman and

Dickenson (59), based on a survey of 21 Scottish Industrial Estates, that

few firms had studied the cost of production in other locations before

choosing their own Scottish site.

The final criticism to be made about location theory concerns its

scope. The originality of the theory lies in the breadth of its scope.

Yet, from the point of view of a practical application, this robs the

theory of much of its use. Even if it -was possible to determine what

general factors govern the location of industries, it would be still

virtually impossible to use the conclusions as much more than guidelines.

This is so not only because each region has its own important, but un-

quantifiable, characteristics but also because each town has a different

role to play within its region. Thus what may be true for all regions

would have to be so general as to be of little practical significance to

any one region in particular.
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From the above discussion it is obvious that location theory can¬

not itself be applied directly to any one particular problem, for it has

been shown that it fails to consider the conditions of demand, it fails

to lay emphasis on the correct costs, its basic behavioural assumption is

unrealistic and, perhaps above all, its aims, though theoretically noble,

are too general to allow its conclusions to be of much practical signi¬

ficance. It will be seen in the ensuing chapters that various attempts

have been made to take the essential ideas of location theory and,

through the adoption of a more restricted and pragmatic foxm of analysis,

to infuse a greater realism into its conclusions. It is to these that

attention will now be turned.



Chapter Three

SYSTEM OF TOWHS APPEOACH

In the last chapter location theory was found to he a highly ab¬

stract theory aimed at finding a general solution to a general problem.

It purported to consider all possible factors which could influence in¬

dustrial structure and then, in the best tradition of economic theory,

it aimed at deducing a general equilibrium solution based upon those

factors which were universally prevalent. In so doing, location theory

adopted an essentially micro approach making the implicit assumption

that if only one could understand the location of individual industries

then the question of a town's industrial structure could look after it¬

self. Implicit in the criticisms made of this theory were two important

weaknesses. The first is that a general theory, through its obsession

with what factors are always present, inevitably neglects the important

question of the extent to which these may be over-ridden by purely local

considerations. Secondly, in an attempt to define the whole, it is

rarely feasible or advisable to study each component individually. This

is a direct consequence of the first criticism and is due to the inevi¬

table presence of a large number of cumulative deviations from the norm,

thus giving the solution to the whole, as built from a study of its com¬

ponents, an unacceptable degree of variance. In addition, when it is

further considered that location theory only embraced manufacturing ac¬

tivities, and only market and material orientated ones at that, it can

be appreciated that as an attempt to explain a town's industrial struc¬

ture the micro approach is inappropriate. As a result of these
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weaknesses a macro rather than micro approach should he adopted, which

in practice means that towns should replace industries as the basic unit

of analysis.

This is unfortunate for had location theory worked it would have

provided the ideal solution to predicting a town or region's industrial

structure; but its aim was too ambitious and its scope too wide for it

to be of any practical value. The subsequent writings with which this

and the next chapter are concerned owe much to the ideas of location

theory, but at the same time represent attempts at overcoming its basic

weaknesses.

•'■n o:rc!-el" i° analyse the industrial structure of a town one may

<?<> either study the town in isolation within a strictly economic framework

or one may consider the town in the context of its relationship with

those around it. The former approach will be dealt with in the next

chapter, whilst the latter forms the subject matter for this chapter.

Both avoid some of location theory's difficulties through the adoption

of a less sophisticated aim, for they are not concerned with deducing

general factors which influence towns, but rather with analysing towns,

or systems of towns, as they are found in reality. Their aim is con¬

sequently more practical but less ambitious than that of location theory.

To turn attention specifically to the system of towns approach,

the rationale for this lies in the faot that, from an economic point of

view, towns show certain similarities in their industrial structures

which permit them to be grouped. One branch of this approach, the

statistical analysis method, goes no further than this. However the
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hierarchy of towns approach considers the question of whether groups may

he arranged in the form of an hierarchy, so that the average industrial
heo-fc

X structure of the groups beat a definite relationship to each other. In

either case the relevance to the thesis is obvious, for if towns can be

so identified and categorised, then the variance in any one town's in¬

dustrial structure can be immediately reduced through an understanding

of which group it falls into.

HIEHASCHY OP TOMS

As stated previously, much of the writings with which this thesis

is concerned find their inspiration in the workings of location theory

and nowhere is this more true than in the development of the Hierarohy

of Towns approach. This relies entirely upon central place theory,

which itself is a direct descendant of location theory.

It is fair to consider both LBsch (32) and Christaller (7) as the

two founders of central place theory. Although Weber (63) had previ¬

ously developed a crude notion of an hierarchy it was left to LBsch to

expound fully the way in which tovms would be juxtaposed to each other.

Centres of population (central places) would be arranged, it will be re¬

membered, in a system of nets, the largest central place being surrounded

by smaller ones and these in turn being surrounded by ones smaller than

that. In this analysis LBsch is the first to develop in any significant

manner the notion of an hierarchical order and, in so doing, lays valu¬

able emphasis upon the inter-relationships between towns. Nevertheless

it was left to Christaller to take these highly abstract ideas and to

give them any practical expression. He did this by first dividing
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goods and services into two categories. On the one hand there are those

goods the productions of which are geographically dispersed according to

the location of their natural inputs, whilst, on the other hand, there

are those central goods and services whose production consists of assem¬

bling the above dispersed goods in one central place. Christaller then

takes up Lttsch's notion of an hierarchy by sub-classifying these central

goods according to the minimum populations required to support them.

Then, given the implicit assumption of indivisibility in the minimum

population required, an hierarchy of central places will develop accord¬

ing to the number and range of central goods produced at that point.

For one central place to be on a higher order it is a necessary condi¬

tion that it produce more central goods than the one below it, and it is

a necessary and sufficient condition that it produce all those goods

found in the order immediately below it, plus one more. Christaller

identified different types of central places and these correspond, ac¬

cording to Ullman (60), to market hamlet, township centre, county seat,

district city, small state capital, provincial head city and regional

capital city.

But in addition to this notion of an hierarchical ordering, cen¬

tral place theory also includes the idea that these central places will

be spaced regularly, with the distances separating any pair of settle¬

ments of like size increasing as one moves down the hierarchical order¬

ing. Hence the rigidity of the whole framework will depend upon the

strength of the assumptions made about the influence of distance.

Christaller adopted one extreme position by maintaining that the above
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distance between similar central places would increase by the power yj
as one proceeded from one order to another. Perhaps the weakest, and

by implication the most reasonable, interpretation of central place

theory is that adopted by Bogue (4)» who states:

'as the distance from the metropolis increases, the number of
persons,per square mile of land decreases. With increasing
distance, each square mile of land area supports steadily de¬
creasing average amounts of retail trade services, wholesale
trade and manufacturing activities'.

Thus it is possible to deduce from LOsch's concept of an ideal

market the idea of an hierarchy of cities and also to show that this

system should have a precise spatial pattern. But all this is pure

deductive reasoning and is not, in itself, a sufficient base upon which

to build an explanation of industrial structure. what is required is

evidence to show that this system manifests itself in reality. For

this to be so it is necessary to show not only that there is evidence of

such an hierarchy, but also that such an hierarchy is capable of being

interpreted in meaningful terms. It would for instance not be helpful

for our purposes to find that an hierarchy existed, but that the reason

for its existence defied all reasonable explanations, for then one could

legitimately suspect that its formation was the result of coincidence.

The confusing fact about central place theory is that it neither passes

nor fails the above two criteria.

To turn to the reasoning first, one would expect that an hierarchy

of some form or another would develop. Each city will have some market-

orientated activities (central goods) whose market area will be spatially

defined. These cities will have different sizes since size depends

partly upon the number of activities located within it and economies of
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scale dictate that not all activities can be produced in each place. In

addition, economies of scale will have varying significance for different

commodities and where these are the most dominant the commodity produced

will tend to be a national good. Hence it might be expected that, for

a variety of reasons, one city will capture the largest amount of these

national activities. This would, make it the first rank city, and other

lower cities would be placed according to the range of these central

goods. All this is common sense, but unfortunately central place theory

goes one step further for it implies a statistically regular hierarchy

of central places. Common sense tells one that towns may be ranked,

but it tells nothing about their precise relationship vis-a-vis their

hierarchical ordering. In other words within the framework depicted by

Liajumdar (34)» reasoning would tell one that the hierarchy would be or¬

dinal, whilst central place theory implies that the hierarchy is measur¬

able up to a linear transformation (neo-cardinal).

Although one would perhaps not wish to go the whole way with

central place theory, nevertheless it could never be denied that a priori

the essential notion of an hierarchy of towns makes sense. But is such

an hierarchy to be found in practice? There have been innumerable at¬

tempts at answering this question and for this brief survey it will be

possible only to mention a few major works in each class. Since the

first step in any such study must be the adoption of criteria by which

to rank the constituent towns, it will be found convenient to categorise

the various attempts according to the criteria used. Central place

theory implied, strictly, that towns should be ranked according to
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population size and this led naturally to population being taken as one

of the criteria. But the rationale of the central place scheme basi¬

cally rests upon the notion of an hierarchy of functions between towns,

the implicit assumption being that the greater the number of functions

performed by any one town the greater will be its population. So an

alternative criterion is not that of population, but rather that of what

determines the size of this population, viz, the functions performed by

the towns. So a survey of the evidence supporting the existence of a

hierarchy of towns can be divided into those taking population as a

criterion and those taking the function performed by towns.

Size Approach

To take the population studies first, the main contributors here

are those studies based upon an application of the Pareto curve. This

curve:

rP<l = K

relates the size (population) of a town (P) to the number of towns sized

P or more (r), K being the number of towns in that class. This formula

has been held to have widespread validity. Zipf (65) found that the

exponent was nearly unity when applied to the 140 metropolis districts

which had populations of more than in the U.S. Further studies,

especially those by Allen (l), have shown that on the whole data for a

number of different years, countries and range of sizes of towns all give

an acceptable fit to the Pareto formula. Though it would appear, ac¬

cording to Clark (8), that this rule becomes less acceptable the more

industrialised a oountry becomes.
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what the persistent (some would say stubborn) ability of the for¬

mula to fit the facts illustrates is that towns show a systematic and

regular hierarchy. Further, if the exponent is unity ( for which there

is considerable evidence) then the formula becomes the familiar rank-

size rule, which means that the size of a given community can be expres¬

sed as the quotient of the size of the largest community divided by the

rank of the given community.

But what of its real significance? Critics have pointed to three

weaknesses of this rule. The first is rather technical, the other two

more profound. The first is associated with Hoover (24) who raises the

question of delimitation of cities. The rule apparently works satis¬

factorily for the U.S. so long as one starts with Kew York, but it would

fail to hold good should one have chosen to start further down the hier¬

archy. Thus for the rule to be valid the system of cities must be de¬

fined carefully at the outset. Duncan (12) has summarised the second

weakness of the rule when he states that:

'although the Pareto distribution is compatible with the central-
place scheme, an empirical fit of the Pareto curve hardly vali¬
dates central place theory in detail' (p.55)*

The reasons for this being so are two-fold. First the rule gives a

smooth descending curve whilst central place theory would imply a step¬

wise function, each step being associated with a discrete grouping of

functions. Secondly Stewart (52) emphasises that the value of K will

not be universally constant, but will alter from region to region. This

is due, principally, to the presence of more sophisticated services in

the higher order of towns, the aemand for which will alter with a

region's income. What both these objections really mean i3 that although
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the Pareto distribution would initially appear to support the central-

place schema, through its delineation of an hierarchy of cities, it

fails to do so in detail since in the last analysis the hierarchy is

explicable in terms other than that of central place theory.

Any connection that still may have been thought to exist between

the two is finally severed by the third criticism of the Pareto curve,

namely that of the already raised fundamental question of theoretical

justification. Here the apparent universality of the principle is both

its strength and its weakness, for if it applies everywhere, then surely

the same behavioural laws must be in operation everywhere and, by impli¬

cation, discernible. If, as one suspects, the law is incapable of theo¬

retical interpretation then it cannot be held to support any particular

theory.

So, to summarise, the rule shows that there is a gi-eater degree

of regularity in the ranking of towns and cities than one would origi¬

nally suspect, and, as such, it supports the notion of an hierarchy of

towns. But since such an hierarchy is not related to the theoretical

scheme of central place theory, any support which the rule may be thought

to give to that theory per se must be discounted.

One second approach which adopts population as a criterion must

be mentioned briefly. Duncan (12) used a size-classification in order¬

ing the towns of the U.S. For each class interval he determined the

average industrial structure, for he presumed (reasonably) that if there

\ is an hiex-archy of cities, then it would be likely to manifest itself in 0-

towns industrial structure. It follows, therefore, that the further

apart the size crass intervals are, the greater will be their dissimilarity
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in industrial structure. Again evidence for an hierarchy was found.

Further, its formation this time was more explicable in terms of central

place theory, for it was found to be due principally to the tendency of

extractive, processing and local services industries to relate inversely

to size and the complementary tendency of fabricating and non-local

services to vary directly with size. Central place theory would cer¬

tainly imply that the more sophisticated fabricating and non-local ser¬

vice industries would vary directly with size. This is an important

result which will be returned to later, but in this context it should be

noted that the presence of an hierarchy had to be inferred since the

size of class intervals was assumed beforehand.

Function Approach

The second group of studies tries to delineate an hierarchy in

terms of the functions performed by the towns. These may be defined

either by looking at that town and the others around it, or by investi¬

gating the town in isolation and categorising the functions it performs.

In either case the procedure is the same, viz. first postulate criteria

by which to rank towns and, secondly, on the basis of assumptions made

about the qualifying functions for each class, assign towns to different

levels in the hierarchy. For the first approach a single criterion is

adopted whilst, typically, the second relies upon a battery of statis¬

tical indicators.

The first approach tries to define the relationship between a town

and the rest of the system in terms of bus routes into and out of that

town. The classical work in this field was done by Carruthers (6).
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First he took as a criterion for a centre the presence of at least one

bus service per week whioh exclusively served a population smaller than

itself, then he plotted on a graph the number of such services per centre

and from the resulting pattern he purported to identify (subjectively) an

hierarchy in the importance of those centres. For instance from the

above map it would be obvious that Heading is more important as a centre

than nearby "aidenhead, which in turn is more important than Wokingham.

In this manner Carruthers identifies 1, 2A and 2B, 3A, 3B and 3C and 4A,

4B and 4C orders. The procedure has been repeated for Scotland (though

only in connection with the lowest order) by Fleming and Green (15)•

Further Taaffe (56) in a study of U.S. centres substituted aircraft for

bus services (which meant that he had to exclude the smaller centres).

The difficulty with these approaches is, first, that although bus

travel is an obvious measure of centrality in aggregate, it need not be

so for each and every centre in particular. One would at least like to

see the adoption of some further criteria so as to ensure against the

presence of unusual characteristics in any one town's bus services. But

nevertheless the most profound difficulty lies in the assumptions defin¬

ing each category. At least in the studies to be described below there

is some attempt to make these objective, whereas in this study it really

is a question of unfettered personal judgement. For how else could it

be maintained, on the basis of bus data alone, that it is possible to

distinguish between Cardiff as a 2A centre and Liverpool as a 2B centre?

Whilst the first approach focused attention upon placing a town

in a particular category by analysing its relationship with other towns,

the second focuses upon the functions performed by the towns themselves.



There have been two types of studies concerned with the functions of

towns. The first will he mentioned only to he dismissed. This, the

so-called functional specialisation approach, consists of identifying the

dominating (single) function of a city. The criteria for classification

may he subjective Harris (21) or objective Kelson (39), hut both types

suffer from the weakness that they do not attempt to arrange towns in any

form of an hierarchy. Also, since few towns can he identified on the

basis of a single function, it is not surprising to find that the clas¬

sification is not mutually exclusive. For instance it often occurs that

a 'finance' town may also he a 'manufacturing' one as well. These

studies lack any rigorous framework and are never more than mere descrip¬

tive devices. The second approach manages to avoid these criticisms for

it explicitly sets out to place towns into an hierarchy. Some of these

studies have simplified the problem by considering only one end of the

spectrum. Thus Brush (5) considers only hamlets, villages and towns

whilst Green (19) emphasises distinctions between metropolis and provin¬

cial capitals. The example to be quoted here is that of Smailes (51)

who considers the whole spectrum. He divided tovms up into London,

major cities (either regional capitals or provincial cities of great im¬

portance), cities, other centres (minor cities or major towns), towns,

sub-towns and urban villages. He uses as his criteria a whole host of

statistical indicators (viz. employment in insurance, wholesale trade,

bank clearances, Bank of England branch, Stock exchange, etc.). Then

his various categories are defined through assumptions made about the

qualifying function for each class. Thus for a centre to be a town it
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must possess three to four hanks, two cinemas, a local newspaper and a

secondary school and/or hospital. The distinction between major cities

and cities turns upon the fact that the former have a general regional

importance, whilst the latter may be important, but only on an ad hoc

basis. With the aid of the above criteria and assumptions, Smailes is

able to delineate an hierarchy of towns in England and Wales.

The two approaches to the problem of identifying an urban hier¬

archy suffer from considerable weaknesses associated with both the

adoption of their criteria and their assumptions. Both these weaknesses

have the same practical outcome of making the hierarchy identified vary

with each study. The main problem with the criteria is that they are

usually too subjective. Smailes's criteria for defining the category

of towns may be reasonable in themselves, but they do not preclude the

possibility that another equally reasonable list of criteria would not

lead to a different set of towns. Yet really this is a criticism more

about the nature of the problem itself rather than about these attempts

in particular. One could avoid the above criticism by adopting a single

criterion for classifying towns. This is in fact what the first cate¬

gory did with their bus and aircraft studies, whilst in the second

category Siddal (50) used wholesale/retail ratios as a single criterion.

Yet such a procedure hardly makes the resultant hierarchy any more mean¬

ingful for it presumes (as already stated) that towns can be uniquely

identified in terms of one attribute (function). The real difficulty

is that each town is characterised by different functions and it follows
therefore that the very nature of the problem is such that the choice of

what functions to adopt must always be subjective. It is for this
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reason therefore that it is not surprising to find that the final hier¬

archy discovered varies between each study.

The second weakness of this approach lies in the fact that since

the constituent elements in the hierarchy depend exclusively upon the

assumptions maae about what functions are to be associated with each

ciass, the choice of these elements is in effect arbitrary. This has

two consequences. First, in an attempt to get a few meaningful classes,

most authors adopt wide assumptions, which has the immediate result of

making these classes capable of further sub-division. By way of example,

Smailes's 'major cities' can be sub-divided into regional capitals and

provincial cities and Carruthers' third order centres are further divi¬

ded into 3A, 3B and 3C centres. From this it would appear that the

hierarchy is rather more homogeneous than one would be led to believe

and since the whole usefulness of an hierarchy lies in an apparent de¬

gree of discreteness, the principle must be somewhat undermined by these

considerations. The second consequence is the corollary to the above,

namely that since the divisions are chosen arbitrarily, there is a ten¬

dency to assume the presence of a division in the first place and then

to prove its existence.

To a certain extent these difficulties with the assumptions have

been overcome by Berry and Garrison (3), who have shown that assumptions

can be dispensed with through the generation of categories statistically.

They identified 63 central functions and ranked towns according to their

possession of these functions and then tested the sample for grouping

(where a group is defined so that all its members are closer to each
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other than to any non-member). On the basis of a purely statistical

procedure they identified an hierarchy, thus avoiding the need to make

any assumptions at all. Nevertheless it still has to be shown that the

resultant hierarchy is any more meaningful than others.

The third and most damaging weakness of these approaches is the

natural outoome of the above remarks on criteria and assumptions. Cen¬

tral place theory does not imply that each country will exhibit the same

hierarchy, but what it does imply is that there will be one hierarchy

per region, however indistinct that may be. It implies, in other words,

the presence of a natural hierarchy for each region. But these studies

show that there is a different hierarchy for each package of criteria

and assumptions. For instance in Carruthers' study both Southampton

and Sheffield are 3A centres, but Smailes classifies them as 2B centres,

whilst both agree that Plymouth and Norwich are 2B centres. This would

imply that either the methodology is suspect or there is in fact no

unique and natural hierarchy for each region.

Urban Hierarchy; Conclusions

From the essentially a priori reasoning of central place theory

comes the idea that towns are not arranged in a homogeneous spectrum, but

rather that they are to be found in groupings, arranged in the form of a

strict hierarchy. Although the rationale for this lies in the greater

range and sophistication of functions performed by the larger towns, it

has been assumed that this hierarchy could be expressed in terms of popu¬

lation size. However, in an attempt to prove or disprove the conclu¬

sions of central place theory, studies have adopted both population and
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function as a criterion for delineating urban systems. The difficult

and confusing part about urban hierarchy is that central place theory is

shown to be neither completely correot nor incorrect. Basically this

theory states (l) that there will be an hierarchy of towns either by

function (industrial structure) or size, (2) that this need not be en¬

tirely distinct and (3) that there is only one (natural) hierarchy per

region. All the various studies point to an hierarchy in some form or

another, for one of the main findings common to all is the presence of

relatively few classes of towns, each with a relatively large functional

gradation. As would be implied by central place theory, the presence

of only a few classes can be interpreted in terms of indivisibility of

units of production and complementarity in space between different pro¬

ducts and sex-vices. But beyond this the studies fail to confirm the

conclusions of central place theory, for the simple reason that the

various approaches fail to identify one single and dominant hierarchy.

This means, first, that any compromise hierarchy that could be construc¬

ted out of the individual hierarchies would be too ill-defined to be

compatible with central place theory. It is true that this theory per¬

mits a certain indistinctness due to the heterogeneity of natural re¬

sources and environmental conditions, but what is present here is far

and away above the permitted level. Secondly, these analyses show that

there can be no suoh construct as a 'natural' hierarchy, but rather that

there is one for each behavioural viewpoint. Surely it is this that is

the crux of the whole matter, for clearly each economic activity is as¬

sociated with an independent and separate hierarchy. There may be every

reason to believe that there will be an hierarchy in, say, manufacturing
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and also one in administration, but tbere is no reason to presume that

they will coincide (witness the different levels pertaining to Edinburgh

and Glasgow in two such hierarchies). It may be true that Ldsch defined

the most important one when he considered function, but when it is rea¬

lised that this cannot be the sole hiei'arohy the conclusions of the

various analyses described in this chapter immediately become more in¬

telligible. Clearly there will exist several significant hierarchies

and also any attempt to construct a natural or generic one must lead to

indistinctness.

Finally, what are the conclusions that can be taken from the above

in connection with a study of a town's industrial structure? This is a

point which will be taken up in much greater detail later on, but it

should be noted that although central place doctrines cannot be applied

wholesale, there is still ample evidence of a non-homogeneous spectrum

^ x of functions. Further, any narrowing of the field of inquiry will lead

to this effect becoming more pronounced. In other words to understand

the causes of differences in towns' industrial structures or to inter¬

pret the findings of empirical analysis, it will always be necessary to

consider a town's position in relation to any hierarchy that may be

present.

STATISTICAL ASALYSIS OF TOMS

In the introduction to this chapter it was stated that there were

two approaches to analysing a system of towns. The first, that of the

hierarchy of towns, having been dealt with it is nor/ time to turn atten¬

tion to the second, that of the Statistical Analysis of Towns. This
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approach, which is entirely based upon the work of Moser and Scott (37) >

differs from the urban hierarchy analyses in both its methodology and

its aim. The latter tried to categorise towns in a special way, i.e.

they tried to rank towns according to their position in an hierarchy.

Moser and Scott, on the other hand, are only concerned with classifying

towns, and in this respect their aim coincides with that of Harris (21)

and Nelson (39) though, as will be shown later, without suffering the

latter's deficiencies. Their difference in methodology is two-fold.

First, urban hierarchy, in its selection of criteria, relied upon a_

priori reasoning to keep the battery of statistical indices within

manageable proportions. Moser and Scott, through the adoption of

powerful statistical tools, are not subjected to this constraint and can

handle any number of criteria. Secondly, the urban hierarchy approach

required the adoption of assumptions to delineate the hierarchy's

structure, whilst Moser and Scott allow the categories to be chosen by

statistical means (though they do not go quite as far as Berry and

Garrison (3) in this respect).

Moser and Scott take 57 variables relating to all aspeots of a

town's life ranging from its health to its voting habits. Thus, al¬

though 10 economic variables are included (basically relating to the

employment structure of towns), the analysis is concerned with the whole

spectrum of a town's character and is not therefore exclusively economic

in scope. Next these statistics are compiled for each of the 157 towns

with populations in excess of 50>000 in England and ft'ales, and from these

a correlation matrix is constructed showing the product moment correlation
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co-efficients between each, pair of variables. The matrix itself is suf¬

ficient to show that most of the variables are inter-related, and their

next step, with the aid of component analysis, is to discover how much

of the variance between towns can be explained by a smaller number of

independent variates (components). Component analysis ensures that the

first component accounts for the greatest possible proportion of the

total variance, whilst the second, which is completely uncorrelated with

the first, then accounts for the next greatest part of the variance. In

this study the amount of variance explained is relatively low for which

the wide diversity in both the variables and the towns is directly re¬

sponsible. Nevertheless the first four components account for 30$, 13$,

10$ and 7$ respectively, i.e. a total of 60$. Moser and Scott feel con¬

fidence in these results for essentially the same conclusions are found

if logarithms are taken for the variables or if rank-order correlation

co-efficients are used. These components, which are artefacts of the

technique, may be interpreted in the light of those prime variables which

are most closely correlated with them. On this basis looser and Scott

associate their four components with social class differentiation, popu¬

lation growth 1931-1951, population growth 1951-1958 and overcrowding in

that order. If the towns are now plotted in a 4-himensional space,

taking as co-ordinates their values for each of the four components,

then it is possible to group these towns statistically. This requires

the two assumptions of, first, that a town will be in one group if its

distance from the centre is less than its distance from other centres and,

secondly, that a group shall be considered to be formed only when it con¬

tains ten towns. Applying these assumptions to their data, Woser and
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Scott find that it takes 14 groups to acoommodate all their towns (with

the exception of London and Huyton which are too extreme to he classified).

This then is their analysis, but what of its significance for the

purposes of this thesis? Its basic contribution lies in the fact that

Moser and Scott manage to categorise towns using the widest possible

criteria with the minimum number of assumptions and that the resultant

category is based upon those which are the most fundamental to towns.

This represents a considerable advance over the urban hierarchy approach,

for these criteria had to be adopted on an a priori basis so that it

could never be certain that the fundamental ones had been chosen. In the

sense that Moser and Scott find all the components to be non-economic it

is not surprising that all the attempts to identify hierarchies in purely

economic terms should lead to different results, for obviously none of

these factors are basic to towns.

The disadvantages of this technique are, first, that it is purely

descriptive since it does not attempt to place towns in an hierarchy, and

as such it lacks any behavioural content, though unlike Harris (21) and

Helson (39) the classification is mutually exclusive. Secondly, al¬

though the study goes a long way towards making the selection of cate¬

gories objective, it never quite reaches this since it still requires the

assumption of what is the minimum number of towns necessary for a group

to be formed. In other words, it lacks the complete objectivity of

Berry and Garrison (3)« Further, since the deletion of data prior to

1951 would obviously alter the results, the classification must be con¬

sidered subjective since it depends very much upon what data is fed into

it. Finally, it could never be maintained that this category was in
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any way absolute since the four components only encompass 60fi of the

variance.

COBCLUSIOHS TO SYSTEMS OP TOMS APPROACH

This chapter has had a two-fold aim. The first to expound and

test the ideas of central place theory, the second to describe the evi¬

dence available for non-homogeneity in the economic spectrum of towns.

As will be 3een, both these ideas form a vital background to the empiri¬

cal work to be described later.

It is clear that central place theory is invalid in its rigid

form. There can be no single or unique hierarchy, but rather several,

the most significant of which relate to the basic characteristics of

towns. Moreover the section on the statistical analysis approach showed

quite clearly that the characteristics which are fundamental to towns are

not even the economic ones. But central place theory does state that

the range of goods offered will vary with population and, although towns

cannot be assigned to any rigid hierarchy, there are considerable grounds

for believing that the essential notion behind central place theory is

still valid. There is, first, the whole host of evidence illustrating

that towns can be grouped or categorised. Secondly, although these

groups may not be capable of any hierarchical juxtaposition when viewed

on a national scale, it nevertheless remains clear that within a reason¬

ably small area such an hierarchy exists. These two ideas are important

for it means that the functions performed by towns cannot be interpreted

without considering both what category the town falls into and what is

its position within the hierarchy associated with its immediate area.

Quite how significant, though, will be a matter for further empirical

investigation.



Chapter Four

BOBBOWIHOS FROM MACRO-ECOHOMIC THEORY

Viewing the last chapter in its broadest context, it was conoerned

with studying how demographic and geographic factors could influence in¬

dustrial structure. More precisely the chapter tried to discover whe¬

ther the industrial structures of towns show any hierarchical ordering,

or any other form of grouping, which is interpretable in terms of demo¬

graphic variables. Although the rationale for such an inquiry was based

upon the findings of the location theory, there was no attempt to apply

economic theory per se to the problems of industrial structure. It is

the intention of this chapter to redress this imbalance by considering

how economic theory can be applied to the problems of industrial struc¬

ture .

There is a wide range of choice of economic theory that can be

applied to any particular regional problem, yet it is not the intention

of this chapter to review the whole body of this theory but rather to

limit the survey to those parts which are relevant to the problem at

hand. Implicit throughout the whole of regional economic theory are

the difficulties associated with the lack of proper regional statistics,

and this problem is made even more acute in this thesis through the con¬

centration upon towns rather than regions. This effectively reduces

those theories which are appropriate to the problem at hand to the Sec¬

tor and Regional Multiplier theories. These will be considered in

detail in the first two sections, but in the last section some attempt

will also be made to briefly outline the remaining theories and to
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justify their exclusion on the grounds of their inconsistency with the

available data.

SECTOR THEORY

This theory finds its origin in the writings of Clark (8) and

Fisher (14) in which they analyse the relationship between the level of

a region's income and its industrial structure in terms of employment.

Clark, in his study, conducted a survey of 33 countries and compared

their industrial structures with their average real per capita income,

both on a oross-section and a time series basis. From his empirical

observations he concluded that:

'we find a very firmly established generalisation that a high
average level of real income per head is always associated
with a high proportion of the working population engaged in
tertiary industries. Low real income per head is always asso¬
ciated with a low proportion of the working population engaged
in tertiary production and a high percentage in primary' (p.7)«

He defines primary industries as agriculture, fishing and forestry, se¬

condary industries as manufacturing, mining and building, whilst tertiaiy

industries are the remainder. Further

'The reasons for this growth in the relative number of tertiary
producers must largely be sought on the demand side. As income
rises .... the demand for such services increases and, being
non-transportable, they must be supplied by workers within the
country concerned' (p.7).

These simple but highly suggestive ideas have been taken up by others

and considerably refined. First it was realised that the shift in the

labour force was due not only to the conditions of demand (viz. the

higher income elasticities of tertiary products) but was also due to

changes in the supply conditions, i.e. the greater scope for productivity

increases in the primary sector vis-k-vis the tertiary sector. Secondly,
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these ideas were combined with Weber's notion of a stratum of economic

activity to yield the 'Theory of Development Stages'. Here again one

has an example of location theory's basic ideas being taken up by later

writers, this time to be given a more sophisticated behavioural content.

The various writers in this field, especially Hoover (23), by extending

the sector theory have managed to depict the 'normal' sequence of a re¬

gion's development through the following stages (l) a self-sufficient

subsistence economy, (2) product specialisation in primary activities

allied to some inter-regional trade, (3) the introduction of secondary

industries, (4) the shift to more industrialisation based upon internal

industrial linkages and finally (5) an advanced stage of economic deve¬

lopment and specialisation in certain tertiary industries for export.

Thirdly the tertiary sector has been disaggregated by Foots and Hall (16)

into purely tertiary services (domestic and quasi-domestic), quaternary

industries (transport, communications, commerce, finance and administra¬

tion) and quinary industries (including medical care, education, research

and recreation).

These, the essential ideas behind the sector theory, are obviously

of considerable interest to this thesis. .Yhat Clark and Fisher have

shown is that the higher the income of a region ceteris paribus the

greater will be the size of the tertiary sector, so that in any attempt

at explaining differences in industrial structure the respective levels

of income must play an important part. But the question is how impor¬

tant a part? Although neither Clark nor Fisher offered any systematic

analysis of the factors lying behind the differential shift in employment,
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this has not deterred some economists from going to one extreme by pre¬

suming the existence of a rigorous quantitative relationship between the

level of income and the size of the tertiary sector. Admittedly on an

initial reading of the data the circumstantial evidence for such a pre¬

sumption is strong. Stigler (54) has reported that the share of the

U.S. labour force engaged in services has increased from 20% in 1870 to

50$ in 195° and Kuznets (29) has estimated that consumer expenditures

have increased more than fourteen-fold between the decades 1869-78 and

1919-28, whilst total consumer expenditures have increased slightly more

than eleven-fold.

But it would be unrealistic to adopt such an extreme position, for

when the data is considered in any real detail the explanatory power of

the income variable is somewhat weakened. First, as Regan (44) has

shown, the trend slowed down in the period 1929-1959. Although he would

prefer to explain this principally in terms of a re-classification of

industries, together with the tendency for the government to take over

manufacturing activities, it is nevertheless clear that doubts must re¬

main about the strength and consistency of this trend.

More importantly, doubts about the Clark-Fisher generalisation

must arise from its theoretical justification in terms of differential

income elasticities and labour productivities. The pitfalls of this

analytical base have been summarised by Bauer and Yamey (2) and one can

do no better than quote them at some length. They maintain that the

generalisation

'is open to criticism on several independent grounds. First a
substantial proportion of tertiary products are not luxuries with
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a relatively high income elasticity of demand.} conversely,
some products of primary and secondary production, possibly on
a large scale in their aggregate, are such luxuries. Secondly,
there may be large scale substitution of capital for labour in
tertiary production in the course of economic progress.
Thirdly, the concept of the income elasticity of demand applied
to the whole economy raises problems of aggregation which ren¬
der doubtful any universal proposition about changes in its
average value in conditions of change and economic growth' (p.748;.

These three criticisms may be considered in turn. The first

arises from the fact that tertiary production is a heterogeneous collec¬

tion of different services. Some of these are income-elastic luxuries,

but nevertheless still a large part of the tertiary sector is indispen¬

sable to any stage of economic development. Undoubtedly this is fair

a priori reasoning, yet Bauer and Yamey fail to provide any evidence to

support their contention that, as a result, income elasticities will

show no significant variation "between the sectors. However work con¬

ducted by Fuchs (18) does. To determine whether there is any systematic

difference between the income elasticities of the three sectors is ha¬

zardous, chiefly because of an inability to measure the real output of

services, together with the difficulty of dissociating employment shifts

due to income changes from those due to urbanisation. These difficul¬

ties apart, in a period of rising real income a higher income elasticity

in any one sector would imply a higher growth rate of real output for

that sector, yet Puchs manages to show that such was not the case for the

period 1929 to 1963. Since Fuchs's empirical work would tend to support

Bauer and Yamey's analytical reasoning, one must perforce reserve judge¬

ment upon the efficacy of the demand interpretation postulated by Clark

and Fisher.
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Granted, that there has in fact been a differential shift towards

the tertiary industry in this period, albeit at a slower rate, then it

follows from simple accounting principles that if this ohange is not due

to differences in income elasticities then it must be due to a greater

rise of productivity in the primary and secondary sectors. This con¬

flicts directly with Bauer and Yamey's second criticism, namely that

there is scope for large scale capital substitution in the tertiary sec¬

tor. Although again the facts must be allowed to settle the issue, one

would perhaps initially wish to quarrel with their arguments. First

Bauer and Yamey's examples of whole-scale substitution (at least for an

advanced economy) are rather weak, resting basically upon an (unspeci¬

fied) scope in domestic, laundry and repair services. That apart, they

maintain that the sector theory would be valid

'only if it were legitimate to assume that labour and other pro¬
ductive resources were employed in tertiary production in fixed
proportions' (p.749),

whereas in fact all that is required is that the scope for substitution

be less in the tertiary sector than in the other two.

As far as the statistical evidence is concerned, this is far from

being conclusive. Fuchs does show that the differential change in em¬

ployment is explicable almost entirely in terms of changes in output per

man. But interpreting these results is not easy. First of all the

initial partition of changes in employment into changes in output and

productivity has its limitations since the two are not independent. For

instance, shifts in output can affect productivity through economies of

scale and the concomitant stimulus to technological change. Secondly,
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the connection between 'labour productivity' as implied by Clark and

Fisher and 'output per man' as measured by Fuchs is somewhat tenuous.

There are considerable grounds for believing that the faster growth of

output per man may be due at least in part to the greater number of

hours worked in the secondary sector, along with the employment of a

qualitatively superior labour force. Admittedly the end result may be

the same, but the implications for the future are not since these could

well be once and for all changes. Nonetheless, Fuchs is still of the

opinion that part at least of the differential growth of employment in

the tertiary sector is due to the substitution of capital for labour in

response to technological changes within the secondary sector. To the

extent that this is likely to be a continuous process, then one is per¬

haps justified in maintaining at least some faith in the Clark-Fisher

hypothesis.

The third criticism of Bauer and Yamey, as applied to a developed

economy, is a consequence of both their first criticism and of the dis¬

tribution of income. If not all the luxuries are exclusive to the ter¬

tiary sector, then the greater rise in productivity in the secondary

sector will lead to a shift in demand for luxuries away from those of the

tertiary sector towards those of the secondary sector. Secondly, even

if the majority of the luxuries are to be found in the tertiary sector,

then the growth in demand for these vis-k-vis the less sophisticated

products of the secondary sector will depend upon the distribution of

income. Yet, in assessing the impact of both these criticisms, all that

can be said is that a priori they are valid, but again there is no evi¬

dence given (or available) ly which to judge their practical importance.
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Conclusions to Cector Theory

It has been shown that the Clark-Fisher hypothesis is open to

several criticisms which aim basically not so much at refuting the exis¬

tence of a shift of labour into the tertiary sector, but rather at

questioning whether their findings have any behavioural content. The

analytical basis of the Clark-Fisher hypothesis rests upon the key as¬

sumptions of a systematic variation in income elasticities and the

growth of labour productivity as between the three sectors. To the ex¬

tent that evidence can be adduced not only to support the latter, but

also to suggest that it is due to a trend which is likely to persist in¬

to the future, then, in this respect, the criticisms must fall short of

their aim.

On the other hand, the presence of variations in income elastici¬

ties is certainly not proven, but this only serves to raise the further

question of why the trend fails to manifest itself. It is here that

one runs into the time-honoured aggregation problem which invariably

arises when statements aiming at simplifying generalisations are made.

The more one simplifies and aggregates the more useful become the con¬

clusions but, at the same time, the more imprecise become their practical

effects. It is without doubt that Clark and Fisher are guilty of over¬

simplifying the situation, for clearly not all tertiary products are

luxuries, neither are all luxuries found only in the tertiary sector.

One would certainly wish to agree with Rottenberg (46) that Bauer and

Yamey:
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'do strike effective blows against the Clark-Fisher thesis that
at low incomes purchasers will necessarily prefer material
things to non-material things', (p.168)

but one would suspect, unlike Rottenberg, that this is not because the

fundamental premise is incorrect, but rather because it is concealed by

too aggregative an approach. One must therefore agree with Perloff's

(41) conclusions based upon a survey of 48 states in the U.S.

'That one cannot conclude from such evidence that the association
between the level of income and employment patterns is not ana¬
lytically significant. What suggests itself is that there is a
significant relationship between income levels and industry "(em-
ployment) structure, but that this relationship is not best ana¬
lysed by the three-way classification employed by Clark and
others. The evidence suggests that, for the states of the
United States at least, Clark's groupings are probably too ag¬
gregative, hiding highly important variations within each of
the three groups.' (p.165).

In the last analysis, the criticisms of Bauer and Yamey illustrate

why the sector theory in practice must be treated with caution, but since

they fail to actually disprove the sector theory's analytical framework,

one must allow the essential notion of an association between income and

industrial structure to stand.

REGIONAL MULTIPLIER THEORY

In the last section the deterministic approach of the sector

theory led to an explanation of industrial structure cast purely in

terms of the level of the regions income which was assumed to be given.

The regional multiplier theory requires no such assumption, but rather

tries to analyse differences in industrial structure through a study of

the determinants of a region's income. In order to do this it has to

extend the concept of a region found in the sector theory. First,

Clark and Fisher were concerned with the region in isolation, whereas
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the relationship between the region and. the rest of the world forms a

principal part of the multiplier studies. In other words, in the re¬

gional multiplier approach, the region must be viewed in a wider context.

Furthermore this approach is firmly based upon the dichotomy between

that part of the economy which earns and that part in which the income

is spent, and this is in sharp contrast with the concept of a region as

an indivisible unit adopted by the sector theory. Perhaps partly as a

result of these differences in approach, the two theories are usually

considered as being alternative frameworks of analysis [see especially
Thomas (57)~! • However, to a certain extent the regional multiplier

analysis merely takes the sector theory one step further through its

consideration of the determinants of a region's income. Nevertheless

it is still true to consider the theories antithetical due to the wide

disparity in their connections between income and industrial structure.

The sector theory, through differential income elasticities, looked to

the consumer for this relationship, whilst the multiplier theory is con¬

cerned with the purely empirical connection of the extent to which one

sector can be supported by another.

However the two theories are not entirely devoid of similarity,

at least to the extent that they share the same degree of abstraction

and, therefore, the same weaknesses. Implicit in the criticism made of

the sector theory was that it was only partial and, more importantly,

that whilst it was a highly suggestive generalisation, it was nonethe-

le ss too aggregative for any analysis in depth. As will be shown later,
one will have reason to agree with Perloff (42) that this applies to the

regional multiplier approach as well.
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.Regional multiplier analysis, as might be inferred, from its name,

is similar to the normal Keynesian multiplier analysis in which changes

in one sector are transmitted to and diffused through other sectors.

Although the regional multiplier analysis conceptually can be designed

tohandle any number of variables, according to Isard (27) the most com¬

prehensive analysis that is still capable of giving useful empirical re¬

sults is that of interregional input-output. This analysis depicts not

only the inter-relationships between the region's own industries, but

also those between these industries and other sectors. However, for

the purposes of this thesis, the most important application of the re¬

gional multiplier (which is also the simplest) is that of economic-base

theory, which itself might be considered a crude form of input-output

analysis.

The economic base theory distinguishes between those industries

which export their output out of the region (basic industries) and those

whose output is sold principally within the region. The distinction is

based upon the popular premise that the existence and growth of a region

is determined by the goods it produces locally but sells outside the re¬

gion, for it is the income from these 'basic' activities that pays for

the region's imports and supports its non-basic sector. Consequently

an increase in the output of the basic sector will lead to an increase

in the size of the non-basic sector, the actual extent of the increase

being determined by the regional multiplier. The latter is simply the

ratio of the basic to non-basic industries in the region, as delineated

by historical analysis. Its actual size will depend principally upon
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the community's marginal propensity to consume and to import. The ex¬

porting industries will consist of the hulk of the region's secondary

production, together with those services which it undertakes for other

regions, viz. insurance, hanking, finance, etc. The non-hasic indus¬

tries will consist chiefly of the purely local service industries (re¬

tailing, local administration, perhaps transport), some secondary acti¬

vities (quarrying, production of hricks, etc.) and the construction

industry.

Just as the sector theory held considerable promise in deter¬

mining the industrial structure of regions, at least in an aggregative

manner, so does the economic hase concept and it is possible, on the

basis of this theory, to interpret differences in industrial structure

in terms of different sizes of the basic sector. But also like the

sector theory, the economic base theory is too simplified to be used as

the chief explanatory variable. In order to appreciate why one must

study the deficiencies and weaknesses of this approach. Basically these

fall under the headings of technical and conceptual problems.

To consider the technical first, these are associated with the

size of the base, the unit of measurement, the variability in the multi¬

plier and the size of the area. The first, which is perhaps the fore¬

most difficulty, concerns the problem of identifying the basic and non-

basic components. This involves answering questions of the following

nature. Does a firm exporting, say, 60$ of its output qualify as a

basic industry, and if it does at what percentage would it fail? How

does one treat vertical integration? For instance does an industry
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industry? Finally, if coal is mined locally, and sold to a local steel

plant exporting finished steel, is the coal to be considered a basic or

a non-basic activity? These are difficulties stemming principally from

the inter-relatedness of modern industry and pose peculiar problems which

can only be solved through either the use of more sophisticated tests

(viz. interregional input-output analysis) or the making of some pretty

arbitrary assumptions. But even before reaching this stage, the ques¬

tion of actually how to identify the exporting industries has to be

solved. A separate survey of each industry would give the most accurate

results, but it is obviously so impractical that researohers have had to

turn to two other methods. Hildebrandy Mace (22) classified industries
by their location quotients, taking any industry with a location quotient

greater than unity as being an exporting industry. But unfortunatdy

such a procedure necessitates the assumption of a coincidence between

local and national consumption patterns, together with the assumption

that all local demands are entirely met by local production. The second

is to estimate the base through comparative cost techniques, i.e. by

analysing each industry to see whether its costs are lower than else¬

where (if so it is deemed to be an exporting industry). But for small

regions the variation is not likely to be all that great ana for a study

where more than one region is contemplated the method is obviously just

as impractical as the firm-by-firm approach.

The second technical difficulty is associated with taking employ¬

ment as the unit of measurement - (which is invariably adopted due to
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the laok of any other data). But this measure fails to catch the full

significance of an expansion of employment in a high wage vis-a-vis a

low wage industry} and neither does it reflect the expansionary effects

resulting from an increase in labour productivity whilst the labour force

remains constant. In other word3, conceptually the method requires to

be cast in an income framework, whilst in practice employment figures

only are available and this raises certain technical difficulties, Re¬

searchers have tried to overoome this by weighting the employment figures

with payroll or unearned income data, but it is still not clear whether

the extra work involved is really worth while.

With regard to the third tschnioal difficulty Friedly (17) bas

pointed out that the economic base concept is valid only to the extent

that the multiplier is constant. As already stated, the value of the

multiplier is determined principally by the average marginal propensity

to consume and the marginal propensity to import. Over time both these

may alter, though in which direction it is difficult to forecast. Take,

for instance, a rise in income. One would expect this to lead to a fall

in the marginal propensity to consume but to a rise in the marginal pro¬

pensity to import as expenditures are shifted more towards services and

other nonessential goods. Tiebout (58), on the basis of indirect evi¬

dence, feels that the overall propensity to spend locally will be con¬

stant, but as Friedly has shown this may be true for an isolated area

(far removed from the effects of supermarkets etc.), but for an area near

a sophisticated shopping-centre this may not be so. Friedly found that

for a mediun>-sijsed suburban community in Los Angeles there was a similar
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decline in the multiplier, which was apparently due to an influx of new

higher-income residents who did not have the traditional shopping habits

of the older community.

Whether or not the multiplier will inorease or decrease is an open

question hut all that one can say is that a priori it is likely to change.

This is so not only for the above reasons, but also because, first, at

any point of time, as a result of lags in adjustment, there is unlikely

to be an equilibrium position^ causing the multiplier to alter in response
to past changes. Secondly the very essence of economic development in¬

volves the modification of past relationships, tastes, preferences etc.

and therefore the multiplier, which is based upon these ties, is bound to

alter with a rising real income.

The fourth technical difficulty involves the bothersome problem of

choosing the correct geographical area. The analysis should be based

upon a recognisable unit 01 population and the area should be so chosen

as to include those manufacturing industries associated with this popu¬

lation unit, together with the local services supported by these indus¬

tries. That this is awkward to do in practice is probably obvious,

though a discussion of quite to what extent will have to await the em¬

pirical section of this thesis.

These then are the technical difficulties associated with the

economic-base concept, but none of the criteria are fatal to the prin¬

ciple and many of them can be solved, or at least mitigated, in the

course of further research. But this still leaves the question of the

conceptual difficulties and one has to ask to what extent do these fun¬

damentally undermine the economic base theory?
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The main conceptual difficulty revolves round the controversy of

whether the method is to be considered a short or a long-run device.

The proponents of these two views are Tiebout (58) and Uorth (40) respeo-

tively. The issue basically rests upon the extent to which exports

lead, or principally determine, a region's economic growth. To the ex¬

tent that they do not, then the concept must be partial and, therefore,

only of short-run application since in the long run other influences

will not remain constant. Tiebcut sees the regional multiplier as a

valuable aid to understanding income determination, but by no means con¬

siders it the sole determinant. In order to understand this viewpoint

one must consider the two sectors in the region in the wider framework

of exogenous and endogenous sectors. The income in the region is the

total of the income generated in these two sectors. The income gene¬

rated in the exogenous sector is outwith the control of the region. The

recipients of this income spend it (partly) within the region and the

generation of income that results from satisfying this demand identifies

the endogenous sector.

Thus, since the level of activity in the endogenous sector depends

upon the level of demand generated by the exogenous sector, it is legi¬

timate to consider the latter as the basic sector. To the extent that

the export sector forms a vital part of the exogenous sector, Tiebout

would agree that it is important in the short run, and this is further

reinforced by the fact that the expoi'ts will be the largest and most

volatile part of this sector. Yet exports are by no means the sole
Wtr' UH.T!T£>

constituents of this s&et-o^, which must also include the level of
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investment, the degree of non-local government spending within the re¬

gion etc. It follows from this that it would be perfectly possible for

growth to take place through a change in factors other than exports, viz.

a change of investment making its effect felt through the accelerator.

Horth, on the other hand, visualises a more deterministic course

of economic development by assuming that at the start of economic growth

an export sector comes into being and, as a result, dependent residen¬

tiary industries are established. In the long run it is only changes

in the export sector that can initiate growth. But apart from ignoring

all the other factors in the exogenous sector, such a theory would fail

to allow for the establishment of industries which were not dependent

upon the export industries, neither could it allow for the fact that,

through economies of scale, the industries which initially were completely

dependent upon the region for exports or for markets could develop inter¬

regional ties. For this reason it would be reasonable to consider Tie-

bout's version as the most plausible, but due to the predominance of

exports within the exogenous sector, one would not wish to downgrade

their importance in the short run.

The second conceptual difficulty arises from the fact that the

multiplier as usually measured is a combination of two types of multi¬

pliers. The first is determined by the extent to which the final export

sector contains or uses intermediate products manufactured locally. The

second is strictly the Keynesian type dependent upon changes in local

income flows which in this case is determined by the consumption habits

of employees in the export, intermediate and service industries.
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Although this may be considered, more a conceptual refinement, rather

than a conceptual difficulty, problems do arise for strictly the econo¬

mic base concept implies the measurement of the latter multiplier whilst

in practice what one is often measuring is only the former (via. in the

firm-by-firm approach).

Thirdly, and finally, like the sector theory the economic base

theory is guilty of being based purely upon demand considerations, those

of supply being ignored. The most serious consequence of this is the

theory's neglect of productivity changes. Clearly any increase in de¬

mand for exports may lead to changes in productivity, not only in the

exporting industries, but also in the intermediate anu service sectors

as well, and should there be a greater scope for such increases in one

sector rather than another then the multiplier will obviously change ac¬

cordingly. Another aspect of the supply problem is the failure of the

theory to appreciate that investment is not only income-creating but is

capacity-creating as well. fieally the concept should embody some of

the principles akin to the Harrod-Domar Growth Models which explicitly

recognise these two aspects of investment.

Conclusions to regional multiplier analysis

The regional multiplier simply stated is a statistical relation¬

ship between the exogenous and endogenous sectors of a region. That it

is valid both to divide the region's economy into these two sectors and

to consider the exogenous sector as the 'basic' one has never really

been disputed. But the economic base concept in particular goes fur¬

ther than this by maintaining that exports are the all-important
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constituent of the exogenous sector.

This is a highly suggestive, but simplifying, generalisation vMch

lends to the theory the same characteristics as those of the sector

theory, viz. that in aggregate it may be useful, but in any particular

application it must be treated with great caution. The emphasis on ex¬

ports rules out any long-run application and the considerable technical

difficulties inherent in its application in the short run leads to the

necessity for treating any conclusions that may emerge with great care,

if not suspicion. But despite these objections the theory still has a

remarkable vitality, and is indeed to be found in almost all regional

forecasting studies. This is probably due to the facts that the base

concept has not been seriously conceptually undermined by its critics,

and as such remains valid, together with the knowledge that, despite its

simplicity, it still remains the most sophisticated method that can yield

results, given the general paucity of data available at the regional

level. In short, as Meyer (35) has noted, there is no real empirically

implementable alternative open to the regional analyst.

REMAINING ECONOMIC THEORIES

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the remaining economic

theories and techniques open to the regional analyst have minimum data

requirements which far exceed the level of sophistication obtained at the

regional or sub-regional level in the U.K. Yet although these theories

cannot be applied to the problem at hand, it is nevertheless important

for a full understanding of the subject to show briefly why this is so.
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A thorough review of the data available, at the town level, to¬

gether with a full discussion of why this level was adopted will have to

await the empirical section of this thesis. At this stage it is suf¬

ficient to note that as far as the theories below are concerned, at least

one of the following sets of data is vital to each of them; viz. data on

inter-regional flows, inter-industry but intra-regional flows and inter¬

industry comparative cost levels. It is the absence of these statistics

which rules out any approach based other than on the sector or economic

base theories.

The most important exclusion on these grounds is perhaps that of

the input-output technique, of which economic base theory is a highly

simplified form. Although to a large extent this technique is merely a

descriptive device, it nevertheless could be useful in forecasting indus¬

trial structures. Basically regional input-output analysis consists of

a matrix of input-output coefficients relating not only to inter-industry

flows but also to inter-regional flows as well. Consequently, on the

basis of an assumed rate of growth in either final demand or the national

economy, the relative expansion paths of each industry in any region

could be calculated and, therefore, the change in any region's industrial

structure forecasted. Clearly in its idealised form the input-output

table's data requirements are far too sophisticated, and it is not sur¬

prising to find that most developments in this technique have been aimed

at reducing the empirical detail required. Meyer (35) ^as illustrated

the principal ways in which this has been achieved. Attempts have been

made to aggregate the flows either by subsuming all inter-regional flows
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into one export/import sector or, conversely, aggregating over all in¬

dustries and concentrating solely upon inter-regional relationships.

But the former still requires data on inter-industry flows and the latter

on inter-regional flows, neither of which are available. Perhaps the

most promising simplification is that advanced by Leontief and Strout

(30) who adopted gravity-type structural equations as proxies for inter¬

regional flows, nevertheless the data requirements for this method still

involve the output of the industries in each region, which again is aata

not available at the sub-regional level in the U.K.

The other important technique whloh has to be rejected is that of

industrial complex analysis, which itself is an amalgam of input-output

and comparative cost techniques. As already noted comparative cost

analysis is used chiefly to identify the economic base of a region. Al¬

though only those costs wl ich vary between regions need be considered,

thus reducing considerably the demands made upon data, the method still

relies upon detailed cost figures on those inputs which do vary between

regions, principally transport, labour and a few key raw materials.

However, the analysis is only partial and as a result it ignores the

complexities arising out of economies of scale, factor price changes in¬

duced by inelastic supply functions and the economies resulting from ag¬

glomeration. Industrial complex analysis, as developed by Isard et al

(28), overcomes some of these difficulties by attempting to define mean¬

ingful industrial complexes for cost comparison by using input-output

matrices. Specifically the method calculates, on the assumption of

mainland production functions, what would be the optimal petro-chemical
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complex for Puerto Hico, and. then relaxes this assumption so as to allow

for important non-identities between the mainland and Puerto Hico opera¬

tions.

In order to justify the omission of both comparative cost and

industrial complex analysis, it is necessary to beg the question of the

nature of the empirical work to be conducted in this thesis. As will

be shown later, either one could concentrate upon a particular region

and forecast its industrial structure or one could conduct a cross-

section study based upon a large number of small sub-regions and impli¬

cit in the discussion of input-output techniques was the adoption of the

latter. Nevertheless it must be realised that in a limited manner

national input-output coefficients could be used to build a model for

any particular region and to this extent industrial complex analysis

could be considered a real alternative. Yet if the aim is the more

sophisticated one of analysing the general determinants of industrial

structure (on the basis of a cross-section study} then clearly the data

limitations must preclude the adoption of these techniques.

Consequently, as a result of data limitation, only the sector and

the regional multiplier theories will be carried forward into the empi¬

rical section of this thesis.



Chapter Five

THE MODEL

The last three chapters reviewed those theories which at some

stage have been used to explain differences in industrial structure or

which by implication could have been so used. It is the aim of this

chapter now to synthesise and develop the positive conclusions of the

last three chapters into a model that can be used to derive the determi¬

nants of industrial structure. This model, which will be carried over

into the empirical section of this thesis, must reflect that combination

of aim, available data and theory which is capable of yielding the most

meaningful results. Nevertheless, although the choice of this model in

practice involves the simultaneous interaction between thes9 three, for

exposition purposes it will be derived in two separate stages. First,

data considerations will be ignored and a general model developed con¬

sisting solely of those hypotheses which stem logically from those theo¬

ries outlined in the previous chapters. Secondly, in the light of the

data available, this model will be adjusted and adapted so as to be con¬

sistent with the data available to this particular study and it is only

this latter model which need reflect the above combination of aim, data

and theory.

AIM OF STUDY

However, before either of these stages can be tackled it is ne¬

cessary to specify the aim of this research more precisely than has been

hitherto attempted (see the Introduction). The aim arose out of a

general awareness of the regional economists' inability to predict the
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changes in a region's industrial structure, and a general desire to im¬

prove upon this situation forms the starting point to this study. Con¬

ceptually one could achieve this either by restricting one's aim to a

particular region ana to analyse the forces which have dictated its de¬

velopment in the past ana then, in the light of this and other factors

peculiar to the region, to forecast the likely change in industrial

structure. But the disadvantage of this case-study approach is that

the conclusions are likely to be of little significance outside that

particular region. For this reason the alternative aim of discovering

what factors have influenced the development of a number of regional in-

uustrial structures will be adopted here. In this way the general fac¬

tors at work may be elucidated which, if it is so aesired, could be

applied to any individual region. The disadvantage of this method is

that it is unlikely to be able to predict the industrial structure of

any one region as accurately as the first, but this cost in accuracy is

outweighed by the benefit of greater generality and, consequently, over¬

all usefulness.

However, until what is meant by 'industrial structure' is defined

more precisely, the above aim will still be too wide for purposes of

formulating hypotheses. It would be consistent with the above paragraph

to consider either industrial structure in a disaggregated form based on

SIC orders or in an aggregated form based upon the primary, secondary

and tertiary sectors. Without any prior research to fall back upon one

could reasonably postulate that the forces at work would first express

themselves in the division between the various sectors, so that any finer
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division between the industrial orders could be interpretable only in

terms of the initial division between these broader sectors. For this

reason alone one would be inclined to adopt an industrial structure de¬

fined in an aggregate manner since it is obviously wise to study the

simpler forces at work first. This point is further reinforced by the

fact that, as shown in Chapter 4? "khe theories based upon economic* con¬

siderations are likely to be operative only for the broader division in

industrial structures.

Consequently, for this research, industrial structure will be

confined to the division between the primary, secondary and tertiary

sectors. This then serves to raise the final point of which of these

sectors the hypotheses below should attempt to analyse. The primary

sector can be discounted immediately as being of little significance.

Of the remaining two, the tertiary sector would appear to be more sus¬

ceptible to analysis since the theories outlined in Chapters 3 and 4

were, implicitly at least, more applicable to a study of that sector.

This is clearly true for the sector theory, whilst the other economic

approach, the economic base theory, treated the exporting sector (which

is chiefly interpretable in terms of the secondary sector) as exogenous.

Furthermore, central place theory was based upon the functions performed

by regional economic units and it is really only in the tertiary sector

that these are free to vary.

Hence, for this study, the aim will be to determine those forces

which influence the size of the tertiary sector in regional economic

units.
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GENERAL HYPOTHESES

Given the above aim of this research, it is now possible to con¬

sider what contribution can be maae by each of the theories outlined in

the previous chapters. The theories forming the essential background

to the model are diverse and, as a result, the various formulations de¬

rived from them can be thought of as being alternative ways of looking

at the overall problem. The main division in the above theories lies

between those based upon location theory and those stemming from macro-

economic theory, for the former would attempt to explain the industrial

structure of a regional economic unit in terms of its relationship with

other such units and its place in anhierarcby, whilst the latter would

study the unit in isolation within a strictly economic framework. This

division has been carried into the selection of the independent variables

and attention will be directed to both in turn, taking those hypotheses

stemming from location theory first.

It will be recalled from Chapter 3 that location theory formed

the theoretical base to central place theory, the main conclusion of

which was that there would be a natural ordering of regional economio

units in the form of an hierarchy. Lttsch (32) derived this notion of a

natural ordering from his concept of an ideal market and Christaller (7)

showed how, as a result of economies of scale, the position in the hier¬

archy would be associated with the number of central goods produced in

that plaoe. In other words central place theory can be reduced to the

hypothesis that

Ci = ?[%] (5-1)
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where Cj_ = the number of central goods produced by regional
economic unit i

Hj_ = the position of regional economic unit i in the
hierarchy.

As such the hypothesis has little apparent connection with the

dependent variable, i.e. with the size of the tertiary sector. The

theory merely states that the higher the grouping of an economic unit

the greater will be the number of central goods produced there, but it

shows no connection between a unit's grouping and its industrial struc¬

ture. Consequently the theory has to be extended by the assumption of

a real relationship between industrial structure and the number of cen¬

tral goods produced by a regional economic unit. If for the moment the

definition of a 'regional economic unit' is begged and the town is taken

as such a unit, then the assumption can be defended on the grounds that

the tertiary sector of a town also serves the area around that town and

ceteris paribus the larger the town the larger the area it serves and

the more specialised become its services. In other words the larger

the town the greater will be its tertiary sector due to the increased

range of goods produced there i.e.

where Sj_ = the size of the tertiary sector of regional economic

The hypothesis in (5.2) will be valid to the extent that an ag¬

gregated definition of industrial structure is adopted, though it would

break down in the case of the disaggregated form (i.e. a definition

based upon individual industries). It is also an acceptable assumption

so long as the town is taken as the basic unit, but a full discussion of

Si (5.2)

unit i.
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this particular point will be left until later. So, accepting the ag¬

gregated. form of industrial structure and leaving aside for the moment

the question of which unit to adopt, hypotheses (5*l) an(i 5«2) may be

combined to yield the third hypothesis that

This notion that the size of the tertiary sector of a regional economic

unit is a function of its place in the hierarchy serves as the basic

starting point for the ensuing discussions.

However, this hypothesis will be of little practical use unless

either an hierarchy can be identified absolutely or some independent

measure of an hierarchy can be found. In Chapter 3 it was shown that

attempts to isolate an hierarchy in absolute terms were unsuccessful.

However, studies which adopted population and function as independent

criteria for an hierarchy were partially successful since both these

methods found the presence of relatively few classes of towns each with

a relatively large functional gradation. On the basis of these results

it would appear possible to further develop hypothesis (5«3) through re-

specifying the hierarchy in term3 either of the population of a regional

economic unit or the function performed by it.

It will be remembered that the rationale for taking population as

a criterion for the hierarchy lay in the fact that, as shown in Chapter

3, central place theory identifies groups of regional economic units ac¬

cording to the number of central goods produced there and states that

each group is characterised by a certain minimum population. The latter

point follows from the fact that the basic cause for grouping lies in

(5-3)
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economies of scale in the production of central goods and that a certain

minimum population is required before these can materialise. As a re¬

sult it should be possible to identify a regional economic unit's posi¬

tion in an hierarchy from the population associated with it. Given

this fact, then it is possible to develop hypothesis (5*3) into the

following
Sti - F[pti) (5.4)

whex^e Sti = size of "the tertiary seotor of regional econo¬
mic unit i at time t

J?ti = i*18 population associated with regional economic
unit i.

This hypothesis, that the size of the tertiary sector is a func¬

tion of the population of the regional economic unit, is the first hypo¬

thesis to be incorporated in the general model.

To consider now the alternative criterion, that of function, in

Chapter 3 Ullman (60) was shown to be one of the main protagonists of

this idea in which he identified Christaller's (?) central places as

market hamlets, township centres, county seats, district cities, small

state capitals, provincial head cities and regional capitals. Conse¬

quently the industrial structure of a regional economic unit, or at least

the size of its tertiary sector, could be identified by deciding which

group the unit fell into.

The difficulty now presents itself of how to incorporate this

into a testable hypothesis. One method would be to use dummy variables

to identify the category which a town fell into. This would then lead

to the following hypothesis in which

Sti " "[*» (5.5)
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where Xa = dummy variables representing a particular group in
the hierarchy.

Thus dummy variable Xa could refer to a regional centre and it could be

assigned a value of zero or unity depending upon whether the particular

unit was, or was not, such a centre.

However, attempts to justify the claim for a distinct hierarchy,

talcing the town as the basic unit, occupied much of Chapter 3> the gene¬

ral conclusion there being that the claim was largely invalid. It will

be recalled from this chapter that two approaches were adopted in trying

to identify hierarchies in towns. The first analysed the relationship

between the town and the rest of the system (viz. Carruthers (6) based

his study upon bus routes) whilst the second tried to study a town in

isolation through the adoption of a battery of statistical indicators

(e.g. Smailes (51)). Unfortunately, although each method managed to

generate its own hierarchy, when these were compared they were found not

to correspond to each other and this was held not to be surprising in

view of the weaknesses associated both with their criteria and assump¬

tions. The consequences of this lack of correspondence between the

hierarchies will be investigated in more detail later on, but all that

need be noted here is that as a result it becomes impossible to identify

the groupings in an hierarchy other than subjectively, and hence the

claim to a clear and distinct hierarchy is invalid. This conclusion is

important here, for it means that any approach based upon dummy variables

has to be rejected, for a pre-requisite to such an approach is an abiliiy

to identify the various groupings in reasonably objective terms. This

is quite apart from the conclusion to Chapter 3 that others have
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attempted, this method and singularly failed for well understood reasons.

The fact that there is no evidence for a single unified hierarchy

suggests that the strict interpretation of central place theory, in ivhich

population and function were taken as alternative methods of identifying

the same hierarchy, diould be rejected. But this does not imply that

the findings of this chapter should be dismissed, for there is clearly

too much evidence of a systematic variation between industrial structure

and function for that to be permissible. An alternative way of looking

at the problem would be not to postulate a connection between population

and function, but rather to consider the functions performed by a regio¬

nal economic unit as reinforcing or reducing the influence of population

in determining the 3ize of the tertiary sector. Hypothesis (5*4)

states that the size of the tertiary sector of a regional economic unit

depends upon its population, but Chapter 3 also shows that the function

performed by the unit is important. Thus for two units of equal size

the influence of function would be positive in the case of one being a

regional centre and negative in the case of the other being a manufac¬

turing town placed near to a conurbation. In the former case the ter¬

tiary sector would be larger than expected for the population atone,

whilst in the latter it would be smaller. In other words hypothesis

(5.4) now becomes

It should be notea here that hypothesis (5.6) extends the concept

of central place theory and at the same time manages to avoid one of its

(5-6)

where fi = the function (r6le) of regional economic unit i.
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main pitfalls. As already argued, central place theory would oonsider

both population and function as identifying the hierarchy in absolute
*

terms, but this served only to raise the difficulty that, although it is

possible to identify an hierarchy by both methods, the two fail to cor¬

respond to each other. Yet this difficulty stemmed solely from the

attempt to identify in absolute terms the group a unit fell into. In

fact hypothesis (5.6) shows that it is sufficient only to consider whe¬

ther, on account of the function performed, a unit will be in a relatively

higher or lower group than would be expected from its population alone.

As a result hypothesis (5*6) not only extends the concept of central

place theory but also avoids one of its major weaknesses. This, then,

will be the second hypothesis to be incorporated into the general model.

The above concludes a discussion of the contribution rrade by lo¬

cation theory and its descendants and attention must now be directed to

a development of the regional multiplier and sector theories as contained

in chapter 4» li will be recalled that these two theories approached

the problem through analysing the regional economic unit in isolation

rather than, as in Chapter 3> as part of a more general system.

To consider first the regional multiplier theory, this would pos¬

tulate that changes in one sector would be transmitted to another in the

usual Keynesian manner. Conceptually this method could be used to ana¬

lyse any number of sectors and a complex model could be aevised upon the

interaction between a chosen number of them. However, as shown in

Chapter 4> it is a quite general characteristic of any regional unit

that the data is insufficient for such a procedure. This has the effect
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of considerably weakening the application of this concept since it has

to be simplified into the economic base concept to make it compatible

with the data available. In addition to the weakness associated with

the economic base concept (outlined in Chapter 4), as will be seen later,

the method poses certain difficulties in specifying the relationships

even at this level of simplification. At this stage, it should be re¬

called that, as Meyer (35) bas already noted (Chapter 4), there is no

real alternative to this method and that the only course left to the

analyst is to bring into the open these weaknesses and to interpret the

conclusions always with these in mind.

In its most general form, the economic base theory traces the

inter-sector income flows between the exogenous and endogenous sectors

according to two hypotheses:

Y = P kjXi Xn] (5.7)
and Z = FY (5-8)

where Y = the total income of the region

Xj_ = the output of the exogenous industry i
Z = the output of the endogenous sector

k = a constant

Thus the output of the exogenous sector determines a region's income and

hypothesis (5-8) shows that this level of income is sufficient to sup¬

port a given output of the endogenous sector. Thus combining hypotheses

(5.7) and (5.8) gives the basic premise that the output of the endoge¬

nous sector is a function of the exogenous sector i.e.

Z = F k[Xi Xn] (5.9)
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However economic base theory went further than this by postulating that

the output of tne 'exporting' sector of a region is the principal com¬

ponent of the exogenous sector's output. Thus hypothesis (5-9) can be

further refined into

Z = FkijEi E^j (5.10)
where kp = constant

Ei = the output of exporting industry i.

Nevertheless, in order to adapt this general conclusion of the economic

base theory to the problem at hand, it is necessary to relate hypothesis

(5.10) to the tertiary sector. This can be done through the legitimate

assumption that the endogenous sector itself is principally identifiable

in terms of the tertiary sector. However this only serves to raise the

difficulty that hypothesis (5.10) relates to the whole of the exporting

sector, part of which is to be found within the tertiary sector itself

(i.e. within the dependent variable). Since this is illegitimate the

exporting sector will have to be confined to those industries located

within the secondary sector. Any resultant inaccuracy involved in ex¬

cluding those exporting industries in the tertiary sector can largely be

overcome by interpreting the results from this hypothesis together with

those of hypothesis (5.6) in which the role of the tertiary sector as an

exporting sector is explored. So, allowing for these adjustments, the

third hypothesis to be adopted becomes

sti ■ F[v v]« (5.11)
where Emp = size of exporting industries in the secondary sector.
Before attention can be turned to the sector theory it is neces¬

sary to fully understand the differences in working between this theory
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and. economic base theory. In the latter theory, the causal relation¬

ship runs from the exporting sector, through the level of income and the

regional multiplier, to the size of the tertiary sector, or in schema

form

exporting sector —> level of income —^ Regional size of the
multiplier tertiary sector

The sector theory, on the other hand, goes no further back in the pro¬

cess than the level of income in a region and traces the relationship

between this and the size of the tertiary sector, not in terms of the

regional multiplier, but rather in terms of differential sectoral income

elasticities and productivity changes. Again in schema form}

level of income —£ differential sectoral income size of the
elasticities and productivity tertiary sector
changes

Thus the sector theory would state that a rise in per oapita in¬

come would lead to an expansion of the tertiary sector relative to the

secondary sector due to the presence of a higher income elasticity in

the tertiary sector, together with fewer opportunities to improve that

sector's productivity. Consequently for two similar regional economic

units, one with a higher per capita income than the other, ceteris pari¬

bus there will be a difference in the size of their tertiary sectors.

Hence the fourth basic hypothesis to be incorporated in the general mo¬

del is

Sti = F[^ti] (5.12)
where Yti = the level of per capita income in the regional

economic unit.

Formjxf the_ _gener_al_ mpdel_ - it is now possible to bring together the
above four hypotheses to be tested into a single general model viz.
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Sti - F[?ti, Rti, (Emi Emn)ti, ?tij (5-13)
In other wards the size of the tertiary sector of a regional

economic unit will he a function of its population, the role or function

it performs, the size of its exporting sector and. the level of per capita

income within the unit.

The question now raised is whether this will be in a linear or

non-linear form. It should be pointed out that it will be the task of

the empirical section to discover exactly what form the relationship will

take and that the main concern here is simply to postulate that model

which theory would lead one to test. To the extent that the theory be¬

hind each variable has little to say upon the actual form of the rela¬

tionship and that to adopt a non-linear form at this stage would perhaps

obscure the essential arguments hehind each variable, a linear form will

be accepted. In which case equation (5.13) can be re-written as

St - + b^P-j; + c1Rt + a1 (E,^ Emn)t+ Sl't (5-14)
where a^ b]_ cq d^ and g^_ = constants.
This is not to deny the fact that the relationship might be other

than linear, but at this stage it would be impossible to state exactly

what non-linear form it would take. However, for the purposes of the

empirical section, it should be noted here that if the size of the ter¬

tiary sector is expressed in percentage terms its value must be restric¬

ted to the range 0 to 100, in which case with a linear form it may well

be possible that doubling the size of, say, population, would lead to a

tertiary sector greater than 100$.

Up to this point the model has been developed in terms of the per¬

centage size of the tertiary sector in one year, but it would appreciably
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add to the usefulness of the model if this oould be adapted to explain

changes in the size of the tertiary sector also.

One hypothesis which couid be advanced is that the changes in the

tertiary sector might be a result of changes in the independent variabiles

within the same time period. Thus, for instance, a change in population

over the period would cause a corresponding change in the size of the

tertiary- sector, i.e. equation (5.I4) would then read as

&S-fc > a2 + b2AP-t; + C2hit-t + d2&(Emi... .Emn)-fc+ g2dlt (5«lp)
Both equations (5.I4) and (5*15) represent an equilibrium system

in which the interaction between the dependent ana independent variables

is completed in the absence of any time-lags. In addition the first

differences version of the model (equation 5*15) will also indicate the

stability of the relationship, for the degree of fit obtained with this

model will reflect the extent to which the relationship itself has

altered.

However, the changes in the size of the tertiary sector may be

brought about by changes in the independent variables rather than by

changes within the same time period. In other words the system may be

in a state of disequilibrium. Such a position may arise for two rea¬

sons, the first being a perfectly general one, whilst the second is pe¬

culiar to the theories associated with equation (5.I4). To take the

general point first it is clear that if the tertiary sector takes time

to adjust to a change in one of the independent variables, i.e. if it is

relatively inflexible, then at a given point of time the size of the

sector actually measured will not be its 'true' size given the values of
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the other variables. In such a situation the model should be specified

in terms of a movement towards the equilibrium position rather than in

terms of that position itself. The second reason is related to this

inflexibility and stems from the controversy over whether the economic

base and sector theories are short or long-run influences. This con¬

troversy has already been surveyed in Chapter 4> and it is sufficient to

note here that the sector theory, through its emphasis on income elasti¬

cities and induced productivity changes, is more likely to work in the

long term* whilst either viewpoint can be taken over the economic base

theory. The point here is that should either of these theories work in

the long run then the size of the tertiary sector measured at any point

of time will be responding to past changes in these variables, and this

is the same as saying there will be a disequilibrium position.

The presence of a disequilibrium position means that it is not

the absolute level of the tertiary sector that is a function of the ab¬

solute level of the independent variablesbut rather the change in the

tertiary sector over a period. In other words the true relationship is

not that in equation (5«15) but rather

&St = + b^P-j. + c^Kt + d3[Emi Emnj t + &3Yt (5* 16)
Since it is not possible a priori to state whether the system will

be in equilibrium or not, it will be necessary to retain both the equi¬

librium and disequilibrium versions of the general model.

THE DATA

The general model derived was done so without any regard to the

statistics available and, as a result, it has to be considerably modified
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in any particular instance to allow for data incompatibilities. This

modification will be the task of the next section, but first the statis¬

tics available at the regional and sub-regional level for each of the

variables in the general moael must be reviewed.

1) £e_genae_nt_ variable_~ since the general model is mainly concerned with
inter-sector flows, the size of the tertiary sector should be measured

either in terms of income generated or output. But for the former there

are simply no statistics available whilst for the latter the only output

figures which exist are those relating to the retail trade Jcensus of
Distribution 196lJ • However statistics are available on the employment
in each industry in each 'town' either from the Ministry of Labour re¬

turns (unpublished) or from the Census of Population 1951 end 1961.

2) £°j>ulation_ - detailed statistics based upon the civil parish or ward

are available in the Census of Population 1951> 1961 and I966.

3) Fu^c^i£n_per£orme_d_b2_ the_ £egi£nal_economic _unit_ - apart from its in¬

dustrial structure there are no statistics available upon the function

performed by a regional economic unit, though as will be seen from the

next section this is largely a result of the difficulty involved in de¬

fining what is meant by 'function1.

4) E^SPE^iP-E. £e_£t££. ~ conceptually the 'exporting' sector would be iden¬

tifiable in terms of a regional input/output table i.e. one which showed

both inter-industry ana inter-regional flows, but less idealistically

the sector could also be identified in terms of inter-regional flow to¬

gether with a knowledge of a region's total output [i.e. the exporting

sector would be identified by the percentage of the total output flowing
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out of the region . But inter-industry, inter-regional flows and total

output statistics are not available and again resort will have to be

made to labour statistics (see next section).

5) Income - statistics on total income disaggregated by source (viz. em¬

ployment, profit and investment) are set out for most counties for cer¬

tain years in the "Beport of the Commissioners to the Inland Bevenue",

but below the county level reliance must be placed upon prosy-variables.

[Statistics on the size of customers' deposits are published sach year

in the Trustee Savings Bank yearbook, but only for the 80 towns in which

they have branches.] A discussion of the availability of these proxy

variables, together with an assessment of their viability, will be fully

developed in the next section.

One final point which is of considerable importance to the next

section is the extent to which statistics differ between the regional

and sub-regional level. The statistics so far outlined relate to the

sub-regional level i.e. the town level and clearly these are also avail¬

able through aggregation at the regional level. It might be legitimate

to anticipate a considerable increase in the statistics available at the

regional level, but this fails to materialise in practice. Apart from

the statistics already mentioned, the major additions consist of activity

rates by age and sex for the past 12 years, statistics on the sales and

output in 1954 and 195^ for the secondary sector as a whole and details

of total expenditure and ownership of consumer durables in the family

expenditure surveys.
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SPECIFICATION OF THE PARTICULAR MODEL

The need, to adapt the general model to the particular circum¬

stances of this study has already been noted and as a first step in this

process the data available at the regional and sub-regional level was

outlined in the above section. But before any detailed adjustments can

be made to this model it is necessary to decide upon which method of

analysis is to be adopted.

Given the above availability of statistics either factor or re¬

gression analysis would be suitable, the actual choice being based upon

their respective compatibility with the overall aim of this thesis.

Although one would never wish to reject irrevocably any particular me¬

thod, on these grounds one may feel justified in casting the analysis

initially within a regression framework. The aim of this study is to

discover what factors will explain variations in the size of the tertiary

sector and as such regression analysis is clearly relevant. On the

other hand factor analysis, as was shown in Chapter 3» is a purely des¬

criptive device. This is so because in this method a large number of

characteristics relating to the unit under review are assembled and the

analysis is then used to generate separate ana indepenaent components

which will explain the greatest amount of variation in these characteris¬

tics. However the components so generated lack any behavioural content

which restricts the analysis to being no more than a descriptive tool.

If the method to be selected is that of regression analysis then

before the model can be specified it must be decided whether the study

is to be based upon a cross-section or a time-series analysis. Since
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this is chiefly determinable in the light of the available data, which

in turn is affected by the choice of the basic unit for analysis, this

latter point must be decided first. From a review of the data in the

last section it is clear that there are effectively only two levels of

analysis viz. the regional (based on the standard regions) or the town.

At the regional level there is a greater variety of data but unfortunately

the choice of the region as the basic unit would make little sense in

terms of the findings of Chapter Both the population and location

variables stem from the idea of an hierarchy of towns and whilst there

is nothing absolute about selecting the town itself, it would clearly be

illegitimate to think in terms of an hierarchy of standard regions.

To return to the question of a time-series or a cross-section

study, the former has already been ruled out through the rejection of

the case-study approach, but a choice still has to be made between a

cross-section combined with a time-series approach or a pure cross-

section study alone. However the selection of the town as the basic

unit of analysis has made the former approach impracticable for the fol¬

lowing reasons. The data on the dependent variable is available over a

period of years from the Ministry of Labour (see above) which bases its

statistics on the returns from the local employment exchanges, but the

alternative source, the Census of Population, presents the data only for

the two years 1951 an<l 19^1. As will be seen below, the bulk of the

data for the independent variables is taken from this census, the sta¬

tistics of which are based upon the local administrative area. If the

data for the dependent variables is taken from the Census of Population
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then there will he an automatic correspondence between the area covered

by both the dependent and independent variables, whereas if the data for

the dependent variables is taken from the Ministry of Labour source this

v/ill not be so. Consequently the practicability of adopting a cross-

section-cum-time-3eries approach turns upon the inaccuracy caused by

having the dependent and independent variables based upon different geo¬

graphical areas. The Ministry of Housing and Local Government publish

a map (2p) which superimposes the employment exchange areas upon the

local administrative areas and it is clear from this map that the areas

fail to correspond. Furthermore it is impossible to adjust one set of

data to the other since neither is presented in a more disaggregated

form.

As a result of this difficulty it is possible only to conduct a

cross-section study though, since some data for the dependent variable

is given for both 1951 a^<i 1961, the effect of time is not entirely

excluded.

Accepting a method based upon a cross-section regression analysis,

taking the town as the basic unit of analysis, then, in the light of the

data available at this level, the general model will have to be re-

specified in the manner spelt out below.

Dependent Variable

As already indicated the size of the tertiary sector should be

measured in terms of output but unfortunately resort has to be made to

employment figures. Further, from the discussion in the above para¬

graphs, it follows that the only period over which adjustments for a
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possible disequilibrium position can be made has to be restricted to

that of 1951 "to 1961. Consequently, the dependent variable can be de¬

fined as either the percentage of the total labour force of a town em¬

ployed in the tertiary sector or the change in the percentage over the

period 1951 "to I96I.

Independent Variables

1) _Po£»ulation. It will be recalled from the first section that the

first hypothesis to be considered is that the size of the tertiary sec¬

tor is a function of population or, using the notation previously adopted,

Sti = pfti| (5.4)
The basic unit of analysis is the 'town' which, from an economio

point of view, usually differs from the unit identified in the Census of

Population jsince the latter is based simply upon the area delineated by
the local authority boundary]. Since the local authority area is in¬

variably the smaller unit the required adjustment consists of bringing

into account all the population units lying outwith the local authority

area which could still be considered part of an homogeneous economic

unit. Leaving aside the question of the definition of such a unit until

the empirical section, the only difficulty that this adjustment raises

stems from the illegitimacy of simply aggregating the respective sub-

population units. This cannot be done since the distance between these

units and the town centre acts so as to reduce the influence of the

former.

The question of the influence of distance is important for it is

raised also by the next independent variable. The only theoretical
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formulation which can be used to estimate the extent to which the in¬

fluence of a population unit diminishes with distance is the gravity-

model, which was originally developed independently by Stewart (53) and

Zipf (66). In its most general form the model states that the inter¬

action (i) between two economic units of mass and is a function

directly of their mass and inversely of the friction between them»(F)?
raised to some power n, i.e.

M, Mp
I - * "Jn (5-17)

-where n = constant.

The actual variables used to represent the interaction, mass and

friction will vary with the nature of the problem, each different speci¬

fication leading to a different value for n. It follows from equation

(5.17) that the influence Ip that a sub-population Ps will have upon a
town of population P will be

kD
Ip • —ju (5*1®)

where d = the distance between town centre and sub-population
unit s

kp and u = constants.
It follows from equation (5.18) that the population variable P^j_

in equation (5-4) must be replaced by the town's total effective popula¬

tion i.e. that equation (5*4) must be modified into equation (5.19) viz.

3u ■ r ti (5.19)

2) Function_Variables_ . The second hypothesis developed from the gene¬

ral model was that the size of the tertiary sector would be influenced
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"by the function or role of the town, i.e. that

sti - F[Eti]
In Chapter 3 two main difficulties with this approach were iden¬

tified. First it was seen to be impossible to identify absolutely

which hierarchy a town fell into. Secondly no satisfactory criterion

of function was developed in the studies reviewed in Chapter 3« It

will be recalled that some took a single criterion (e.g. Carruthers (6)

took bus routes), whilst some adopted a battery of statistical indica¬

tors (e.g. Smailes (51)), but all fell short of defining a satisfactory

criterion since all were open to criticisms on both their definition and

content. It has already' been shown how the first difficulty can be

largely avoided by identifying the unit a town falls into in relative

terms only, whilst to solve the second problem an independent measure of

function is required.

One approach which offers some scope in solving this problem has

already been touched upon in the development of the above hypothesis.

This hypothesis is based upon the 'relative' approach and as such it

must be taken along with the first hypothesis i.e. that

the argument being that the siae of the tertiary sector as given by the

first hypothesis will be increased or decreased according to the in¬

fluence of the second. Further, in section one of this chapter, it was

pointed out that the function performed by a town depended largely upon

the presence of other towns nearby. Thus a town which itself was not

large enough to be a regional centre in terms of population alone may

(5.6)
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well find that this function is induced by the absence of larger towns

nearby. Conversely the presence of a larger town would tend to depress

the size of that town's tertiary sector. In other words the size of

the tertiary sector will be a function of the presence of larger towns

nearby; the greater these are, the smaller the tertiary sector will be,

i.e. that
s « f[l] (5-20)

where L = influence of the population of larger towns nearby.

Conversely if there are a large number of smaller towns situated

nearby their combined influence will result in the tertiary sector being

expanded, whilst their absence would tend to depress the size of the

tex'tiary sector, i.e.

where M = index of the influence of the smaller towns nearby.

To briefly summarise the argument so far, the perfectly general

hypothesis that the size of the tertiary sector is influenced by the

function performed by the town can be developed into the hypothesis that

the size of that sector will be a decreasing function of the influence

of larger towns and an increasing function of that of smaller towns, i.e.

combining (5.20) and (5.21),

As a result equation (5.22) goes some way towards meeting the

second difficulty outlined above, for an index of the influence of the

larger and smaller towns can be used as a criterion of function, thus

avoidirjg the difficulties of definition and content associated with those

indices based directly upon the functional attributes of the town. To

derive an index of this influence is now a task commensurate with the

(5.21)

(5.22)
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data available, for it has already been shown that, on the basis of the

gravity formula, the influence (F) that a population unit (p) exerts

upon a point distance (d) away is
hp

F « d? (5*23)
where h and n = constants.

So a convenient index (F^) of the influence of larger towns on

any particular town will be given by
n

FL = F (5-24)

u j-1

where Pt . = the population of the jtown larger than the town
in question

Dli«j » the distance of the town larger than the town
in question

h^ and v » constants.

Similarly a convenient index (Fm) of the influence of smaller

towns upon any particular town would be
n_

P

F„ = Fm V p ?
j =1

(5.25)

where P ^ « the population of the town smaller than the
town in question

Djflj - the distance of the town smaller than the town
in question

hm and w = constants.

So combining equations (5.24) and (5-25) the perfectly general

hypothesis originally stated can be modified to suit the particular data

available into the following
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n n

Sti - F

d-i
I mj'ti

(5.26)

3) Ex£ort_S£ctor J(arij.ble. Equation (5.11) expressed the third hypo¬

thesis contained in the general model, as

i.e. that the size of the tertiary sector would he a function of the

output of those secondary industries whioh export outwith the region.

In order to re-specify this in a form suitable to this particular study,

the two problems of a) deciding upon a measurement of output and b)

identifying the 'exporting' industries must be solved. The first is

easily solved by default, for as already shown there is no measure other

than that of the employment associated with each industry. The alter¬

native methods of identifying those industries which do export out of a

region were reviewed in Chapter 4, the conclusion there being that the

method based upon location quotients adopted by Hildebrand and Kace (22)

was the only practicable one. It should be recalled that this method

requires the harsh assumption of a coincidence between local and national

consumption patterns, but since there is no viable alternative the only

way to deal with this problem is to bear this limitation in mind when

interpreting the results.

(5.11)

The location quotient is given by the formula

(5.27)

where = number employed in industry i in a region

R = number employed in all industries in a region
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Nj_ = number employed in industry i at the national level
N = number employed in all industries at the national level.

It follows from (5-27) that if the industry is larger, in terms

of the percentage of the whole labour force employed by it, at the re¬

gional level than the national level, it will have a location quotient

greater than unity. An industry with such a location quotient will be

above average in size and^ granted the assumption of a coincidence be¬
tween local and national consumption patterns, it must be exporting out

of the region. So although the basic hypothesis needs no further ad¬

justment, it can be seen that, in the light of the data restrictions,

the exporting industries will be identified through location quotients

and their size will be measured in terms of their labour force.

4) £n£ome_Variab 1® In the review of the data available it was shown

that there is no direct measure of a town's income and that proxy vari¬

ables will have to be used. But since precisely which variables will

be selected itself depends upon further research, it is not possible at

this stage to take the argument relating to the fourth hypothesis any

further than equation (5.12).

Conclusions to the particular model to he used

Prom the above analysis it can be seen that as a result of data

deficiencies equation (5*6) of the general model has to be replaced by

more complicated equations. Thus equations (5-19) and (5.26) replace

the original equation (5.6) though, as just stated, equations (5.H) and

(5.12) need not be altered at this stage.
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Hence the first version of the equilibrium model, equation (5.14)>

must now read as

Hi + c;

3-1

+ d 4! Emi Emn]ti + 64 Yti (5.28)

Or, in simpler notation,

sti " a4 + b4 pti + c4 Lti + d4 ^ti + e4 sti + g4 Yti (5*29)
where P-ti = the combined population and neighbourhood variable

Hi the index of the larger town's influence

M-fci = the index of the smaller town's influence.

Using this notation, the second version of the equilibrium model,

i.e. equation (5-15)? may be written as

& = atj + b^AP^ + + d^ &E.J. + d^ AY^ (5«30)
Finally, the disequilibrium form may be written as

ASt - a6 + b6 Pti + c6 Lti + d6 + e6 Eti + d6 Yti (5-31)
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Chapter Six

THE DATA

In the theoretical section the model was developed and it is now

the task of the empirical section to test this model and to present the

conclusions stemming from this research. Clearly the first step in

this process involves the collection of the data for each of the vari¬

ables associated with the model. For those studies which rely more or

less exclusively upon published data, although there may be a host of

detailed considerations, the form in xvhich the data is found is usually

sufficiently consistent as between each observation that the whole sub¬

ject matter can be dealt with in an appendix. However such a treatment

is not so convenient in this study for there are no statistics which can

be applied directly to the variables, so that, for each of the variables,

the data must be either adjusted or processed. As a result the collec¬

tion of the data is not straightforward since such a step involves the

adoption of several important assumptions, all of which have a signifi¬

cant bearing upon the interpretation of the results. Consequently a

discussion of the issues raised by the data forms an essential pre¬

requisite to the interpretation of the results, and this is something

which cannot conveniently be attempted in an appendix.

The aim of this chapter is therefore to review briefly the manner

in which the data was collected, leaving aside for an appendix the minu¬

tiae of this process. In the light of this review it will be possible
to show how the data, through the necessity for certain assumptions, has

imposed a particular form upon the model and to assess the implication
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that problems associated with the data have for the interpretation of

the results. In so doing the chapter has been divided into the selec¬

tion of the sample and the collection of the data for the variables.

THE SAMPLE

In the last chapter the 'town' was accepted as the basic unit of

analysis, which raises at this stage the three difficulties of how to

define the 'town', the population and the sample.

The 'town' has been taken as that population unit which is asso¬

ciated with either county or municipal boroughs. A definition based

upon local administrative areas was adopted since the bulk of the data

used in this research was taken from the Census of Population which pre¬

sents its information in local authority form. The difficulties and

biases associated with this choice will be considered alongside the

selection of the variables below.

The population was taken as all those towns possessing a popula¬

tion in excess of 50,000. Although the choice of this figure could be

held to be somewhat arbitrary, there ware nevertheless some good reasons

for choosing this particular level. First it was clear from the ratio¬

nale of the model developed in the last chapter that towns with small

populations had to be rejected, since for these it would be meaningless

to separate out the influence of larger towns (due to the presence of so

many of them). Further, towns with a significantly smaller population

would then be so small as to leave them with few tertiary activities

that the larger town could usurp. Both these considerations in effect

excluded towns below the 15-20,000 population level. Granted this,
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then the fact that the Census of Distribution gives more detail for towns

with a population in excess of 25*000 implied that the lower limit should

be fixed at least at this level. Further, in the publication "A new

town in I£Ld-Wales" (64) it was shown that, as far as retail distribution

is concerned, it was not until a theoretical shopping population of

35-40,000 was reached that there was a significant increase in the range

of services provided over and above those associated with a town of a

population of about 20,000. Since above this level there now appears

an extra range of services that may or may not be provided depending

upon the influence of larger and smaller population centres, it would

seem sensible to consider only those towns capable of providing this

extra range of services. If these three points are accepted, then the

selection of a 50,000 level becomes convenient since it allows compari¬

son with the major work in this field j ;oser ana Scott (37 )J which
adopted this population level.

The total number of towns with a population in excess of 50,000

in Great Britain was 178, and from these a final sample of 69 towns J^see
Appendix I) Table D ll was selected upon the basis of the key decision to

exclude all those towns whose industrial structure was likely to be un¬

duly influenced by the presence of London or a conurbation. As was

shown in Chapter 5 °ne of the variables in the final model attempts to

measure the effect that a larger town has upon the size of given town's

tertiary sector. However it is clear that London and conurbation cen¬

tres (e.g. Liverpool, Birmingham, etc.) will themselves provide such an

exceptional range of services that the relationship between them and
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their surrounding towns will be completely different from the relation¬

ship which may be presumed to normally exist. Thus the influence of

London upon Croydon, Manchester upon Salford or Birmingham upon Dudley

is likely to be of a completely different order from the effect of, say,

Northampton upon Rugby or Brighton upon Worthing. Since there has been

no previous research conducted in this field it is obviously preferable

to tackle the simple issues first, and for this reason towns within a

conurbation (as officially defined) or within the influence of London

were deleted. The latter's influence was presumed to extend over a

radius of 50 miles.

One possible source of error arose from the fact that similar

distortions sometimes applied to two towns, both with populations

greater than 50*000, which were close to each other, yet still outside

London or a conurbation. If one town was significantly larger than

another, viz. Brighton and hove, Bournemouth ana Poole, then it was

thought reasonable to suppose that the larger town would also provide

the more sophisticated services for the smaller town. In such an in¬

stance the smaller town could be relegated to the "neighbourhood' vari¬

able (see below). However where the two towns were of equal size, e.g.

Middlesbrough and Stockton, such an assumption was invalid and the only

course open was to reject the towns.

THE VARIABLES

The following discussion on the collection of the data for each

of the variables specified in the final model can be conveniently divi¬

ded into two parts. The first will deal with the precise definition of
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eaoh variable and the difficulties involved in working with that defini¬

tion, whilst the second will consider the problems associated with the

use of the data itself.

Dependent Variable
— I 1 II «■ ■ I

D_e£inition_ - from Chapter 5 dependent variable was defined simply as

the size of the tertiary sector and in order to specify this variable

more precisely two questions must be answered. First to what level of

disaggregation should the data be taken and, secondly, should employment

or output be taken as an indicator of size? With regard to the data it

was presented with the minimum list heading as the smallest unit, but

for the purposes of this thesis it was felt necessary only to disaggre¬

gate to the level of industrial orders. This was for the same reason

that the towns under the influence of London and the conurbations were

excluded, namely a desire to limit the analysis initially to a study of

the major forces at work. In this respect it is obviously more impor¬

tant to study the causes for inter-town differences in the transport and

professional and scientific industries rather than, say, the differences

between accountants and lawyers.

The question of whether output or employment figures should be

taken has already been touched upon in Chapter 5* As already indicated

output figures would be the most significant measure of industrial size

since the independent variables operate initially upon the demand for an

industry's output, and this can only be accurately reflected in terms of

employment if labour productivity can be assumed constant. However it

has already been noted that, apart from retail distribution, no output
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figures are available at the town level, and. this accordingly introduces

a bias into the results to the extent that the above assumption may not

be valid. Fortunately, the significance of this bias may be partially

estimated from a comparison of the results obtained with the retail dis¬

tribution using both employment and output figures.

Lata.- for this variable there are two sources of employment figures in

the U.K., viz. the Ministry of Labour returns which are compiled from

details of national insurance cards, and the Census of Population} both

of which present their data in the same form but for different geogra¬

phical units. Any discussion of the marginal advantages of collecting

this oata through a sample method, as in the Census, or through a count¬

ing of heads, as in the Ministry of Labour returns, becomes irrelevant

when the wide disparity in the administrative units is considered. The

data for the Census is based upon local authorities' administrative

areas, viz. county and municipal borough, urban and rural districts,

whilst the Ministry of Labour data relates to the local employment ex¬

change areas. The advantage in using the Census data lies in the fact

that it ensures an automatic correspondence between the geographical

areas covered by the dependent and the independent variables, since for

the latter all the data is either collected from local authority sources

or takes the local administrative area as the basic unit. On the other

hand, the adoption of the Ministry of Labour data would require the de¬

tailed changing of the boundaries of those areas associated with the

data on the independent variables. This would be a dubious procedure

for the population figures since the smallest unit, the ward or civil
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parish, is large in relation to the changes required, whilst it would be

impossible for the remaining data which is presented for administration

areas only. Nevertheless, if there was an acceptable geographical cor¬

respondence between the two units, the loss of accuracy would be worth

while since data on industrial structure could be obtained for any year

and would not be merely confined to the census years 1951 an^- 1961.

This would then allow the 1966 Census of Population data to be used,

giving a time span since the war of 15 years (1951-1966) instead of 10

years (1951-1961). Unfortunately a complete lack of such correspondence

was shown in the Ministry of Housing and Local Government Administrative

Areas map (25) which superimposed local employment exchange areas upon

local authority administrative areas. For this reason reliance had to

be placed solely upon the Census data for the employment figures, for

not to do so would introduce an unacceptable loss in accuracy.

One difficulty experienced with both sources of data is that for

1961 the industrial structure is based upon the 195^ standard industrial

classification, whilst for 1951 Is presented using the 194^ classifi¬

cation. Fortunately the main differences between these two lie within

the secondary sector, but certain modifications have been introduced in¬

to the tei-tiary sector. Thus the main orders in the tertiary sector

remain unaltered, but detailed changes have been made in the classifica¬

tions of some of its components. The net effect of these modifications

is that the change in the tertiary sector as a whole can be accurately

measured, but that changes in the individual industrial orders may

partly reflect changes in classification.
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The individual components of the tertiary sector, as given in the

Census of Population, are set out in Appendix A Table A2.

The data on retail output came from the Census of Distribution

conducted in the sane year as the Census of Population. In this Census

detailed information is available upon the numbers employed, turnover,

the particular type of establishment, its location within the town and

the type of goods sold, but for our purposes it was sufficient only to

take note of the aggregate turnover for each town. Since both the year

for which the Census was conducted and the unit upon which it was based

coincided with the Census of Population, no difficulty was experienced

with this data. This data is set out in Appendix A Table A3.

Population and neighbourhood variables

It will be recalled that this was the first independent variable

to be developed in Chapter 5» 'the essential hypothesis to be tested

(5.19)
ti

Definition. The sub-variable P is straightforward, being the popula¬

tion lying within the county or municipal borough. As already stated

in Chapter the other sub-variable represents an attempt to ensure

that the population measured is economically meaningful and i3 not merefer

confined within arbitrarily drawn local authority boundaries. Included

in this sub-variable therefore is-the population of those units which

lie outside the boundary but within a chosen radius of the town's centre.

For the purposes here it was assumed that any population within a radius

U&JLllg,

Sti
,/frr J
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of five miles formed, part of the same economic unit, though for the

reasons given in Chapter 5 this had to be weighted by its distance dj
from the centre.

The only difficulty associated with the definition of this vari¬

able arose from those situations in which the boundary of a large out¬

lying population unit was within five miles of the town, but its centre

was not. If the unit was compact then it was thought best to include

the whole of it, whilst if it was of a rural nature only that population

which from inspection appeared to be relevant was taken into account.

This procedure was obviously somewhat arbitrary and could be a possible

source of error, though the actual instances in which this difficulty

arose were relatively small.

Data_- the Census of Population 1961 gave the population figures for
both the county or municipal borough and those wards or civil parishes

that lay outwith the boundary, the latter being selected from an inspec¬

tion of the quarter and one inch Administrative Area maps (25). The

data for this variable is given in Appendix A Table Al.

Two sources of inaccuracy arose with this data. The first

stemmed from the lack of data on the industrial structures of the wards

and civil parishes. This was not relevant to those units which were

not annexed to the town itself, since the aim here is to determine the

extent to which the tertiary sector of that town was supported by the

outlying population. But for those units which actually bordered upon

the town it would obviously be desirable to include their employment,

since it was only the arbitrariness of the local authority boundaries
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which excluded them in the first place. The second difficulty arose

from the opposite situation to the first, viz. that some boroughs took

within their boundaries a relatively large landward area (e.g. Swansea),

the population of which would otherwise have been weighted by the dis¬

tance from the town centre.

The cumulative effect of these two errors may lead to a bias in

the results, a fact which will have to be borne in mind in their inter¬

pretation. nevertheless, since the 'neighbourhood' effect is small in

relation to the town's population, this bias may not be significant.

Function Variables

It will be recalled that the two separate hypotheses to be con¬

sidered here are n n

i.e. that the size of the tertiary sector is a function of the presence

both of smaller and larger towns.

Definition^- these variables give rise to two definitional problems.
First what is meant by 'smaller' and 'larger' towns and secondly over

what radius is their influence to be deemed to operate? The first is

partly associated with the problem of whether to adopt a given percentage

or an absolute population as a criterion for inclusion i.e. should a

•smaller' town be defined as one with a certain population or one with a

certain percentage of the sample town's population. Both for the 'small'

and the 'large' towns the absolute population was chosen, since it was

felt that a town of a given population would be likely to exert an
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influence upon the sample town whether or not its population happened to

be a certain percentage of that town's population. Granted this, then

the first definitional problem resolves itself into a choice of this

critical population level.

For the 'smaller' town variable the aim is not to measure all

the population within a given area around the sample town, but rather to

identify those unit3 which not only could exert a significant influence

upon that town, but which were also likely to vary as between the sample

towns. For instance it would be unnecessary to include all those vil¬

lages with, say, a population of 2,000 or more since each town would be

characterised by a large number of such population units. Eventually,

for the 'smaller' towns, a level of 10,000 was decided upon since towns

of that size are relatively infrequent and also at this level they gene¬

rally possess functions which could be assumed by a larger town. The

situation is slightly altered in the case of the 'larger' town variable

due to the impossibility of selecting any one critical level. This re¬

sulted from the fact that any given level would lead to the situation in

which towns in the sample were both above and below this level, since

the populations of the sample towns ranged from 50,000 "to 500>000. This

situation was resolved by accepting all those towns with a population

greater than that of the towns under review.

The choice of over what radius the respective influences will

operate must necessarily be somewhat arbitrary, but it is still clear

that for the 'smaller town' variable, associated as it is with less so¬

phisticated services, its influence will operate over a smaller radius
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than that of the 'larger town'. The influence of London has already

"been assumed to extend for 50 miles and it would he logical to assume a

similar radius for the 'larger town' variable. Granted this, then it

might be reasonable to assume the 'smaller town' influence as extending

over the smaller radius of 30 miles (a generous limit was chosen deli¬

berately since it would always have been easy to reduce this limit

should subsequent research have shown this to be desirable).

There are two main difficulties in working with this definition.

First, concerning the definition of the smaller towns, it is clear that

this requires the assumption of a strict hierarchy of influence based

upon population. If a town was smaller than the sample town but had a

population of over 10,000 then it had to be included and this must lead

to inaccuracies and biases where one town is regionally superior to, but

smaller than, another. Such a town would normally be higher in the

hierarchy than the larger town, but nevertheless under this system it

still has to be subordinated to it, thus introducing a possible source

of error (e.g. Cheltenham (pop. 72,154) and Gloucester (pop. 69,733))*

The second difficulty arose from the need to reduce the radius under

certain specific circumstances. These were the juxtaposition of two

sample towns and the presence of complicating geographical factors.

Examples of the first are

a) the smaller town variable - here it would be incorrect to in¬

clude the influence of a smaller town when another sample town lay be¬

tween the former town and the particular sample town under review, e.g.

it would be incorrect to include the influence of Mexborough (pop.16,600)
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upon the sample town of fake fie Id. when another sample town, Barnsley,

lay between them.

b) The large town variable - the radius had to be restricted

where there were two equally sized population units one of which was

significantly nearer to the sample town than the other, e.g. the in¬

fluence of Manchester 31 miles from Barnsley was likely to be negligible

in comparison to that of Leeds only 15 miles away.

The second cause of a restricted radius was that of complicating

geographical factors, the main instance being that of the Pennines which

effectively restricted the influence of Lancashire and Yorkshire towns

to their respective county boundaries.

Lata,. The collection of the data was straightforward for both the

smaller and the larger town variables since the population of the towns

was given in the Census of Population 1961 and the distance of the towns

was readily obtained from a road atlas. As with the population vari¬

able, the data for these two variables is set out in Appendix A Table Al.

Exporting sector variable

i.e. that the size of the tertiary sector will be a function of the size

of the exporting industries in the secondary sector.

£e£inition_- this has been considered in Chapter 5 in which an exporting

industry was identified as being one with a location quotient greater

than unity. The only definitional consideration raised here is that of

which level of disaggregation to adopt. The broad category of industrial

The relationship to be considered here is that
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orders was selected as the "basic unit, partly for the reasons outlined

in the selection of this unit for the dependant variable and partly also

to be consistent with that variable.

The main difficulty in working with this definition was also noted

in Chapter 5> namely the necessity for an assumption of equivalence be¬

tween local and national consumption patterns. At this stage there is

little more to add to the remarks previously made.

data - this has already been reviewed under the dependent variable head¬

ing and for obvious reasons of oonformity the employment in each SIC

order was taken from the Census of Population 1961, rather than from the

unpublished Ministry of Labour returns. Granted a knowledge of the

percentage distribution of labour force at the national level, it is

easy to identify those industrial orders whioh have percentage distribu¬

tions greater than this. Their values were then aggregated into a

single value for each town. In Appendix A Table A4 the index so con¬

structed is set out for each of the towns in the sample.

Income Variable

The relationship to be considered in this section is

Sti = F Yti
or that the size of the tertiary sector is a function of the per capita

income in the town.

^e^inition_ - since there is no data on income at the town level, proxy-

variables must be devised for a town's per capita income. In the past

the search for such a variable has proceeded in several directions. One

line of inquiry has been to look at the status and/or employment of the
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town's population, whilst a second has been to look at the ownership of

assets which are associated with different income levels. Finally, a

third method has centred upon the rateable value of the property within

a town. Each of these methods will be looked at in turn.

In the first category one of the most popular methods has been to

construct an index based upon the socio-eoonomic classification given in

the Census of Population, the rationale here being that the greater the

percentage of employment in the higher status groups the greater will be

the town's income. However, upon closer inspection, this method ap¬

pears to have several deficiencies. First, although the categories are

precise and narrow at the upper end, this is not so at the lower end of

the spectrum, so that 55/—60," of the town's employment usually falls in¬

to the skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled categories. Hence it would

not necessarily follow that a higher percentage of employment in, for

instance, the first four categories would lead to a higher total income,

since the latter is more likely to be determined by the percentage in

the lower categories. Secondly, even if the index could be deemed to

be sufficiently sensitive, a problem would still arise in interpreting

the results since the income levels associated with each status group

are not known. Thus it would not be possible to be certain that any

difference in the income of a town, as a result of its distribution

within the socio-economic spectrum, was sufficiently large vis-h-vis the

others to influence the tertiary sector. In other words the socio¬

economic index may be related to something other than income, a point

which is borne out by Uoser and Scott (37) (see Chapter 3) who found
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that this index fell under a different component to those of the selec¬

ted economic indicators. A final weakness of this approach is that a

more sensitive indicator of the income generated in the lower groups

would he given by the industry in which they worked rather than their

particular socio-eoonomic status. Thus more variation in income is

likely to result from the predominance of a high wage earning industry

per se , rather than the particular distribution of workers between the

skilled, unskilled categories etc.

This last weakness of the socio-economic group would appear to

suggest that a more sensitive measure of an individual's income would be

to take the percentage distribution of employment in the town and, by

weighting this with the actual earnings in that industry, to construct

an index of earnings directly. This method would go some way to meet¬

ing the first criticism above, namely the impreciseness of the various

categories into which the individuals would fall, since the index could

be based upon the individual industrial areas. In addition the index

would be more susceptible to interpretation since the income levels with

which it is associated are known. In other words this index is at least

partly based upon income data which the socio-eoonomic index is not.

Finally, since the method is based upon industrial structure, the third

criticism is met, whilst the difference in the skilled, unskilled dis¬

tribution would be partly manifested in the level of earnings applied to

each industry.

It is for these reasons that an index based upon industrial rather

than socio-eoonomic structure has been preferred. However it should be
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noted that this index can only be based upon the primary and secondary

sectors since the size of the tertiary sector itself will be the depen¬

dent variable. In addition, in order to avoid any spurious results in

a regression analysis against the tertiary sector, the total of the in¬

dividual orders times the wage earnings must be divided by the size of

the primary and secondary sectors.

To consider the second category above, namely the assets which

one might expect to be associated with different levels of income, the

two to be included here are car ownership and television sets. Although

strictly speaking it is not the number of cars but rather the expenditure

on them that will vary with income, it may nevertheless be presumed that

tho36 towns with a higher per capita income will have a larger number of

cars per population. With television sets the relationship may be ex¬

pected to be even closer since the variation in types of sets is much

smaller.

The third approach mentioned above is that based upon rateable

values, and this finds its connection with per capita income through the

workings of commercial law. The leading authority on this subject is

edited by Mackay and Clyde (33). The actual determination proceeds

upon rules laid down in case law which themselves stem from the statu¬

tory principle that:

•they must proceed from an estimation of the rent which a hypo¬
thetical tenant would pay to a hypothetical landlord in terms
of the statutory tenancy in respect of the subjects for which
the value is being determined'. Mackay and Clyde p.265.

Or, in economic terms, the rateable value must be based upon and must

reflect the economic rent of the property. In the case of industrial
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and. other commercial property the highest rent which an entrepreneur

would pay would depend upon the income produced by the property, -whilst

for domestic dwellings it would be determined by the tenant's ability to

pay. Hence on economic grounds it would be legitimate to pre-suppose a

connection between income and rateable value.

In addition, the actual determination of rateable values must be

comparable between towns since in practice rateable values are calculated

upon one of the following principles,

a) the actual rent charged for the property

b) the rent charged upon comparable properties (Comparative
Principle)

c) a 'standard' return based upon the cost of construction
(Contractors Principle)

d) the profit earned from the property (Revenue Principle).

It follows that the same principles must be applied in each town,

the actual method used depending not upon the town but rather upon the

nature of the property. Furthermore, since there is a right of appeal

to a central court, each of these principles has to be applied consis¬

tently. Both these considerations therefore lead to the conclusion

that the relationship between rateable value and income must remain con¬

stant throughout the sample towns.

Rateable value therefore reflects the output of industrial and

commercial property and, as such, one alternative form of specifying

this relationship might be to consider the power consumption of each

town. A priori the greater the industrial and economic activity the

greater will be the power required by that town, so that one might
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expect there to be a relationship between fuel consumption and per

capita income.

Data,- for the index of earnings in the primary and secondary sectors,

the industrial structure for eaoh town is given in the Census of Popu¬

lation (see above) whilst the weekly earnings for each industrial order

are given in the Monthly Digest. In this connection it is unfortunate

that regional weekly earnings figures are not available since such a re¬

finement would have been most valuable in this situation.

Details of car ownership for the year 1966 are to be found in the

Census of Population 1966. The chief problem with these statistics is

that they relate to 1966 and not 1961, so that an assumption about their

relative movement through time is required. Details of the television

licences in force for the sample towns was provided by the G.P.O. from

unpublished statistics.

The data for rateable value is given for each county and munici¬

pal borough divided between domestic, industrial, shopping, office and

other property in 'Rates and Rateable Values' (H.M.S.O.). The main

difficulty with this data lies in the non-uniformity of its presentation,

for prior to the year 1963-64, the data is given in much less detailed

form. With regard to fuel consumption the only figures available were

from the central electricity board's own records. Similar figures for

either gas or coal were not available. The data for all the proay vari¬

ables for income are given in Appendix A Table A4«

Summary - from the above discussion it would appear that the proxy vari¬
ables for income consist of an index of earnings, the numbers of either
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the oars per population or the television licences per population and.,

finally, rateable values and/or electricity consumption.

COETCLUSIOHS

It was stated act the beginning of this chapter that since none of

the data could be applied directly to the variables without the neces¬

sity of making important assumptions, the collection of the data could

not be treated solely in an appendix. As a result, before the findings

of the ensuing research can be interpreted, it is necessary to make ex¬

plicit the assumptions adopted in the data collection, and, therefore,

this chapter has attempted to set out those problems associated with

this data. It has shown how these difficulties affect all the variables,

and how especial attention must be paid to the composition of the sample,

the function variables and the proxy variables for income.



Chapter Seven

THE RESULTS I

The moael as postulated in equations (5.29), (5»30) and. (5«3l) of

Chapter 5 will now he tested and the parameters estimated. However he-

fore this can he done preliminary investigations must he conducted to

determine the hest proxy variables for income and the correct weighting

factors to he adopted for the population and geographical variables.

preliminary investigations

To take the proxy variable for income first, it will be recalled

from the last chapter that the possible sources lay in rateable value,

car ownership, television licences, electricity consumption and an index

of earnings per employee in the secondary sector. The data for income

is assembled by the Inland Revenue for the county level but, unfortun¬

ately, it is impossible to compute statistics for television licences

and electricity consumption at this level due to the incompatibility be¬

tween their respective administrative units and that of the Inland Reve¬

nue. Hence these variables may only be evaluated through a regression

against the size of the tertiary sector as the independent variable.

The results using the county income data as the dependent variable

are set out in Appendix B, Table Bl. The per capita rateable value was

tried in total and also disaggregated across domestic property, shops,

offices, other commercial property, industry, crown and other property.

All the rateable values performed better against total income than

against income from employment alone, giving for both an upward sloping
_2

relationship. For the former the best R£ were obtained for shops (0.12),
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offices (O.37) and other property (0.19)» suggesting that an important

distinction could be drawn between total non-industrial and total non-

—2
domestic rateable value, and indeed when this division was adopted the R s

were 0.02 and O.63 respectively.

For car ownership it can be seen from Appendix B Table B1 that

neither the number of households with one or two cars respectively, nor

the number of cars per population exhibited any satisfactory relationship.

When the inaex of earnings is taken as the independent variable,
—2

the highest R was obtained against total income as the dependent vari¬

able (Appendix B Table Bl), the linear relationship giving a marginally

superior result to the log version (0.30 and 0.29 respectively). The

sign of the coefficient was positive.

From Table Bl it can be seen, therefore, that non-domestic rate¬

able value and an index of earnings are both significant proxy variables

and that from a consideration of the strength of the relationship alone,

the former would appear to be the most satisfactory. Scatter diagrams

for both these variables reinforce this point (Appendix C Tables CI and

C2). The question nevertheless raises itself of whether either of

these will be better variables when transferred to the town level. From

Diagram CI the relationship is more pronounced at lower levels of per

capita non-domestic rateable values which suggests that, since towns

typically have lower per capita values than counties, the relationship

will hold there as well. Nevertheless, conceptually the index of earn¬

ings should be easier to translate to the town level since the procedure

of multiplying the employment distribution by the national wage earnings
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is as likely to be valid at the town level as the county level, whilst

there is no guarantee that a change in emphasis between the various

methods of computing rateable values (see Chapter 6) would not introduce

a disruptive element between these two levels.

As already noted the remaining two variables could not be tested

at the county level, so that the only way these may be evaluated is to

regress them against the size of the tertiary sector itself. However,

when this is tried, as can be seen from Appendix B Table B2, no relation¬

ship is observed.

To turn to the second preliminary investigation, it will be re¬

called that the population and geographical variables were defined (using

the notation of Chapter 5) as follows:

The first step, therefore, is to identify which values of u, v and w

give the best fit against the dependent variable. Values of 1.0, 1.5>

2.0, 2.5, 3«0, 3«5 and- 4*0 were tried together with a value of u = 0

(corresponding to deleting the neighbourhood effect). The results ob¬

tained by using the values so generated as independent variables singly

against the size of the tertiary sector as the dependent variable are

set out in Appendix B Table B3. Prom this table it is clear that the

values for u and v have no influence upon the overall relationship which

either means that for the population and small town variables the gravity

formula adds no sophistication or that it does but that this is masked

by an overall lack of relationship. In either case the results show

n n n
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that the population of the towns as defined by their local authority

boundaries are as accurate as any other measure, whilst the position is

similar for the unweighted distance on the small town variable. An un¬

weighted distance is also adopted for the large town variable, though

this time Appendix B Table B3 shows clearly that a value for v of unity

is the most satisfactory.

Conclusion - that as proxy variables for income only non-domestic rate¬

able value and an index of earnings be considered further. Of

these two, rateable value gives the stronger relationship but is, never¬

theless, less likely to apply unmodified at the towm level. For the

population and geographical variables, it would appear that a value of

zero should be taken for u (population) whereas a value of unity for

both v and w would appear to be the most satisfactory.

THE RESULTS

From the above preliminary investigations, taking both non-

domestic rateable value (R^) and the index of earnings (T^) as prosy

variables for income, the equilibrium model may be specified as either:

st = a4 + ,D4pt + c4Lt + + e4st + g4 (Kt T-t) •• •• (7.1)
ot ASt - + b5 APt + c5&Lt + d5AMt + e5£>Et + A{RtTt) ..(7.2)
Similarly the disequilibrium moael would be

A St » ag + bgPt + c^Lt + dglifc + e6Et + gg(Rt Tt) .. .. (7.3)
The choice of R-t or T-t as proxy variables for income will be made in the

light of the ensuing results. Furthermore it should be noted that the

population and neighbourhood variable (P-t) is simply the population of
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the town, whilst L-fc and in their full form are as follows (using the

notation of Chapter 5):

Lt • Zft ani St * Jft
d = i j-i

In this study the above equilibrium and disequilibrium models

will be evaluated in two stages. First the independent variables will

be run singly against the respective dependent variables to see whether

there is any relationship by themselves. Secondly the variables will

be added into the model successively and a multiregression analysis per¬

formed in order to (a) specify the full model, (b) discover whether any

of the independent variables combine with each other so that they are

more effective when taken together and (c) arrive at a decision about

whioh variables should be rejected. This last point perhaps needs some

amplification. If a variable singly and in multiregression shows no

relationship its deletion is straightforward (unless the behaviour of the

residuals suggests otherwise). However the variable by itself may well

be significant yet when combined with the other variables may fail to be

so due to collinearity between it and the other independent variables.

In every regression analysis of this nature some collinearity may be ex¬

pected (part only of which may be detected through an inspection of the

correlation coefficients), but if the aim of the analysis is to specify

the overall model, i.e. to derive the best fit for the model, then it is

still legitimate to delete a variable which, when in a multiregression

analysis, is found to be insignificant. The only provision would be that the

results should be invariant with the order in which the variables are added.
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Finally, as a matter of presentation, the results for each regre3--

2
sion performed, (in terms of R ) are given in Appendix B, whilst a discus¬

sion of the most important of these, together with an analysis of the

relationships between the coefficients and standard errors, will be given

in the text.

Equilibrium model - this model will be tested for both equations (7.1)

and (7.2). For the former the first stage of analysis consisted of in¬

vestigating the individual relationships between the dependent and inde¬

pendent variables and here the results can be best summarised in terms

of the correlation coefficients obtained. (The individual regressions

are given in Appendix B Table B4.) These are reproduced in Table (7»l)

below, from which several interesting results are obtained.

TABLE (7.1)

Correlation Coefficients with the percentage
size of the tertiary sector

VARIABLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Population
Small Town

Large Town

Export Sector

Index of Earnings
Non-domestic rateable

-0.06

-0.02

-0.47

-O.58
-O.65

value -0.05

It would appear that the population, small town and non-domestic rate¬

able value variables are not related to the percentage size of the

tertiary sector 1961, whilst, of the remaining three variables that are,

only that of the large town carried the 'expected' sign. Thus, for
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this variable, a correlation coefficient of -0.47 illustrates the inhi¬

biting effect of the presence of nearby large towns on the tertiary

sector. However, for the export and index of earnings variables, al¬

though the coefficients all suggest the presence of a definite relation¬

ship, the sign is negative. Since this is at variance with traditional

theory, this point must be returned to in detail later on.

In the light of these results, the specification of the model can

be approached through the successive addition of these variables into a

multiregression analysis and through observing the significance of the
2

coefficients and the behaviour of the R . This step resulted in equa¬

tions (7.4) to (7.8) below.

If the index of earnings and the large town variables are taken

together, equation (7-4) is obtained.

St = 9833 - 0.013 H-fc - 15718 Tt (7.4)
(0.003) (2303)

In equation (7.4) both the coefficients are significant at the

95$ confidence level and the R2 is 0.51. With the addition of the
—2

third variable, the size of the export sector, the R increases to 0.62

and all the coefficients are significant. Thus:

St - 10529 - 0.013 Lt - 11581 Tt - 0.27 Bt (7-5)
(0.003) (2228) (0.06)

But when the population variable (equation (7.6) ), the small town

variable equation (7-7) )» and the non-domestic rateable value variables

(equation (7.8)) are taken into the model, the overall fit either remains

the same or actually falls 1$ (equation (7.8) )

St - 11759 - 0.013 Lt - 11310 Tt - 0.27 Bt - 113 Pt (7.6)
(0.003) (2274) (0.06) (170)
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St - H559 - 0.013Lt - H48OTt - 0.27Et " HOPt + 0-049Mt (7.7)
(0.003) (2258) (0.06) (168) (0.12)

St = 12007 - 0.013Lt-11396Tt-0.27Et-112Pt+-0.075Mt + 4.38Bt (7*8)
(0.003) (2278) (0.06) (168) (0.12) (10.5)

From the relationship between the coefficients and the standard errors

it can be seen that the large town, export and index of earnings vari¬

ables always remain significant irrespective of the other variables,

whilst the population, small town and non-domestic rateable variables

are always insignificant and fail to improve upon the overall fit of the

model. Finally the negative coefficient of the export and inaex of

earnings variables is invariant with the variables included. It would

appear therefore that the large town, index of earnings and export vari¬

ables are significant by themselves but when they are taken together

they have a greater combined explanatory power. On the other hand, the

population, small town and non-domestic rateable value variables have no

explanatory power by themselves, nor would their combination appear to

provide any.

From these results it would appear that three problems arise.

First certain variables are apparently insignificant which poses the

question of whether they should be dropped from the model altogether.

Secondly, the sign of the export and index of earnings coefficients is

negative which is contrary to traditional economic theory. Thirdly,

the overall variance explained (62%) is rather low suggesting that the

cause of this should be further investigated.

The variables which from the above results should be rejected are

the population, small town and non-domestio rateable value variables,



but before a deoision can be made on these it is necessary first to con¬

struct scatter diagrams to see whether there is a further possibility

for any relationship. These diagrams are set out in Appendix C, Dia¬

grams C3 and 04. It is clear from Diagrams C3 and C4 that the small

town and non-domestic rateable values offer no scope for improvement.

For the former this may be surprising but for the latter the difficulty

of transferring to the town level has already been noted.

The scatter diagram for the population variable is more hopeful

Appendix C Diagram C5) for it is clear that an upward trend is destroyed

by certain groups of extreme values. This suggests that if these were

due to the influences of either other variables in the model or some

common exogenous characteristic, then population could be considered as

an explanatory variable. If the non-extreme values are considered it

is clear that thirty-eight observations accorded with an upward semi-log

relationship, leaving thirty-one observations which need to be explained

by other factors.

From an analysis of the remaining towns it would appear that they

fall into four categories1

(a) eight towns with a^lowtjertiaxy sector which were associated with
high large town hilvh} plus five with a large tertiary sector
and low large town values. These can be considered aa falling into
one group of thirteen towns, the extreme values of which are expli¬
cable in terms of the geographical variable.

(b) four towns which appeared to fit into the general relationship hut
which had rather low values for the tertiary sector.

(c) the holiday resorts, all of which had large tertiary sectors.

(d) three extreme towns, Chester, Scunthorpe and Sheffield,which had
exceptionally high or low values for no apparent reason.
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On the basis of these four categories it is possible to construct four

samples i.e. (l) a sample of the thirty-eight tovms without extreme

values, (2) this sample plus those thirteen tovms responding to the geo¬

graphical variable i.e. a sample of $1, (3) these 51 towns plus four

towns with rather low tertiary sectors i.e. a sample of 55. In practice

samples 51 an(i 55 gave such similar results that sample 54 could be

dropped. (4) the full sample of 69 towns, consisting of the 55 towns,

plus the holiday resorts, plus the three tovms for which there is no

apparent explanation. The towns falling into the 38, 55 ana 69 samples

are set out in Appendix D Table D2.

When the above single and multiregression analysis was conducted

with these three samples the results in Appendix 3 Table B5 were obtained.

The main points to note ares

(l) The population (log) is only important for the 38 sample. For this,

equation (7.9) was obtained

St - 948 Pt - 5497 (7.9)
(158)

But for sample 55» the following equation resulted

St = 2014 + 279 Pt (7.10)
(236)

and, for sample 69, equation (7.11) was

st - 5661 - 0.0008 Pt (7.11)
(0.002)

It would seem that the presence of any viable relationship at all is

very dependent upon the sample chosen. The marked difference between

both the size and the sign of the coefficients (together with their re¬

lationship with the standard errors) in equations (7»9)> (7.10), and

(7.11) is rather disappointing.
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(2) the large town variable is important for samples 55 and. 69 only

(3) taking the sample most favourable to population (sample 38) resulted

in an overall fit of 0.60 when all the variables were considered (Appen¬

dix 3 Table B5). It will be recalled that this was a smaller than
•— 2

that obtained with the full sample (i.e. equation (7.8) has an R '"of

0.62).

From these results it is not clear precisely what conclusions

should be drawn concerning the population variable. On the one hand it

is possible to explain the behaviour of the extreme values which destroy

the relationship in the full sample and when these are removed the popu¬

lation variable assumes considerable importance. Yet, on the other

hand, the overall variance explained in the model is worse than that for

the full sample. Since to adopt the 38 sample would restrict the gene¬

rality of the conclusions and since it behaves no better than the full

sample, it would appear sensible to accept the latter sample and there¬

fore to reject the population variable. Nevertheless, the fact that

these results can be obtained with the smaller sample suggests that the

final conclusions should at least be cast in the context of the sample

chosen.

One final point on the population variable which can be taken

from these results is the conditions under which population might be ex¬

pected to influence the percentage size of the tertiary sector. From

the behaviour of the 38, 55 an<i 69 samples it would appear that popula¬

tion will be important in the absence of any exceptional characteristics

in the town (e.g. it being a holiday resort, steel town, etc.) together
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with the absence of any extreme values in the large town variable (both

high and low values). Although the presence or otherwise of these

variables may present problems of definition, nevertheless they should

give an indication of the kinds of situations in which the population

variable may be important.

Thus from this analysis, together with the evidence of the

scatter diagrams, it would appear that the model as given in equation

(7.1) should contain only the large town, export and index of earnings

variables. In which case the formulation given in equation (7»5) would

appear to be the correct specification of the first version of the equi¬

librium model, i.e.

St « 10529 - 0.013 Lt - 11581 Tt - 0.27 Et (7.5)
(0.003) (2228) (0.06)

To take the second difficulty posed by these results, namely the

negative coefficients on the export and index of earnings variables, the

main question to be decided is whether reliance may be placed upon these

results. Here two possible lines of inquiry are suggested. First, do

the variables measure the same phenomenon, for if they do then clearly

the possibility of both results being erroneous must be reduced? Se¬

condly, might the aggregative nature of the dependent variable result

in an oversimplification of the forces at work, i.e. might several di¬

verse relationships be present at the individual industrial level?

However, before these lines of inquiry are pursued, the obvious

question of whether the particular specification of these variables im¬

poses a negative coefficient upon the results must be met. In this

particular instance the importance of this is heightened by the fact
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that both variables are based upon the industrial structure of towns.

The main danger in this respect has already been met through dividing

the variables by the size of the secondary sector. Obviously without

this step a negative coefficient would be a definite possibility, since

the greater the primary and secondary sectors (index of earnings) or the

components of the secondary sector (export sector) ceteris paribus the

smaller would be the tertiary sector. The question of whether, despite

this step, there still can be a negative sign imposed upon these regres¬

sions has been explored in Appendix E,firom which it is concluded that,

under certain conditions, this might be possible. Nevertheless, all

the evidence suggests that these conditions are not met in this analysis

and that the only instance in which the conclusions to these variables

must be treated with caution would be in the limiting case of no popu¬

lation change. Hence, although the conclusions to Appendix E must

always be borne in mind, it is still legitimate and necessary to pursue

this negative coefficient further.

To turn now to the first line of inquiry above, there are strong

a priori arguments for presuming that the variables measure the same in¬

fluence, since both were designed to reflect income either directly (in¬
dex of earnings) or indirectly (export variable). If this presumption

is correct then it could legitimately be expected that the two variables

would be related. But, unfortunately, the results are ambiguous in

this respect. If the export variable is taken as the dependent variable,

then the index of earnings variable explains only 17$ of its variance, ije.

Et - 2548 + 15219 Tt (7.12)
(3994)
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Yet, on the other hand, the coefficient on the index of earnings variable

is significant even at the 99$ confidence level. Moreover, with a po¬

sitive coefficient, the two variables show the type of relationship that

would be expected if they were both reflecting the same factor.

One further point of evidence lies with the scatter diagrams of

both variables against the size of the tertiary sector (Appendix C dia¬

grams C7 and C8). If the variables are not related it would be expected

that these diagrams would exhibit little resemblance. Yet both show a

strong downward trend and although their extreme observations are dif¬

ferent, there are relatively few of these in either case.

It may therefore be tentatively assumed that since the variables

are significantly related and since the behaviour of their scatter dia¬

grams are similar both variables are measuring the same influence, namely

some aspect of per capita income.

The second line of inquiry suggested above involves considering

various disaggregated versions of the dependent variable. However this

point may be conveniently considered alongside the third difficulty posed

by these results (the low overall variance explained), for this also

raises the issue of disaggregation. If the overall variance explained

is low this suggests that different forms of the dependent variable should

be tried to see whether the true relationship is significantly different

at the individual industry level.

This problem was pursued in two ways. First the independent

variables singly and then in combination were tried against the various

industrial orders comprising the tertiary sector (industrial orders 18
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to 24) then, secondly, in the light of these results various combinations

of these orders were adopted as the dependent variable. The results

are set out in Appendix B Table B6 and B7•

To consider the export and index of earnings variables first, the

results of both the single and multiregression analysis for the various

industrial orders singly are set out in Appendix B Table B6. The most

important results were for the public utilities, distribution, finance

and public administration sectors and these are reproduced in Table 7*2

and 7«3. For, first, the index of earnings variable, column 4 of Table

7.2 shows that the best fit is still obtained with the total tertiary

sector as the dependent variable, although as can be seen from an

Table 7.2

Specification of equations obtained with individual
Industrial Orders - Index of Earnings Variable

Industry Constant Coefficient U2

Public Utilities 254 -208 0.07
(169)

Distribution 2610 -3977 0.28
(754)

Finance 1715 -2977 0.17
(753)

Public Administration 1117 -2112 0.05
(936)

TOTAL TERTIARY SECTOR IOO83 -18381 0.45
(2422)

inspection of the coefficients and standard errors in column 3> only the

public utility sector was actually insignificant at the 95$ confidence

level. Moreover it can be seen that it is at this level that the
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relationship is the most significant. Precisely the same results were

obtained, with the export variable (Table 7.3) though this time the pub¬

lic utility category is significant. Thus Tables 7*2 and 7«3 seem to

indicate that the total tertiary sector is not too aggregative a vari¬

able, and that it does not hide any fundamentally different relationships

at the individual industry level. Hence Tables 7.2 and 7-3 may be

taken as further evidence that some reliance car. be placed upon the co¬

efficients obtained with the export and index of earnings variables in

equation (7 o) •

Table 7.3

Specification of Equations obtained with
Individual Industrial Orders - Export Sector Variable

Industry Constant Coefficient f2

Public Utilities 267 -0.01 0.05
(0.004)

Distribution 2383 -0.1 0.33
(0.02)

Finance 1333 0.05 0.07
(0.02)

Public Administration 1074 0.07 O • MO

(0.02)
TOTAL TERTIARY SECTOR 8342 0.44 0.32

(0.07)

To turn attention to the third difficulty posed by the original

results, the above analysis shows that disaggregating the dependent va¬

riable does not improve upon the variance explained. In Table 7»4 the

best results for each of the three independent variables in the final

version of the model (equation (7-5)) are set out. When these are
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—2
compared with the S obtained with the aggregated dependent variable

(column 5) it is obvious that no independent variable explains more

variance by itself for any industrial order than for the total.

Table 7»4

The most satisfactory results achieved v/ith individual
Industrial Orders as the Dependent Variable

Independent Variable

Highest results for individual
industrial orders -2

R for total

Constant Coefficients TC2 tertiary sector

Large Town 1762 -0.004
(0.001)

0.13 0.20

Index of Earnings 2610 -3977
(754)

0.28 0.45

Export Sector 2383 -0.1
(0.02)

0.30 0.33

Furthermore, from Table 7«5> which gives the worst results achieved with

the individual industrial orders, it follows that although all the inde¬

pendent variables performed adequately for some industrial orders none

performed well for all, since each of the coefficients in column 3 is

insignificant at the 95'$ confidence level. This may be taken as fur¬

ther evidence of the representative nature of the aggregated dependent

variable since Table 7.6 shows that this form of the dependent variable

does not undex-estimate the importance of any of the independent variables.

Similarly, as shown in Appendix B Table B6, the distribution, finance

and professional and scientific categories gave the best results, yet

nevertheless the remaining industries were still important for certain

independent variables. This latter point indicates that the overall

result is not dependent simply upon one or two key industrial orders.
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Ta"ble 7.5

The Least Satisfactory Results achieved with Individual
Industrial Orders as the Dependent Variable

Independent Variable

Lowest fiesults for Individual Industrial
Orders

Constant Coefficient E2

Large Town 211 -0.0002 -0.01
(0.0002)

Index of Earnings 1116 -2112 0.05
(1167)

Export Lector 267 -0.01 0.05
(0.006)

Finally, whilst still considering the individual industrial or¬

ders, the question to he asked is whether the full model ji.e. equation

(7.5)j, rather than the single independent variables, would yield a sub¬
stantially different conclusion. The answer to this would appear to be

in the negative, for when the individual industrial orders are substi¬

tuted for the aggregate dependent variable in equation (7.5)5 "tk® ke-

haviour of the coefficients is not dissimilar ijl.they are either insig¬

nificant or are significant and carry the same sign as in equation (7«5)»

Moreover the best fit was achieved by the distribution order, yet again

this explained a smaller percentage of the variance (50$) compared to

the aggregate dependent variable (62^).

The second approach adopted in analysing the importance of various

disaggreg ated versions of the dependent variable involved taking combi¬

nations of industrial orders. The method was to subtract successively

from the total tertiary sector the individual industries in the reverse
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order of their importance as suggested in the first step above, and if
—2

the R declined with the omission of any one industry, then that indus¬

try was deemed to be an important component of the tertiary sector. The

results obtained are set out in Appendix B Table B7 and can conveniently

be summarised as follows»

(a) the industries that are not important appear to be public utilities,

finance and the miscellaneous orders, though the results are not always

consistent with step I above (see Professional and Scientific).

(b) the results can also be expressed in terms of which dependent vari¬

able the independent variable explains. Prom these tables it can be

seen that the large town variable explains part of the variance in the

transport, professional and scientific public administration and dis¬

tribution orders, the earnings variable the professional and scientific,

the public administration and distribution orders and the export vari¬

able the transport, public administration and distribution orders.

In conclusion to the question of the aggregative nature of the

dependent variable, although the results by themselves are interesting

and throw considerable light upon the detailed behaviour of the indivi¬

dual industrial orders, they do not add significantly to the moael as

defined in terms of the total tertiary sector. Both the results for

the industrial orders singly and in combination clearly show that no one

industry behaves in a manner fundamentally different from the total ter¬

tiary sector, nor does any one independent variable appear to work con¬

sistently better in relation to other independent variables at the in¬

dividual industrial order level. These conclusions follow from the
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facts that (a) no individual industrial order gives a better fit for the

aggregative variable and (b) there was no disparity in the sign of the

coefficients between the aggregative and individual industrial orders.

However, it should be noted that these conclusions must be treated with

caution, for even if the relationship was as strong at the individual
—2

order level, it would be expected that the resultant R would be lower

due to the smaller variance to be explained at this level. In this

sense the above negative conclusions, viz. that there is no evidence to

suggest that the individual industrial orders behave in a fundamentally

different manner from the aggregative variable, is preferable to the

positive conclusion that the various hypotheses perform better for the

aggregative variables.

Apart from investigating the possibilities of disaggregation *

four other variations might be tried with the model in order to improve

upon the overall variance explained. First, it has already been noted

that the model ideally should be cast in terms of output rather than em¬

ployment, but that the only output figures available were for the retail

trade. However, when the output per employee is substituted as the de-
—2

pendent variable for distribution in employment terms, the R for the

full model falls from 0.49 "to 0.32. Although it is difficult to inter¬

pret a single result such as this, it would initially appear that the

model is unlikely to be improved through a re-specification in output

terms.

Secondly, there may be further scope for re-classifying the sample

used. A classification using 38 and 55 towns has already been suggested
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upon the basis of an analysis of the behaviour of certain variables.

One further division which might prove useful is that between the north

and south of the country. Since the industries in the north are older

and of a different character to those in the south this may lead to a

systematic variation in the operation of the^dependent variables.
Details of all the regressions performed are set out in Appendix

B Table B8 and the most important are reproduced below. From Table B8

it can be 3een that there is a wide divergence in behaviour between the

north and south samples, but that it is only those for the south which

show any improvement over the full sample. Thus, for the latter, the

large town variable gives the following equation:

S* = 6533 - 0.03 Lt (7-13)
(0.007)

For this equation the is 0.39 compared with an 1F^ of 0.20 for the

full sample, thus illustrating that the large town variable has a greater

explanatory power for the south sample as opposed to the full sample.

The same conclusion is reached with the index of earnings variable in
O

equation (7.14) below. This model has an B of 0.60 compared with 0.45

for the full sample.

St = 10289 - 18675 Tt (7.14)
(3380

Finally, however, the fit of the export variable remains unchanged with
—2

an fi of 0.32 i.e.

St = 9014 - 0.49 Et (7.15)
(0.02)

ton the large town and index of earnings variables are combined,

equation (7.16) is formed:
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St - 9647 - 0.02 Lt - 14197 Tt (7.16)
(0.006) (3224)

The coefficients both fall but still remain significant at the 95$ con¬

fidence level. The most important point to note is that the two vari-
mmmO

ables combine together to give a much higher H of 0.74 (oompared to 0.51

for the full sample). However, the best specification was obtained, as

with the full sample, using the large town, index of earnings and export

sector variables, thus:

St = 10299 - 0.02 Lt - 11875 Tt - 0.19 Et (7.17)
(0.006) (3337) (0.10)

For equation (7.17) an h of 0.74 was obtained.

To consider the above results, the large town variable explained

20$ of the variance in the full sample, none in the north and 39$ i*1 "the

south. Several explanations may be put forward for this difference be¬

tween the two samples. First in the south the towns developed at a

later date and, since this coincided with a greater freedom of movement

in the population, the towns were given ample opportunity to grow accord¬

ing to the respective influences of larger towns. In the north, on the

other hand, the towns are older and when they were built population mo¬

bility was much lower so that they had to provide more of the services

themselves, thus reducing considerably the possible influences of larger

towns. The second explanation lies in the statistical difficulty of

measuring the influence of larger towns since, in the north, the develop¬

ments are so aense that the influence of one town upon another must

inevitably become blurred. In the south (abstracting as the sample does

from the influence of London) the population is spread more evenly,

thereby facilitating the measurement of this variable.
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Thus the difference in the behaviour of the large town variable

is explicable in terms of the original hypothesis, but unfortunately

this is not so with the index of earnings variable. Prom Table B8 this

variable explains 60% of the variance in the south, but only iy% in the

north (compared with 45% from the full sample). Yet, from an inspection

of the residuals obtained with the full sample, there is no apparent

significant difference between the samples. Unfortunately, therefore,

any explanation of this difference must be delayed until the behaviour

of this variable is further investigated in later chapters.

The third method by which the overall fit may be improved is to

consider various transformations of the dependent and independent vari¬

able. Since the dependent variable is free to vary only bet»veen 0 and

100, but the independent variables are not so constrained, it might be

expected that a combination of log transformations would be more satis¬

factory. However this proved not to be the case (Appendix B Table B9).

Whether the independent variables in their normal or their log versions

were regressed against the normal or log versions of the dependent vari¬

able, the results obtained were consistently lower and the coefficients

less significant than for the normal versions of both the dependent and

independent variables.

One final attempt to increase the overall variance explained lies

in considering whether there are any towns which systematically exhibit

extreme characteristics, for if this were so then the overall relation¬

ship could be weakened by the presence of towns which were influenced

predominantly by local or other extraneous factors.
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The residuals in the regressions of the five independent variables

against the size of the tertiary sector 1961 were inspected and those

which were significantly different at the 95$ confidence level (i.e.

which had values twice the standard error) were isolated. Table 7.6

below sets out those towns which were associated with such residuals for

more than one of the five variables. However, considering the size of

Table 7.6

Towns with significantly different residuals

Towns Ho. of variables for which residuals
significantly different

Coventry 4

Scunthorpe 4

Chester 3
Sheffield 3
Stoke 3

Edinburgh 2

Kirkcaldy 2

Leicester 2

Southport 2

the full sample (69), the presence of such a few persistent extreme

towns was not thought to be serious and, accordingly, it was not thought

necessary to modify the sample to take account of these.

To summarise the findings on the attempts made in the above to

improve upon the overall variance explained, it can be stated that, with

the exception of the sample based upon the south of the country, they

all gave less favourable performances than the original model. Thus

re-specifying the dependent variable either in terms of output or in a
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disaggregated form does not increase the sophistication of the model.

Neither does any combination of log transformations of the dependent and

independent variables. Moreover, it would appear that there are rela¬

tively few persistent extreme towns so that these cannot be considered

as a disruptive influence. As a result the only modification to be

taken into the later chapters will be the division of the full sample

upon a geographical basis. It would appear, therefore, that this last

point apart, there is no reason to alter the moael as summarised in

equation (7.5)•

The first version of the equilibrium model as given in equation

(7.1) has now been studied in some detail and, with these results as a

background, attention may now be diverted to the first differences ver¬

sion (i.e. equation (7.2) ). The years upon which the relevant changes

are based are 1951 an(l 1961, but unfortunately the use of the former is

not without difficulty. As already noted in Chapter 6 the industrial

structure was based upon the 1948 industrial classification, the main

effect of which is to make the industries within the tertiary sector not

strictly comparable with the 1958 classification system. For the pur¬

poses here, this has meant that the disaggregated versions of the depen¬

dent variable could not be investigated due to the presence of consider¬

able intra-indu3try variation resulting simply from the difference in

classification. Apart from this consideration, however, the procedure

was the same as for the first version of the equilibrium model.

Unlike equation (7.1), the correlation coefficients proved unhelp¬

ful as a means of preliminary investigation since they were all too low,
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thus making it difficult to isolate the likely significant relationships.

In order to discover more about these relationships, individual regres¬

sions were performed and all the resulting equations were found to be

insignifioant, with the exception of the index of earnings variable.

Thus equations (7.18), (7.19)> (7.20), (7.21) and (7.22) all have co¬

efficients which are insignificant at the 95^ confidence level. These

equations relate to changes in the population, large town, small town,

export sector and non-domestic values respectively.

A St - 258 - 45.3 APt P2 - -0.07 (7.18)
(50.7)

£St ='221 + 0.007 ALt IT2= -0.01 (7.19)
(0.01)

p
A St - 189 + 0.03 AMt R = -0.01 (7.20)

(O.89)

A St - 212 - 0.005 AEt R2 - -0.02 (7.21)
(0.03)

Ast = 273 - 7.9 ARt - -0.04 (7-22)
(8.5)

p
For the only significant variable, the R was 0.07 and the full

specification was as follows:

ASt = 2123 ATt - 6.51 (7.23)
(943)

However, although equation (7.23) is significant, it is difficult to

ascertain how much reliance should be placed upon the coefficient since,

in this instance, it is positive. This might be thought to cast doubt

upon the findings to equation (7 • 5)» but it must be remembered that the

index is based not only upon changes in actual earnings, but also upon

changes due to the basis of classification. The presence of this bias

in the results means that the coefficient must be treated with caution.
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As with the first equilibrium version, the conclusions to the

single regression equation remain unaltered, when the variables are added

in successively. Thus when the change in the index of earnings vari¬

able is combined with the change in the large town variable, the coeffi¬

cient of the change in earnings variable is virtually unaltered, whilst

the change in the large town variable is insignificant and the fit re¬

mains unaltered. Thus:

Ast = 2143AT++ 0.008ALt - 0.9 (7.24)
(948) (0.01)

Similarly, when the remaining significant variable in the first equili¬

brium model is added, the overall fit is unchanged and only the change in

the index of earnings variable is significant at the 95$ confidence level,

i .e.

ASt « 2143 A Tt + 0.009 ALt- 0.01AEt-4.2 (7.25)
(956) (0.01) (0.03)

The pattern is repeated with the successive addition of the remaining

variables, so that the final model has the form:

ASt = 2017&Tt+ 0.0007^- 0.009AEt+ O.OOlfiMf- 4.9AP-fc- 6.9ABt (7.26)
(896) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (8.5)

Thus, although the coefficient upon the change in index earnings variable

has fallen, it is still significant at the 95$ confidence level, yet all

the remaining variables fail to add any explanatory power. Moreover

the sign of the index of earnings variable is still positive. It would

appear that the change in population, large town, small town, export

sector and non-domestic rateable values are all extraneous variables to

this model and in no way augment the workings of the change in the index

of earnings variable.
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When the log transformations are tried (Appendix B Table Bll) the

sign is still positive, but the overall variance explained is reduced.

A similar result is obtained for the 38 and 55 samples (Appendix B Table

B12). With the north/south sample (Appendix B Table B13) that based

upon the south is seen to perform worse than the full sample. For the

north only the change in the large town variable gave a superior fit to

the full sample i.e. for the north equation (7.19) was improved to:

ASt = 374 + 0.022 £Lt (7.27)
(0.02)

—2
For this equation the B was 0.05 but, despite the better fit, the co¬

efficient was still insignificant at the 95'£ confidence level. When

the variables are combined, the overall fit is improved with a combina¬

tion of the change in the large town, index of earnings and export

variables. Thus for equation (7.28) below an of 0.12 was obtained:

A St « 37.8 + 0.026 ALt + 2714 ATt - 0.06 (7-28)
(0.012) (1711) (0.05)

Unfortunately, in this specification, the change in the export variable

is insignificant. Yet when this variable is deleted, the overall fit

(0.06) is worse than for the full sample, viz.

Ast = 40.6 + 0.024 ALt + 2579 ATt (7.29)
(0.02) 11 (1560)

It follows that the better fit for equation (7.28) is probably due to

colxinearity between AEt and the other independent variables. Although

in the final specification it is possible to have insignificant variables,

this course should be avoided unless there are clear advantages to be

gained through the inclusion of that variable. In this instance the

improvement in the overall fit from 0.07 to 0.12 hardly makes this
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worth while, so the final specification for the first differences vari¬

able of the equilibrium model is given in terms of equation (7.23) i.e.

DISEQUILIBRIUM MODEL

The above has been concerned solely with the equilibrium version.

The disequilibrium modex (equation (7-3)) takes as the dependent variable

the difference in the percentages of employment in the tertiary sector

in 1951 and- 1961. From the a priori logic of Chapter 5 "the independent

variables could be based either on the 1951 or "the 1961 data, and for

this reason the regression analysis was conducted for both these years.

The procedure in both cases was to repeat the regressions conducted for

the first differences version of the equilibrium moael, i.e. to take the

model as it stands, to adopt the north, south, 38 and 55 samples, and to

take different combinations of log transformations. However, since the

dependent variable is the same as for equation (7.2), it was again not

possible to conduct the analysis for the disaggregated versions.

1961 Data

The I96I data is characterised by a complete lack of any relation¬

ship between the dependent and independent variables. Again in order

to understand the form of the individual relationships, single regres¬

sions had to be performed and the following equations were obtained for

the population, large town, small town, export, non-domestic rateable

value and index of earnings variables respectivelyt

&S+ - 2123 AT+ - 6.51
043) t (7.23)

A3t = 61.5 Pt(log) - 531
(74.9)

(7.30)
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&St = 145 + o.ooi L+ (7.31)
(0.001)

ASt = 148 + 0.005 Et (7.32)
(0.03)

ASt - 48 + 0.02 (7.33)
(0.04)

ASt - 281 - 4.7 R. (7.34)
(8.5)

ASt - 1195 - 142 Tt (7.35)
(86.9)

Prom an inspection of the coefficients and the standard errors, all the

variables can he seen to he insignificant. In addition the R obtained

for equations (7.30) to (7.35) were all negative (Appendix B Table B14).

No evidence to contradict the above conclusions is found when the

variables are taken together. Thus if the large town and index of

earnings variables are taken simultaneously equation (7.36) is obtained:

AS+ - 197 - 131 T+ + 0-001 L+ (7.36)
(98.5) (0.01)

—O
In this equation both the coefficients are insignificant and the R is

negative. As equations (7«37) to (7.40) below indicate, the same con¬

clusions can be drawn from the successive addition of the remaining

variables:

ASt - 216 - 127 Tt - 0.001 Lt - 0.003 Et (7.37)
(970) (0.01) (0.02)

and, with the addition of the population variable,

ASt = 50.9 P+ (log) - 109 Tt- 0.0007 L+- 0.009 E+- 114 (7.38)
(85.6) (92.7) (0.005) (0.008)

Similarly the inclusion of the small town variable adds nothing to the

model, viz.
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AS+ - 55.6Pt(log) - 109'1+ - 0.007u-0.009Et+ 0.0211.— 94 (7.39)
(80.9) (108) (0.003) (0.008) ' (0.03)

Finally", a similar result is obtained with the non-domestic rateable

value variable:

Ast = 49.5Pt(loe) - 123T-t- 0.007 Lt- 0.006%+ 0.02%+ 6.8%- 208 (7.40)
(78.5) (96.3) (0.005) (0.007) (0.03) (7.6)

1951 Data

The main difference between the 1951 aad 1961 data is that the

index of earnings variable explains 24$ of the variance. Thus, for

1951» equation (7.35) Is altered to:
1

yst = 2938 - 18829 Tt (7.41)
(4482)

However, with the addition of the remaining variables the coefficient

upon the index of earnings variable remains virtually unchanged. Thus

if the large town variable is considered alongside this variable the

model is specified thus:

ys-b - 2918 - 18717 % + 0.0001 Lt (7-42)
(4653) (0.001)

Also, with the addition of the last remaining significant variable in

the equilibrium mouel, the export sector variable, the coefficient on

the index of earnings variable is still significant and the others in¬

significant at the 95$ confidence level:

yst = 3017 - 18930 Tt + 0.0001 Lt - 0.01 Et (7.43)
(4734) (0.0014) (0.03)

Finally, to consider different samples (Appendix B Table B15 and B16) or

1. The notation ^7 St refers to the change |S(t+i) ~ ^ti i.e. the change
using 1951 data. J
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to take log transformations of either the dependent or independent

variables (Table B17), fails to improve upon the above results.

Thus, in conclusion to the disequilibrium model, for 1961 there

is a complete absence of any relationship, whilst for 1951 i-*16 model

would be specified as in equation (7.41)* In this equation the index

of earnings variable carries a negative sign as in the first version of

the equilibrium model (but in contrast to the first difference model).

Finally, from the behaviour of the coefficients and standard errors of

the remaining variables, it is fair to conclude that they are extraneous

information variables.

CONCLUSIONS

The two versions of the equilibrium model may be specified as

followss

S+ = 10529 - 0.013 L. - 11581 T+ - O.27 E+ (7.5)*
(0.003) (2228) 1 (0.06) t

and ASt « 2123 &Tt - 6.51 (7.23)
(943)

Equation (7*5) differs from the original hypothesis as specified

in equation (7«l) in "two ways. First the hypotheses as represented by

the population, small town and non-done stic rateable value variables

have been found to be insignificant and the variables accordingly deleted.

Secondly, the index of earnings and export sector variables carry a ne¬

gative coefficient thereby contradicting traditional economic theory.

The first differences model (equation (7.23)) has been found to be a far

le ss satisfactory version of the equilibrium hypothesis in the sense

that it contains only one variable and explains only 7$ of the variance.
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However it should be noted that for this version the income variable

carries a positive coefficient.

The disequilibrium model is specified in equation (7.41) above.

This model can only show a relationship for the 1951 data, but for that

year it does give the better fit of the two versions of the model which

take as the dependent variable the change in the tertiary sector. More¬

over, this model would appear to reinforce the finding of equation (7-5)

with respect to the negative coefficient of the index of earnings vari¬

able .

Finally, various more sophisticated forms of the basic models

have been tried, but with the exception of the north/south version of

equation (7-23) they fail to bring about any increase in the variance

explained.



Chapter Eight

THE MODEL: SOME EXTENSIONS

In Chapter 5 a model, as deduced from a survey of all the litera¬

ture in the field, was postulated which took as its basic variables po¬

pulation, geographical location or function, the size of the exporting

sector and the level of per capita income. In the last chapter it was

seen that, with reservations, population failed as an explanatory vari¬

able and that, of the two function variables, the "small town" variable

was also ineffective. Furthermore, the last chapter explored the pos¬

sibility that the aggregative nature of the dependent variable masked

the true behaviour of the independent variables but, although the re¬

sults of the various disaggregated versions tried were in themselves

interesting, they collectively failed to bear out this proposition.

Finally, in the light of the surprising results obtained for the export

and the index of earnings variable their behaviour and similarities were

further investigated. From this the conclusion v/as drawn (albeit ten¬

tatively) that both variables were measuring the same influence, namely

some aspect of a town's per capita income (the possibility that the

specification of the variables was the main cause of the negative coeffi¬

cient having been largely discounted).

It would appear from the results of the last chapter that, apart

from the geographical function variables, either traditional theory is

irrelevant or it is simply incorrect when applied at the town level. If

this is so then the next stage in this analysis must be to discover what

other factors are likely to influence the size of the tertiary sector in

towns.
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It should, be noted at this stage that although the results of the

last chapter cast doubt upon traditional theory, the results themselves

may still be used as a base for further inquiry. In essence the last

chapter, using 'traditional'variables, managed to explain 62$ of the

variance for the equilibrium model, but only through the use of two

variables with coefficients carrying the 'wrong' sign. Clearly one aim

of any further analysis must be to explain this 'wrong' sign. Never¬

theless a further aim should also be to look beyond these variables and

to discover new factors which will increase the total variance explained.

It must be realised that the model in Chapter 5 could only be deduced

rigorously from previous theoretical writings on the subject, but that

it is now possible to put forward theoretical formulations, based on the

experience of the last chapter, which may be more directly relevant to

the precise problem at hand.

Finally, a third way in which the results already obtained may be

improved is to consider those variables which have already been found to

be important and to consider in what ways they might be refined.

Consequently this chapter will be concerned with extending the

model deduced in Chapter 5 in an attempt to make it more relevant to a

study of inter-town differences in industrial structure. This aim will

be approached through a) an investigation of the cause of the negative

coefficient on the earning and export variables, b) a formulation of

nev/ hypotheses in the light of the results of the last chapter and c)

an investigation of possible sources of improvement in those variables

already shown to be important and significant.
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EEGATI'VE COEFFICIENT ON EXPORT SECTOR AND INCOME VARIABLES

To consider the export variable first, one explanation may be due

to the fact that towns which export a large proportion of their output

are also, typically, towns with a large secondary sector. Thus althou^i

the increased flow of income resulting from a higher export activity

would tend to enhance the size of the tertiary sector, these towns would

still appear to have below average tertiary sectors in a cross-section

study. Such an association may be explicable in historical terms.

Often towns in the early part of the century expanded predominantly un¬

der the influence of a single industry. This lent to the town an un¬

balanced industrial structure the chief aspect of which was a large

secondary sector. Examples of such towns would be the textile industry

towns in Lancashire, the woollen towns in Yorkshire, the ship-building

towns in the North-east, etc.

If this hypothesis is correct then what variables may be used to

measure this phenomenon? Obviously one direct measure would be provi¬

ded by an index of the extent to which a town's secondary sector in I96I

was concentrated upon those industries important at the turn of the cen¬

tury. If this index is represented by (c) then the hypothesis becomes:

where S-fc = the size of the tertiary sector I96I.
This hypothesis could be checked by seeing whether the export

variable (E) was itself a function of this 'index of concentration' i.e.

whether

St - F(Ct) (8.1)

Et - F(Ct) (8.2)
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An alternative method, would be to consider the consequences of a

town with the abo\e described industrial structure. It may be postu¬

lated that those towns which relied heavily upon a single industry would

be unlikely to exhibit a fast rate of population growth for several rea¬

sons. First, most of these industries have been declining. Secondly,

since these towns possessed only one industry and, therefore, a specia¬

lised labour force, the new, expanding and typically foot—loose indus¬

tries would not be attracted to these towns, thus reducing further the

possibility of a population expansion. It would therefore not be un¬

reasonable to expect a low population growth to be associated with the

extent to which a town's labour force was concentrated in either one or

more industries which were important at the turn of the century. If

the original hypothesis is correct, nan&y that these towns are asso¬

ciated with large secondary sectors, then ceteris paribus towns with a

low population growth will be those with small tertiary sectors. More¬

over the corollary to a low population growth, connected as it is with

declining industries and limited employment opportunities, would be a

low income, so that this relationship would be further reinforoed.

where PT = population in 1961

P(ip _ ij <= population in a selected year.
As already noted elsewhere, the export variable only measures in

a rudimentary fashion the extent to which a town exports and as a result

of the aggregativeness of it3 construction the possibility that the

Thus the alternative hypothesis may be expressed as:

(8.3)
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variable was measuring something quite different was explored in the

above two hypotheses. These hypotheses may be considered as arising

solely from the statistical difficulties of the export variable. This

point apart, it has already been noted that a tentative conclusion to

the last chapter was that both the export and the index of earnings

variables in fact reflected per capita income. Consequently further

explanations of the negative coefficient may be sought through consider¬

ing the relationship between per capita income and the tertiary sector

and the following remarks may therefore be taken as applying to the in¬

dex of earnings variable as well as the export variable.

If the income of a town increases then the effect upon the ter¬

tiary sector will be transmitted via the pattern and/or volume of demand,

and it is therefore reasonable to look for an explanation of the negative

coefficients in the behaviour of demand. It is suggested here that

this will lead to three separate hypotheses, not all of which are oapable

of providing a complete explanation by themselves.

The size of the tertiary sector has been calculated in terms of

employment, yet the effect upon demand is in terms of output. Clearly,

therefore, labour productivity must be important in determining the

nature of the relationship between income and the size of the tertiary

sector. It could be legitimately presumed that an increase in demand

will bring forth a rise in productivity and? although the example of the
super-market is obvious, there is no reason why this process should be

confined to distribution.

Although changes in productivity could never explain an actual

decline in the size of the tertiary sector as a result of the rise in
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per capita income, it must clearly cause a considerable decrease in the

rate of expansion of the tertiary sector, whilst the undoubted indivisi¬

bilities in the production function may well lead to virtually no in¬

crease in employment. For instance an initial rise in demand may lead

to the provision of a new super-market and, thereafter, the increase in

employment would be small over a considerable range of further demand

increases.

The above argument may be expressed in the hypothesis that:

St « F(Xt) (8.4)
where = output per employee.

As already stated this hypothesis cannot explain any decline in

the tertiary sector (i.e. the negative coefficient itself), but it may

neutralise the effect of an increase in demand, in that further factors

would require aaaaller impact in order to produce a downward sloping

relationship.

The above approach concentrates upon aggregate demand, but a

further insight may be gained through a consideration of the actual pat¬

tern of expenditure in towns. In this context it should be noted that

the services may either be supplied by the towns themselves or imported

from elsewhere. Consequently, upon a rise in per capita income the re¬

sultant increase in income could be met through either an expansion of

'home-produced' services or imports. Thus, for instance, a rise in in¬

come may lead to more being spent upon the local cinema or people may

travel to a theatre in another town. An effect similar to the latter

would result where, although the actual purchase was made in the san#le

town, the provision of the service was basically left to that of another
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e.g. most of the trade transacted through local agents and branches. It

follows, therefore, that if the pattern of demand should shift towards

imported services upon a rise in income, the expected increase in the

size of the tertiary sector would he curtailed. Moreover such a shift

would he intelligible since sophisticated service consumption would rise

faster than that of the essential services. Nevertheless, as with pro¬

ductivity increases, this effect by itself could not lead to an explana¬

tion of the actual decline in the tertiary sector.

This hypothesis is similar to the 'large town' concept, namely

that expenditure may be directed from one town to another. But here it

is the income of the sample town, irrespective of the presence of others,

which causes the change in demand, whilst in the geographical variable

it is the presence of the external influence of other towns that is im¬

portant .

Thus the general hypothesis may be expressed as;

3t ■ F[Kn-Kl] (8-5)
where = the demand for services supplied within the town

Kj = the demand for services imported into the town.

Unfortunately there is no direct way of measuring the imported

content of a town's services consumption and it is necessary to take the

argument further in order to arrive at a testable hypothesis. If the

services are imported into the town then they must be supplied from some¬

where else, and the natural presumption i3 that it would be the large

recognised service centres offering a wide range of sophisticated ser¬

vices which would be the main providers. In addition it could be
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reasonably presumed, that the services of these regional centres would be

supplied over the immediate area around them rather than on a national

scale. As a result the demand facing the larger service centres them¬

selves would depend partly upon their own per capita income, but also

upon the per capita income of the service hinterland. In other words,

if the income of the sample towns in the hinterland is above average,

then a greater proportion of the demand will be for imported services

and hence the size of the tertiary sector of the associated service cen¬

tre will be larger than that indicated by its own per capita income,

x.e• that t

where Sc = the size of the tertiary sector of the sexnrice centre

Yc - the per capita income of the service centre

% - the per capita income of the hinterland.

So far the pattern of demand has been analysed only across the

broad division between imports and home-produced services, the actual

services purchased having been ignored. Yet an analysis of actually

what type of services are purchased must clearly play an important part

in an understanding of the income variable. From the Family Expenditure

Survey (H.U.S.O.) it is possible to discover the percentage changes in

expenditure over a wide range of consumption and these are repx^oduced

below in Table 8.1 for the period 1962-66. From this it is clear that,

apart from transport, it is only expenditure on housing that rises with

per capita income. Moreover it would appear from the behaviour of both

the mortgage and the o.vn dwelling classifications that it is private

(8.6)
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Table 8.1

Changes in Consumers' Expenditure Pattern

Period. 1962-1966

Variable Percentage Change

TOTAL INCOME + 30.9

Housing + 7.7
Own dwelling + 29.7
Fuel - 8.4
Food - 11.4
Brinks and Tobacco - 2.4
Clothing - 8.0
Household durables - 5-2
Other goods - 8.4
Transport and vehicles + 4*6
Services — 6.4

Mortgages -i- 13.0
Other savings - 2.9

housing which shows the greatest rise. Upon the basis of this infor¬

mation it might be expected that ceteris paribus towns with a higher per

capita income would spend a larger percentage of their income upon pri¬

vate housing. Some of this expenditure may be merely reflected in

higher prices for existing houses, but part of it must result in a

greater demand facing the construction industry, either in the form of

new houses or in improvements made to the existing capital stock. Such

a shift in the pattern of demand would be significant because the defi¬

nition of the tertiary sector adopted in this study has excluded the con¬

struction industry, so that this may contribute further to the under¬

mining of the traditonal relationship.

However to follow the procedure above and to take that to which
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the demand, is diverted as the independent variable would he inaccurate

in this case (since the construction industry cannot he disaggregated),

and the hypothesis might therefore he masked hy the inclusion of activi¬

ties other than house-building. For this reason the more direct for¬

mulation that the size of the construction industry might he explicable

in terms of the per capita income has been adopted here, viz:

Ct « Fjlt] (8.7)
where Ct = the size of the construction industry

= the per capita income of a town.

To summarise this section, in the absence of any real suggestion

that the variables have been mis-specified (^Appendix E 1, an explanation
for the negative coefficient in the export and earning variables has

been sought in a) the statistical weaknesses of the export variable and

b) the relationship between per capita income and the pattern of demand

within towns. The former suggested that either population change or

the extent to which a town's labour force was concentrated in certain

industries might themselves be independent variables in the model as ue-

duced in Chapter 5» The second approach, has yielded certain influences,

namely productivity changes, the consumption of imported services and

the expenditure on housing which, although by themselves they could not

lead to an explanation of the negative coefficient, would nevertheless

modify or reduce the traditional relationship.

FOBI.TULATION OF NEW HYPOTHESES

The model deduced in Chapter 5 followed logically from a review

of the literature and all the main suggestions put forward in these
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writings have been included, in the model. As a result purely theo¬

retical a priori reasoning can be ruled out as a possible source of

further formulations. On the other hand, the results of the last

chapter have thrown some light upon how towns actually behave which

suggests that this knowledge might now be used to specify new hypotheses.

One finding of the last chapter which suggests itself as the

starting-point for fux^ther inquiry is the wide divergence in the size of

the tertiary sector in towns of a similar nature. Take for instance

Chester (pop. 59,268) and Swindon (pop. 91>159)« Prom the location of

these towns it would be expected that both would perform similar func¬

tions i.e. both represent the main towns in the immediate area yet both

are within easy" access of very large towns. lioreover the index of

earnings are similar being 0.271 for Swindon and 0.232 for Chester.

Prom the large town variable it would be expected that Swindon with a

value of 17623 would have a larger tertiary sector than Chester with a

value of 74441> yet the size of the tertiary sector for Chester is 74$
whilst for Swindon it is 5i.e. 32$ lower. It may therefore be

legitimately asked why towns so similar in respect to the variables

tested in the last chapter exhibit such a wide divergence in industrial

structure?

The last chapter showed that theoretical considerations can ex¬

plain a considerable amount of the variance in towns, yet there still

appear to be further elements unexplained. One aspect of the problem

which has so far been ignored is the question of a town's historical de¬

velopment. The size of the tertiary sector in towns undoubtedly is
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influenced, strongly by its geographical location, income etc., but part

of its development must at least be due to historical circumstances pe¬

culiar to the towns themselves. Thus, although the size of the tertiary

sector would be influenced by the variables so far specified in the

model, the model could not have been expected to reach at the full expla¬

nation due to the presence of this historical element.

An example of this hypothesis might be a town in which its indus¬

tries required a large amount of services or which had become used to a

wide choice of services. More likely, perhaps, the town acquired the

reputation of a service centre so that new service industries starting

in the area, or existing services expanding, would naturally prefer to

locate in that town. In addition consumers would automatically tend

to go to that town for their sei'vices irrespective of whether they could

be provided elsewhere. Thus, for instance, Chester may have a reputa¬

tion as a service centre, whilst Swindon has not, so that the provision

of services would, then be a characteristic of Chester, which is a point

which so far could not have been picked up by the model.

This, in effect, implies that the previously tested variables are

important, but that superimposed upon these should be some consideration

of the town's reputation or characteristic as a service centre. Thus,

if the town had an above average sized tertiazy sector some years ago as

a result of this historical factor, it wilx still be likely to have one

in 1961. In other woras the size of the tertiary sector in 1961 is

partially dictated by what it was som© time ago i.e:

(8.8)
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where S^. = the size of the tertiary sector 1961

S(t „ i) ® size of the tertiary sector in a selected year.
The hypothesis in equation (8.8) measures indirectly the extent

to which the historical development of a town has influenced its indus¬

trial structure. However, if it is the traditional attractiveness of a

town as a tertiary sector that is the main influence behind this equa¬

tion, the hypothesis may be measured more directly through considering

the likely manifestations of that attractiveness. If a town has for

some time traditionally been a centre for the provision of services this

would imply that it was also the focal point of the region. Further¬

more one obvious indicator of the extent to which a town acts as such a

centre is provided by the number of hotels it has to offer, for clearly

if it is the focal point of the area it will be the point to which

people will naturally travel. Moreover, apart from this convenience

point, such towns will also be more attractive to the traveller either

physically due to the attendant lack of heavy industry or through the

range of ancillary services offered. Thus to take the example of

Chester again, travellers in the area are likely to be attracted to that

town because it is the focal point of the area, it has the tradition of

being a service centre and it is likely to be able to offer a greater

range of services. It would therefore be not unreasonable to place

such a town in a category different from that of a town without such a

character say, for instance, Barnsley.

Hence the above suggestions lead to the hypothesis that:

St = F[Ht] (8.9)
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where E^. = the number of hotels in the town.
To summarise this section, the model in Chapter 5 took into con¬

sideration all the theoretical formulations available so that any new

hypothesis vrould have to stem from the practical experience gained in

the last chapter. One of the findings of that chapter was that towns,

even although similar with respect to the independent variable, differed

considerably in the size of their tertiary sector, thus suggesting that

some influence had as yet been unidentified. It is suggested here that

this may be represented by the historical development of the town and

this may either be measured by the extent to which the tertiary sector

now is explicable in terms of what it was a number of years ago, or,

more directly, by the extent to which hotel accommodation is provided

within the town.

REFINEMENTS OP THE EXISTING VARIABLES

The variables which were found to be important in the last chap¬

ter were the large town, export and income variables and the question

now raised is whether, by considering them further, they may be improved

upon. In the first section of this chapter the export and income vari¬

ables were investigated and in trying to explain the negative coeffi¬

cients any available refinements have necessarily been introduced. Thus

the only variable remaining to be considered here is the geographical

location variable.

It will be recalled that this variable attempted to define a

town's relationship with the area around it. Although the data on the

various relationships which a town has with its nei£$>.t>ours were not
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available, nevertheless the net effect of the influence of one town upon

another was measured through the use of the gravity formula. Two modi¬

fications might suggest themselves. First, either the gravity model

could be improved as a measure of the interaction between towns or addi¬

tional considerations may be introduced to supplement the workings of

this model. In Chapter 5 it was indicated that the main source of error

in the gravity formula lay in the values to be assigned to the 'weights',

yet this was a subject explored in some depth in the last chapter. It

would appear that the possibilities of further improvements in the gra¬

vity formula are accordingly limited. However, in defining the rela¬

tionships between the sample town and its hinterland, the gravity fornjula

omits one important aspect of a town's geographical location, namely the

extent to which people travel to the town to work. If, as a result of

the location of the town, an above average percentage of the labour force

commutes from outside the town's boundaries, then this is likely to have

important consequences for the size of the tertiary sector. However,

on a priori grounds alone, this would either result in an expansion or a

contraction of that sector. Thus if people commute from outside, then

part of their income will be spent in that town which otherwise would

have been spent elsewhere, and this would lead to an expansion of the

tertiary sector. Alternatively, it could be argued that if some people

travel to work from outside instead of living within the town's bounda¬

ries, then part of their expenditure will be lost to the sample town.

In either case the geographical location variable oughu to be modified

or supplemented by the inclusion of some 'index of commuting' i.e. that

the following hypothesis is likely to be relevant?
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St = P[At] (8.10)
where A-^ = inaex of commuting.

So far the model has been specified with the dependent variable

expressed as a percentage of the total labour force. One further sug¬

gestion might be to consider the dependent variable in absolute terms.

Although a large part of the employment in the tertiary sector must of

necessity be due to the town's population, there may nevertheless be

sufficient variance remaining to make this avenue of enquiry worth while.

That being the case, the attention may be diverted to either the model

in both its equilibrium and disequilibrium forms.

SUMMARY

In the last chapter much of traditional theory was shown to be

either irrelevant or incorrect and it has been the task of this section

to extend the model of Chapter 5 in order to make it more realistic.

Three separate starting-points of trying to explain the negative coeffi¬

cient on the export and income variables, of formulating new hypotheses

in the light of the knowledge gained in the last chapter and of consider¬

ing further the variables found to be relevant were taken and these have

resulted in the hypotheses spelt out in equations (8.1) to (8.10). In

the following chapter these will be adjusted so as to be consistent with

the available data, tested and those found to be worthwhile will be in¬

tegrated with the results of Chapter 5»



Chapter Nine

THE RESULTS II

The task of this chapter is two-fold. First, the individual

hypotheses of the last chapter will he tested in accordance with the

available data and, secondly, those hypotheses found to be significant

will be integrated with the main conclusions to the original model.

INDIVIDUAL HYPOTHESES

Six of the hypotheses put forward in the last chapter took the

percentage size of the tertiary sector as the dependent variable and

these may be presented thus:

3* - * ft] (9-1)
where S^ = the size of the tertiary sector and Ct = an index of con¬

centration of employment in the older industries.

st - F [rt - r(t - 1)] (9-2>
where j p^. - P^ ^ ("j = the change in population from a selected year.

3t - P[xJ (9.3)
where X-fc = output per employee.

3t - ' [B(t - ij] (9.4)
where S(t _ » the size of the tertiary sector in a selected year.

. St - F (Htj (9.5)
where H-t = index of hotel accommodation.

St = F [h\ ' ~ (9.6)
where = index of commuting.

In addition equation (9«l) above may be alternatively tested by

considering the related hypothesis that -
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Et - F[ct] (9.7)
where Et = the size of the exporting sector.

Further, the two remaining relationships put forward in the last

chapter were -

3c - * pc, %J (9-8)
which related the size of the tertiary sector of service centres (S0) to

their per capita income together with an index based upon the per capita

income of their hinterland, and

Zt - F (jt] (9.9)
where = the size of the construction industry and Y^. - the per capita

income of the town.

Finally (9.9) may be specified in terms of domestic rateable value (D+),

- P[lt] (J.io)
Before these hypotheses can be used as the basis for a regression

analysis they must be both defined more precisely and made more consis¬

tent with the available data. In specifying the 'index of concentration

in older industries' (hereafter called simply the 'index of concentra¬

tion'), those industries which were important at the turn of the century

were taken as metal manufacture, metal goods not elsewhere specified,

shipbuilding and marine engineering and textile industrial orders (the

engineering and electrical goods category was not considered since it

included too many modern industries). The index was then compiled by

dividing the aggregate percentage employment in these industrial orders

by the percentage size of the secondary sector (all percentages relating

to the total labour force).
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In equation (9.2) the percentage change in population was cal¬

culated between I96I and 1901, 1911 > 1921, 1931 and 1951 (Appendix A

Table A5), since from the logic of this hypothesis the relationship

oould either be a short-term or a long-term one. For equation (9-3) it

has already been noted in the last chapter that the effect of producti¬

vity changes would not be confined simply to distribution, but unfor¬

tunately it is only for this industrial order that output data is

available. In the census of distribution both total and full-time em¬

ployment figures are given, which allowed the opportunity to construct

two indices for productivity, one including and one excluding part-time

employment.

The rationale to equation (9»4) rests upon towns having a certain

characteristic or reputation for being a service centre. This of ne¬

cessity is an influence that has to be measured over a considerable

period of time ana for this reason the year 1931 was adopted.^ Equation

(9.5) measures the same influence more directly through the provision of

hotel accommodation. This information was taken from the A.A.Handbook

and the index was computed by first determining the average number of

hotels for selected population intervals, and, secondly, talcing the

difference between this and the actual numbers provided by each town.

1. Unfortunately the census of population presents data on industrial
structure only for those towns with populations in excess of 50,000.
Since some of the sample towns in 1931 had populations less than this
figure, data on this variable is not obtainable and the samples based
upon this variable are accordingly restricted. The towns for which
the data was not available were Bedford, Cambridge, Colchester, Crewe,
Harrogate, Mansfield, Buneaton, Peterborough, Rugby, Scunthorpe,
Torquay, Widnes, and Worthing, giving a sample of 55*
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In the last chapter the index of commuting was intended to re¬

flect the percentage that the town's labour force bore to its population

and, since both figures are given in the Census of Population, no diffi¬

culty was experienced in specifying this variable.

Of the four relationships (9»7) to (9»10) which did not take the

size of the tertiary sector as the dependent variable, only equation

(9.8) presented any specification problems. The main service centres

in the sample of 69 towns were taken as the ohief regional centres in

the sample viz. Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Hull, Plymouth, Sheffield,

Stoke and Nottingham and their hinterlands were defined as those sample

towns within a radius of 50 miles. The index which reflected the in¬

come of their hinterland (Yg) was calculated in three ways. First,a

simple average of the index of earnings of the secondary sectors of the

hinterland towns was adopted. Secondly, recognition was given to the

actual amount of purchasing power generated by these towns through cal¬

culating the actual wage bill of each town (based upon the employment in

each industry and the national wage earnings for that industry). In

addition it might be thought that the influence of distance would be im¬

portant, so the purchasing power thus derived for each town was divided

by its distance from the service centre, thereby generating a third index.

The results obtained when these hypotheses are evaluated using

1961 data are set out in Appendix B Tables Bl8 and B19, and the full

equations are reproduced below. For equation (9«l) the full specifica¬

tion was

s+ - 6365 - 3466 C. (9.11)*
(758) 4
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The coefficient is significant at the 95$ confidence level and with an

—2
R of 0.20 the result is not inconsistent with the hypothesis put for¬

ward in equation (9.1). However, with the alternative version of thiB

model, equation (9*7), the relationship was found to be insignificant at

the 95/o confidence level and the fi obtained was only 0.09.

Prom Appendix B Table Bl8 it can be concluded that the various

population changes in equation (9.2) all fail to provide a satisfactory

relationship. It would appear that the change 1921 - 1961 offered the

best possibility, yet as can be seen from equation (9.12) the relation¬

ship is still insignificant at the 95$ confidence level.

St « 5385 + 14.0AP1921 (9.12)
(8.7) ^

Similarly the hypothesis as embodied in equation (9»3) was found

to lie not substantiated. The version based upon the output per em¬

ployee gave the highest R^ (O.Op), but the coefficient is still negative,

e.g. St = 6706 - 40.9 Xt (9.13)
(30.8)

On the other hand, the hypothesis embodied in the percentage size of the

tertiary sector 1931 (equation (9.4) ) gave a most pronounced fit with an

—2
R of 0.74. The model was specified as —

S+ « 1432 + O.84 S1QV1 (9.14)*
(0.07) 1931

It follows from equation (9.14) that the size of the tertiary

sector is markedly influenced by the 'historical' element as represented

by the past size of the tertiary sector. Moreover, the alternative

method of measuring this influenoe, using an index of hotel accommoda¬

tion (equation (9«5) )> also gave a significant relationship, though this

tin* the R2 fell to O.25.
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S+ = 5261 + 112 H. (9.15)
(25.2)

Thus equations (9.14) and (9.15) clearly point to the 'historical ele¬

ment' as having a powerful influence upon the dependent variable.

The final hypothesis taking the dependent variable as the size of

the tertiary sector also gave a significant relationship. Thus the in¬

dex of commuting gave rise to the equation -

S+ « 12344 - 146.7 A+ (9.16)
(41.1) *

mmmO
The R is rather low (0.17), but the negative coefficient does indicate

that of the two possible effects of this variable (Chapter 8) it is the

argument based upon a net loss of income to the town that is preponderant.

When the remaining hypotheses were tested, it was found that the

inclusion of the hinterland (equation (9-8)) failed to explain any more

variation in the size of the tertiary sector over and above that already

explained by the index of earnings alone. Thus, for these 'centres',

the income variable gave rise to the equation -

Sc - 16375 - 44316 Tt (9.17)
(15826)

for which the was 0.49 and the coefficient significant at the 95^

confidence level. However, the inclusion of the indices of earnings in

the hinterland (T^ to Y^) failed to improve upon the model as given in
equation (9-17)« Thus the inclusion of the index representing the

average of the earnings in the hinterland caused the Rc to fall to 0.45

and its coefficient was insignificant, i.e.

Sc - 15154 - 36611 Tt - 3188 Yj (9.18)
(19750) (4478)
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The same result was achieved with the index reflecting the purchasing

power of the hinterland (Y2) and the index weighted for distance (Y3)

and

S„ - 23555 - 76172 T + 0.03 Yp (9.19)°
(40142) t (0.04) 2

S
c

« 18152 - 52278 Tt - 0.22 Y3 (9-20)(31759) (0.77)

The R 's for equations (9.19) and (9.20) were 0.47 and 0.40 respectively.

It follows from equations (9.17) to (9.20) that the inclusion of the

hinterland fails to improve upon the model and the continuing signifi¬

cance of the index of earnings variable illustrates that it provides in

this instance the main explanatory power. Hence the hypothesis that an

increase in income leads to a shift in the demand towards imported ser¬

vices is not substantiated, since there does not appear to be any in¬

crease in the size of the tertiary sectors towards which this demand

might be expected to be direoted.

The final hypothesis to be tested was that the rise in inoome

might lead to a rise in the demand for housing as reflected either in

the demand for construction (equation (9«9)) or domestic rateable value

(equation (9.10) ). Unfortunately both these hypotheses were found to

be incorrect. For the construction industry (Z), the equation was -

Zt « 1189 - 2032 T+ (9.21)
(62.5)

O

The fit was very pronounced with an R of O.4I5 but with a negative co¬

efficient this illustrates that, in this respect, the construction in¬

dustry is simply an extension of the tertiary sector. Had there been a

switch of demand into the construction industry, as hypothesis (9.9)

would suggest, the coefficient would have been positive. This point is
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finally confirmed, by the behaviour of equation (9.10), for when it is

estimated, the sign is negative, the coefficient significant at the 95/^
—?

confidence level and the R is 0.25 -

Dt = 13.7 - 15.3 Tt (9.22)
(7.2)

Conclusions

The conclusion to be taken from the individual hypotheses is that,

on the above evidence, the indices for commuting, concentration and hotel

accommodation, together with the percentage size of the tertiary sector

in 1931, should be incorporated into the main findings of the original

model.

However, the cunclusions go further than this for it will be re¬

called from the last chapter that the hypotheses themselves were formu¬

lated specifically to -

(1) explain the negative coefficient on the 'income' variables,

(2) present further hypotheses to be tested, and,

(3) to provide more sophisticated versions of the original
variables in the theoretical model.

Since there is no direct measure of income at the county level,

the theoretioal formulations of Chapter 5 have to be expressed indirectly,

viz. the theoretical formulations are supposed to be:

Index of earnings —

v level of income ^ size of tertiary sector
Export sector

Apart from the possibility of a mis-specification of these variables

(which has been largely discounted), the explanation for the negative

coefficient has been sought in the connection between either the proxy
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variables and income or income and the size of the tertiary sector.

To consider the first relationship, it was one of the findings of

Chapter 7 that the index of earnings was an acceptable prosy variable

for income, but in the last chapter the statistical difficulties associ¬

ated with the export sector variable cast doubt upon the validity of its

connection with the level of income. This was postulated as being the

result of the tendency for towns with large export sectors to be those

which developed in the early part of this century. This meant that the

above relationships could be destroyed either directly due to these

towns being associated with large secondary sectors (i.e. by-passing the

link through the level of income) or indirectly due to these towns having

a lower per capita income. The latter point was held to be likely in

view of the declining nature of these industries together with the rela¬

tive unattractiveness of the towns to the footloose and high income

earning industries. In the above empirical work, the direct relation¬

ship was reflected by the index of concentration and the indirect by the

change of population.

The results as a whole dispute the above arguments. Certainly

the failure of the population change variable suggests that the indirect

relationship is incorrect, whilst an R of 0.20 obtained with the index

of concentration is not itself conclusive. The result is significant,

indicating that the more the towns specialise in those industries which

■were important at the turn of the century the smaller is their tertiary

sector, but if the real cause of the negative coefficient on the export

sector variable is to be due to this explanation then that variable must
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"be measuring this inaex of concentration. Yet when equation (9«7) is

evaluated, this is found not to be the case.

Thus with regards to the first connection between the prosy vari¬

ables and the level of income, the preliminary investigations in Chapter

7 suggested that the index of earnings variable is related to the level

of income. The main difficulty in this section is the connection be¬

tween the export sector variable and the level of income, for at the

least this must be thought to be ambiguous, thus requiring any conclu¬

sions to be drawn to be treated with caution. As already noted the

theoretical connection between this variable and the level of income is

weaker than that for the index of earnings. Against this, the furthest

one may go is to state that there must nevertheless be a presumption that

the variable is related to income, since there is no significant evi¬

dence to the contrary, whilst the export variable is itself a function

of the index of earnings variable.

It follows, therefore, that the explanation for the negative co¬

efficient must be sought in the connection between the level of income

and the 3ize of the tertiary sector, and the various hypotheses tested

in this respect are represented by equations (9.3) and (9.8) to (9.10).

Again, however, the conclusions are disappointing. There is no evidence

that productivity changes com© between the level of income and the in¬

crease in the size of the tertiary sector (equation (9*3) )> neither does

it appear that a rise in income leads to a significant shift in expendi¬

ture towards housing (equations (9*9) and (9.10) ). Moreover, the hypo¬

thesis that an increase in income will lead to a greater demand for
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imported, services does not" appear to be supported by the behaviour of

the centres towards which this demand might be cexpected to be directed

(equation (9.8)).

Hence, in conclusion to the negative coefficient of the income

variables, there would appear to be no explanation capable of specifica¬

tion at the town level which can explain the negative sign whilst still

remaining within the framework as laid down by traditional theory.

The remaining two aims of the last chapter, namely to develop new

hypotheses and to refine the existing ones, are more successful. The

index of commuting (equation (9^6) ) shows that the geographical location

of a town influences the size of the tertiary sector, not only through

its relationship with larger to?/ns (large town variable), but also

through the extent to which it may draw upon a labour pool outwith its

own boundaries. Nevertheless, perhaps the most Interesting result is

that obtained with the new hypothesis that towns possess tendencies in

varying strengths towards being service centres. A large percentage of

the variance (74',-) is explained by the size of the tertiary sector 1931?

and the suggestion that thi3 measures the above influence is borne out

by the behaviour of the hotel accommodation variable. Thus although

the variables found to be significant in Chapter 7 explained 62^ of the

variance, this still leaves untouched the historical element, and it

would appear that the hypothesis as embodied in equations (9• 4) an(i (9»5)

provides a satisfactory measure of the influence.

INTEGRATION OF THE RESULTS

It is now possible to consider the conclusions arrived at
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separately for the original model and for the extensions to it with a

view to determining the best overall fit for the model. The results

obtained for the three versions of the original model showed that the

large towns, index of earnings and export sector variables represented

the only significant relationships; whilst the preliminary investiga¬

tions in the above section suggested that these should be augmented by

the hypotheses represented by the indices of concentration and commuting,

together with the 'historical' element as reflected in the size of the

tertiary sector 1931 and the index of hotel accommodation.

The versions to be tested here are the two forms of the equili¬

brium model together with the disequilibrium model. In addition, the

final modification suggested in Chapter 8, namely that the dependent

variable should be specified in absolute rather than percentage terms,

will be introduced and evaluated in this section.

Equilibrium Model

It will be recalled from Chapter 7 that the final form of the

first equilibrium model was specified using the large town, index of

earnings and export sector variables as

St - 10529 - 0.013 L+ - 11581 T+ - 0.27 Et (7.5)
(0.003) (2228) (0.06)

_2
Equation (7»5) an & 0.62. If this model is now extended

to include the hypothesis that the size of the tertiary sector is a func¬

tion of the degree of concentration in the older industries, then the

variance explained increases to 66fc. Thus -

S+ - 10131 - 0.01 L. - 8804 T+ - 0.28 E+ - 1372 C+ (9.23)
(0.003) (2416) (0.06) (664)
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The main effect is to cause the coefficient upon the index of earnings

to fall, but all the coefficients are still significant at the 95$ con¬

fidence level. Thus the inclusion of the index of concentration com¬

bines with the other independent variables to explain a further 10.5$

the remaining variance.

If to equation (9*23) is now added the index of commuting, the

variance explained rises by 1$ to 67$, i.e. the inclusion of this vari¬

able explains a further 3$ of the variance remaining in equation (9*23 )•

The model may then be specified as -

S+ • 12409 - 0.009U - 7809T+ - 0.27 E+ - 1402 C+ - 56.5 A+ (9.24)
(0.003r (2399) (0.06) (645) (28.2)

—ip
As might be expected from the behaviour of the i{c , the coefficient upon

the commuting variable is just significant at the 95$ confidence level.

The effect upon the other coefficients is to cause the coefficient on

the large town variable to fall considerably, whilst its standard error

remains the same. However it is still significant at the 95$ level.

In addition, of some interest is the constancy of the export sector co¬

efficient in both equations (9.23) and (9.24).

The net effect of introducing the commuting variable is to im¬

prove marginally the fit of the model, whilst still retaining all the

other variables as significant. However, as a result of collinearity

between the commuting and the other independent variables, the addition

of the former only explains 3$ of the remaining variance compared to the

17$ obtained in the single regression (equation (9.16) ).

If the 'historical'element is considered as explaining the resi¬

due, then the size of the tertiary sector 1931 and the index of hotel
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accommodation should he added in last to the model. With the size of

—? 2
the tertiary sector 1931 the K rises from 0.67 to 0.82. The model

can then he specified as —

St - 6827 - 0.003Lt - 5975T+ ~ 0.1lEt - 269Ct - 35.4A* + 0.553,0*1 (9.25)
(0.002) (1788) (0.05) (506) (21.0) (0.08) ^

From an inspection of the coefficients and standard errors it can he seen

that the inclusion of 931 has a marked effect upon the remaining vari¬
ables and the coefficients of the large town, concentration and commuting

variables become insignificant at the 95$ level. Thus in the presence

of this variable (which by itself explained 74$ of the variance), only

the income variables remain significant.

With the addition of the alternative measure of the 'historical'

element, the index of hotel accommodation, the variance explained rises

ifc to 83$ and the equation then becomes -

St = 6575 " 0.003 Lt - 4862 Tt - 0.1 Et - 159 Ct - 37.9 At
(0.003) (1878) (0.05) (20.7)

+ 0.54 S1931 + 24.5 Ht (9.26)
(0.08) (12.2)

The coefficient on the inaex of hotel accommodation is jtist significant

at the 95$ level, whilst the significance of the other variables remains

unchanged from equation (9.25).

If the 'historical' element is no longer treated as a residue and

its importance recognised, then the variables should be added to the

original model in the reverse order. With the inclusion of

2. As already noted when this variable is introduced the sample has to
be restricted and this might be thought to introduce possible error.
However, when equation (9.24) is run again on this sample an of
O.67 is again attained.
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r\

equation (7-5) > "th® R rises from 0.62 to 0.82, i.e. the variance ex¬

plained. with only is now as high as that for equation (9.27) above.

The model is then -

St « 5135 - 0.003 Lt - 6736 Tt - 0.10 Et - 0.59 S1<m (9.27)
(0.003) (1687) (0.05) (0.08)

In this version, the inolusion of the size of the tertiary sector 1931

renders the large town variable of the original model insignificant.

With the further inclusion of the alternative 'historical' element, the
_2
R rises to O.83 thus -

St = 4834 - 0.003 Lt - 5608 Tt - 0.10 Et + 0.57 S19n + 22.9 Ht (9.28)
(0.002) (1813) (0.05) (0.08) (11.3)

In this instance the coefficient on the index of hotel accommodation is

significant, but the coefficient of the large town variable remains in¬

significant at the 95$ level.

With the inclusion of the remaining two hypotheses, as would be

expected from equations (9.25) ana (9.26), their coefficients are insig¬

nificant. In equation (9*29) below, the coefficient of the concentra-
mmmO

tion index is insignificant and the R remains at O.83.

S+ = 4876 - 0.003JL. - 5518T. - 0.10E. + 0.57 S,Q11 + 22.5H. - 100.2C+
(0.002) (1888) (0.05) (0.08) •L93i (11.0) (51.2)

(9.29)
The same conclusion can be arrived at with the addition of the index of

commuting, for the coefficients of the large town, concentration and

commuting variables are all insignificant and the R^ is again O.83 (i.e.

equation (9.26) above).

In summary of the above analysis, it is apparent that the highly

significant relationship between the size of the tertiary seotor and the
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•historical' element, principally in the form of is sufficient to

overwhelm the weaker, but hitherto significant, relationships between

the large town, concentration and commuting indices and the dependent

variable. It would appear that due to collinearity between these vari¬

ables and the size of the tertiary sector 1931? their original relation¬

ships are too weak to remain significant in the presence of the latter.

The results serve to raise a dilemma in their interpretation. On

the one hand a strict reading of the coefficients of the large towns,

concentration and commuting variables would suggest that in the presence

of the size of the tertiary sector 1931 they should be dropped from the

analysis. Yet to follow this step might rob the analysis of certain

.hypotheses which, although not so in this case, could well contain sig¬

nificant explanatory powers for future situations. To put the point

another way, in the context of predicting future industrial structures,

to conclude that 45$ of the remaining variance can be explained in terms

of what the industrial structure was in the past may be thought to be

unsatisfactory when there is a certain amount of evidence suggesting

that alternative, more specific, hypotheses might explain part of this

variance. Thus to accept this variable at the expense of the others

might prove to be acceptable in a situation in which the industrial

structure responded to natural changes in these variables, but, in a

situation in which the initial changes are imposed from outside, to con¬

sider the future industrial structure in terms of what it was in the

past would clearly be unacceptable (see for instance the original prob¬

lem posed by the Central Borders in the Introduction).
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Before a decision can be maae at this point it is therefore neces¬

sary that the relationships should be considered in detail. In Chapter

7 it was shown that the two most important modifications lay in the

division of the sample between north and south and the use of log trans¬

formation.

From Appendix B Table B21 it appears that the effect of the size

of the tertiary sector 1931 in the individual north and south samples is

broadly similar to the full sample (whether that variable is added in

fii'st or last).

For the south the final equation obtained was -

St - 4193 - 0.008 Lt - 5335 Tt - 0.009 Et - 1075 Ct + 2.1 At
(0.005) (2826) (0.10) (1021) (4.2)

+ 0.60 SjQTT + I4.4 (9*30,
(0.16) ^ (23.9)

The overall variance explained (0.80) is lower than for the full sample

(equation (9-26)) but the effect of the size of the tertiary sector 1931

upon the significance of the other variables is even greater. Thus,

upon the inclusion of this variable, in addition to the large town, con¬

centration and commuting variables, the export and index of hotel accom¬

modation also become insignifioant at the 95$ confidence level (caused

by a fall in their coefficients).

The pattern in the north is slightly different as can be seen

from the final model below.

St . 5275 - 0.007 Lt - 5276 Tt - 0.009 Et - 1068 Ct + 5.6 At
(0.005) (2173) (0.10) (1021) (2.4)

+ O.58 Stqtt + 14.8 EL (9«3l)
(0.18) ^ (22.7)
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The overall variance explained increases to 84,"J* hut the main point to

note here is that, whilst the export variable is still insignificant,

the inaex of commuting is not and that the latter explains 14$ of the

remaining variance. However, it would be difficult to place much re-

2
liance upon this result since the variable only yielded an R of 0.04 by

itself, suggesting the presence of positive co-variance between thi3 and

the other variables. Furthermore, in the absence of a similar behaviour

with the other samples, it must be concluded that this relationship with

the other independent variables is peculiar to the north sample.

Thus these results fail to provide any evidence for an increased

significance with the north/south samples either in the commuting or

concentration indices or in the large town variable and the relation¬

ships are not substantially different from those of the full sample.

With the second modification suggested in Chapter 7> namely the

use of log transformations, the results are similar to those obtained in

that chapter for the original model. .Thether the log transformation of

the independent valuables is tried against the dependent variable in its

normal or its log form, the results are always worse than those obtained

with the normal version of the independent and dependent variables (Ap¬

pendix B Table B22'). Moreover, the pattern of the other variables vis¬

a-vis the size of the tertiary sector 1931 is not altered in the sense

that, in the presence of this variable, the coefficients of the large

town, concentration and commuting indices become insignificant.

3. For this particular sample there was multicollinearity between the
size of the tertiary sector 1931 and the index of concentration (zero-
order correlation coefficient of O.63). However, it is not expected
that this is sufficient to affect the conclusions to be drawn.

I
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So, despite these two modifications it would appear that the con¬

clusions reached above that the large town, index of concentration and

index of commuting variables should be deleted were correct and accord¬

ingly the moael should be rewritten as -

St - P{Tt, Et, S(t _ i), HtJ (9.32)
However, when the model was actually tested in this form, equation (9•33)

was obtained -

S. = 4838 - 5619 T. - 0.10 E. + 0.57 S1Q,, + 23.9 H. (9.33)
(1826) % (0.06) t (0.08) 1931 (16.3)

— O

The R was lower than that yielded by equation (9.26) and the coefficients

upon the export and hotel accommodation variables became insignificant at

the 95$ level. Hence, as a result of collinearity between the indepen¬

dent variables, the model must be specified in terms of more variables

than would be suggested by the behaviour of the Rc alone. Various com¬

binations of equation (9.32) and the variables found to be insignificant

were tried in order to find the best overall fit whilst retaining as few

insignificant variables as possible. The version finally selected was

equation (9.32) together with the commuting variable (A^) -

S+ - 6326 - 5028T+ - 0.09 E+ + 0.59S,cm - 40.8A+ + 25.8H+ (9.34)* (1807)* (O.048) * (0.07) (20.3)* (14.4)

Equation (9»34) has one variable (index of hotel accommodation) insig¬

nificant at the 95$ confidence level (but significant at the 90$ level)

and explains 82$. of the variance. It is this equation which may be

taken as the final form of the first equilibrium version of the model.

To oonclude the position with regard to the first form of the

equilibrium model, it would appear that the results are in accordance

■
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with the suggestion that the percentage size of the tertiary sector is

dependent negatively upon both the degree of concentration of the indus¬

trial structure in those industries which were important at the turn of

the century and the percentage that the total labour force bears to the

population. This is true whether the full sample, the north/south

sample or log transformations are taken. Nevertheless the 'historical'

element, as represented by the size of the tertiary sector 1931 and the

index of hotel accommodation, appears to be so powerful that its inclu¬

sion not only renders the above two hypotheses insignificant, but the

geographical variable as well. Furthermore, investigations based on

the north/south sample together with the use of log transformations

only serve to reinforce this result.

However, as a result of collinearity between the variables, the

model was found to be best specified in a form which includes the index

of commuting and, therefore, the only variables to be excluded as a re¬

sult of the integration of the original and new hypotheses are those of

the large town and inaex of concentration.

To turn attention to the first differences form of the equili¬

brium model, this requires using the 1951 data and it will be recalled

from Chapter 6 that the statistics on industrial structure for this year

were based on the 194^ standard industrial classification. Here the

main effect of this is that the index of concentration (based as it is

upon certain specified industries) could not be constructed for 1951

without radically altering its underlying assumptions. In order to

preserve a consistency of approach with these additional variables, the
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levels of the indices of commuting and hotel accommodation v/ere adopted.

Moreover this decision was reinforced by the static nature of the index

of hotel accommodation, together with the little change experienced in

the commuting index.

The main conclusion to the first differences version of the ori¬

ginal model (Chapter 7) was that only the change in the index of earnings

was found to be significant. When the hypotheses extending this model

are added in a manner similar to that adopted with the first version

(above) the results of Appendix B Table B23 are obtained.

When the index of concentration is regressed against the change
mmmO

in the size of the tertiary sector, an R of 0.08 is obtained, together

with a positive and significant coefficient viz. -

Ast - 38.5 + 684 ct (9.35)
(281)

However, for the index of commuting, the relationship v/as found to be

insignificant viz. -

ASt = 20.9 At - 770 (9.36)
(13.4)

As for the 'historical' element the size of the tertiary sector 1931 was

both significant and gave the best overall fit (R^ = 0.12).

ASt = 735 - 0.11 S1<m (9.37)
(0.04) 1931

It should be noted that equation (9-37) carries a negative coefficient

which is in contrast with the first equilibrium models, i.e. in this

instance changes in the tertiary sector appear to be negatively related

to their size in 1931.

On the other hand, the index of hotel accommodation proved to

give an insignificant relationship, thus -
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*

As+ = 228 - 10.4 H+ (9*38)
(8.7)

though as with equation (9*37) "the coefficient is negative.

From Appendix B Table B23 it can be seen that the integration of

these hypotheses with the original first differences model is unsatis¬

factory. The original version of this model was basea upon the change

in the index of earnings variable, i.e.

AS. « 2123- 6-51 (9-39)4
(943) 4

_2
and this equation was associated with an R of 0.07. However, the in¬

clusion of the above hypotheses fails to produce a specification supe¬

rior to that of equation (9»37). By way of illustration the model
— 2

containing all these variables gave an R of 0.10 i.e.

As+ = 198 + 1958&T. - 0.008siem + 3850+ + 0.01A+ - 0.05H+ (9.40)*
(956) (0.003)1931 (376)* (0.22)* (0.79)

Thus equation (9.4O) fails to provide a better fit than equation

(9.37)) nor does the significance of the additional variables really jus¬

tify the selection of this form of the model. Consequently equation

(9.37) will be taken as the final specification of the first differences

version of the model, since the introduction of new variables into the

original model (equation (9.39)) fails to improve upon equation (9*37).

/(hen the north/south samples and log transformations are tried,

equation (9.37) is not improved upon (Appendix B Tables B24 and B25), so

again the final specification should be in terms of equation (9.37).

One of the main reasons for pursuing the first differences version

of the model was to assess the extent to which the first version of the

equilibrium model was stable. Had the latter model been stable then
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any changes in the independent variables would have been associated with

a change in the dependent variable. Hovrever, although the failure of

the first differences equation is certainly consistent with instability

in this sense, it does not necessarily follow that equation (9•34) is

unstable, for all the above model (equation (9•37) ) shews is that, for

1951 an(i 1961, the relationships were not identical. As such this dif¬

ference could also be due to the 1961 version of equation (9.34) being

in disequilibrium. However, now that the first version of the equili¬

brium model has been fully specified (equation (9*34) )> it is possible

to gain additional evidence by re-running the model using 1951 data and

comparing the coefficients so obtained.

When this is performed the following equation results.

s1951 " PF-,°-4iE1951 + ,0-«s1931 -,8-8H M-fft - 3196 (9.41)(2876) (0.38) ^ (0.38) (7.2) (2.8)

and this may be compared with the specification arrived at using the

1961 data, namely equation (9»34) -

3i96I = 6326 - 5028Tt - 0.095Et + °-59S1931 - 40.8At + 25.8Ht (9.34)
(1807) (O.Q48) (0.07) (20.3) (14.4)

From a comparison of equations (9.41) an(l (9-34) it will be observed

that the coefficient of the index of earnings variable is significant

but positive in equation (9.4l)j whereas in equation (9.34) it is signi¬

ficant but negative. Also the coefficients upon the export and index

of commuting variables are insignificant at the 95a level in equation

(9.41) but significant in (9.34). Finally, all the coefficients in

equation (9.41) are significantly different from those in equation (9»34)«

Hence the difference in behaviour of the coefficients for 1951 and 1961
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in the first equilibrium model lend considerable force to the argument

that equation (9.34) is unstable. Unfortunately, however, it is im¬

possible to be completely certain about this since part of the difference

(at least as far as the index of earnings is concerned) may be due to

the discrepancy between the 1948 and 1958 standard industrial classifi¬

cations. Nevertheless, given the extent of the failure to specify the

first differences model, as well as the behaviour of the coefficients,

it can at least be stated that the stability of equation (9.34) is far

from established.

Disequilibrium Model

In this section the new hypotheses may now be integrated with the

disequilibrium version of the model. Since the disequilibrium model

--'■v takes the same dependent variable as the first differences version of

the equilibrium model, the remarks made about the 1951 data apply here

v, ' as well and, as such, the model could only be tested using 1961 data

(rather than using both years as did the original moael in Chapter 7).

It will be recalled from Chapter 7 that no firm specification

could be reached with the original model due to the lack of any relation¬

ship. This latter point was also reflected in the extremely low vari¬

ance (l/a) explained by that model. If the three new hypotheses are

added to the model in the same manner as with the equilibrium moaels,

the results obtained are those given in Appendix B Table B26. Since

the dependent variable is the same as for the first differences version

the single regression equations are the same as equations (9»35) "to (9.38)

above. bhen the innex of concentration is added to the model based upon
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the large town, index of earnings and export sector variables, the I2
rises from 0.01 to 0.04, and the equation becomes

ASt - 0.0008 L+ + 978 T+ - 0.007 Et + 520 Ct - 145 (9.42)
(0.002) (1192) (0.03) (327)

From (9-42) it folio.73 that all the coefficients are insignificant and

that as such the positive coefficients upon the large town and index of

earnings variables are not capable of interpretation. If the index of

commuting is added to equation (9.42) all the coefficients are insigni¬

ficant at the 95% level and the R^ remains at 0.04.

&St = 0.0005 Lt + 736 T t- 0.009 Et + 527 Ct + 13.7 At (9.43)
(0.002) (1219) (0.03) (329) (14.4)

More surprising, perhaps, is the insignificance of the size of the ter¬

tiary sector 1931 when it is added into equation (9«43) since, by itself,
2

it gave an R of 0.12 (see equation (9»37))«

AS+ = 3906 - 0.0007L+ + 3780V - 0.04E+ + 30.6C+ + 9.6A+ - 0.11S.Q.,t
(0,002) (1204) (0.03) (34.1) 15 (14.1) (0.06r931

(9.44)

Moreover, the addition of the index of hotel accommodation fails to im¬

prove upon equation (9.44), thus -

ASt - 379 - 0.007 Lt + 428 Tt - 0.04 Bt + 31.1 0t + 9.5 At
(0.001) (1301) (0.03) (34.7) (14.3)

- 0.10S, g,+ 1.1IL (9.45)
(0.06) 93 (10.1;

It might be expected that, since the size of the tertiary sector 1931

gave the best fit, its addition into the original three variables might

yield a significant result. This, however, was found not to be the

case.

As+ « 935 - 0.0006 L+ + 840 T. - 0.04 E. - 0.13 slcn, (9.46)x
(0.002) * (1115) (0.03) (0.07) 1931
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If the remaining variables are added into equation (9.46) in the reverse

order to (9*45) no significant coefficients are obtained. Moreover,

the lack of any significant relationship is confirmed when the north/
south samples and log transformations are tried (Appendix 3 Tables B27

and B28).

It would, therefore, appear that no combination of variables im¬

proves upon the size of the tertiary sector 1931 as the sole independent

variable and that the model should accordingly be specified as -

AS. = 735 - 0.11 s1(m (9.37)*
(0.04) 1931

Thus the new hypotheses developed in the last chapter, whilst

giving a better fit, still do not give a satisfactory explanation of the

change in the size of the tertiary sector. In the light of this more

or less persistent failure of the disequilibrium model to yield any sig¬

nificant relationships either one of two conclusions may be drawn.

First the original model may indeed be in equilibrium. If this were so

then the percentage size of the tertiary sector as measured in both 1951

and 1961 would be fully adjusted to the independent variables, so that

any change in the tertiary sector could not be as a response to the

levels of these variables in either 1951 or I96I. Alternatively it may

be hypothesised that the system is in disequilibrium and that it is

therefore responding to the present levels of the independent variables,

but that the process is one of partial adjustment. In this case the

levels of the independent variables in 1961 would not have had sufficient

time to induce a full response in the size of the tertiary sector, so

that the changes now being measured would be part at least attributable

to the value of the dependent variable at the outset of the period.
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So instead of the model being -

« ASt = P (Z) (9.47)
where Z = the equilibrium moael (equation (9.34)), it should now read

A A St - P(Z) + 0 S(t _ (9.48)
However when the latter version is tested the conclusions are ambiguous.

The coefficients of the equilibrium model (Z)(in equation (9.48)) are

still insignificant, but that for the size of the tertiary sector at the
_2

beginning of the period is not and the E i3 increased to 0.21. Bo,

although the change in the tertiary sector does not appear to be in res¬

ponse even partly to the levels of the independent variables in 1961,

there is, nevertheless, some evidence to suggest the presence of a par¬

tial adjustment process.

Prom this it may be concluded that it is the second conclusion

(above) that should be adopted and the disequilibrium model may accord-
4

ingly be fully specified as -

ASt = F(Z) - 0.213 Sigci (9.49)K
(0.09) ^

Absolute size of the tertiary sector

It will be recalled from Chapter 8 that one of the modifications

suggested there was to define the dependent variable in terns of the ab¬

solute employment in the tertiary sector rather than as the percentage

of the total labour force. In this case it is again possible to iden¬

tify three versions of the model, viz. the two equilibrium models along

4. In this equation, the full specification of Z would be:

Z = 1532 - 179 T+ - 540 E+ + 0.038 Sf+ t N + 6.8 H+
(189) (296) (0.04) (t-i; (5.6)4
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with the disequilibrium form. Hence, combining both the original and

the new hypotheses previously found to be significant, the models may be

specified as, using previous notation -

Equilibrium tormj
3at = F [Pt> Lt» Et> Tt> S(t - 1)» Ct> At» Ht] (9.50)

— ASat 0 F !,^?t» ^Et' ^Et' ^Tt' S(t-l)> Ct» At» Ht] (9.51)
hi^e^uj1librium_fo_rm:

<*sat " P[?t> Lt' st> Tt> S (t- 1}' Ct- h> Ht] 0-52>
where Sa^. = the absolute size of the tertiary sector.

Equilibrium Model. The results of all the regressions for the first

version of the equilibrium model are set out in Appendix B Tables 329

and 330 and the most important ones are summarised in Table (9«l) below.

Table 9.1

Results of single regression analysis with
size of tertiary sector in absolute terms

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CONSTANT COEFFICIENT I2

Population (log) 975 0.09
(0.02)

0.70

Large town 41.325 -0.25
(0.09)

0.09

Index of earnings 40.224 -26078
(68793)

-0.01

Export Sector 127 .6 0.01
(0.03)

-0.01

Size of tertiary sector 1931 1432 Vt-co
0

•

•

0
0

0.03

Index of Concentration 34652 Ullh -0.02

Index of commuting 21849 (il?5 -0.02

Index of hotel accommodation 33794 - 20.6
(592)
0.35,(0.04)

-0.01

Labour force 10391 O.58
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Prom Appendix B Table B29, with population (log), the full model yielded
—2

an R of 0.77» but despite this good overall fit the model may be thought

to be unsatisfactory. This is due to the fact that, -with the addition

of the variables to the model specified in terms of population alone,

only 20^ of the remaining variance is explained, i.e. the rises from

0.70 to 0.77• When it is realised that a large amount of the employ¬

ment in the tertiary sector must of necessity be attributable to the

town's population, the explanatory power of the moael is seen to be

rather disappointing.

In this connection it might be argued that the absolute size of

the tertiary sector is more likely to be sensitive to changes in the

size of the labour force rather than to the town's population. When

this change is effected the path by which the final R is obtained is

far more satisfactory as the equations below illustrate. Thus with the

labour force alone, the R^ obtained is O.58 and the equation may be

specified as -

Sat - 10391 + 0.35 (9.53)
(0.11)

whilst the full model yields an R^ of 0.72.

Sa+ = 45365 + 0.39 F+ - 0.003 L, - 37032 T, - 0.20 E. + 6I4 C,
(0.04) (0.002) (48694) (1.3) (1162)

+ 5.3 S1<m - 1097 At - 1207 Ht (9.54)
(2.1) 1931 (587) (401)

Although equation (9*54) gives a lower fit (0.72) than does the com¬

parable moael using population as an independent variable (0.77)> if may

—p
nevertheless be preferred since the remaining variables raise the R

from O.58 to 0.72 i.e. they explain 2,6% of the remaining variance.
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A detailed assessment of the significance of the variables in

equation (9-54) bas not been given since, for the first time in this

analysis, the log transformations gave a better fit (Appendix B Table

B31). The best relationship was found with the semi-log relationship,

thus -

Sat = 36455 log Ft - 388960 (9.55)
(1740)

For equation (9.55) 'kbe coefficient is significant and the R2 obtained

is O.89. However, with the subsequent inclusion of the remaining vari¬

ables, the coefficient on log Ft is not significantly altered. In ad¬

dition all the coefficients of these variables are insignificant at the

95^ level. It would appear that the relationship between the labour

force (log) and the dependent variable is so strong that it renders in¬

significant the weaker relationships based upon the other independent

variables.

If the double log relationship is now investigated, the following

set of equations is obtained. With the labour force alone, the coeffi¬

cient is significant and the *R2 is 0.70.

log Sat « 1.6 + 0.83 log Ft (9.56)
(0.07)

With the inclusion of the large town variable, the fit is unchanged,
CiXj

log Sat = 1.5 + 0.81 log Ft + 0.001 L t (9-57)
(0.07) (0.02) '

and the coefficient of the large town variable is insignificant. When

the index of earnings variable is taken into equation (9*57) "tbe

again remains unchanged, but this time the additional coefficient is

significant at the 95level.
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log Sat - 1.7 + 0.83 log Pt + 0.001 Lt - 2.2 log Tt (9-58)
(0.07) (0.02) (0.9)

Similarly with the inclusion of the remaining income variable, the fit

is unchanged.

log S_t = 1.8 + O.83 log F+ + 0.0009 log L+ "" log Tt
(0.07) (0.01) (1.0)

- 0.000006 Et (9.59)
(0.00003)

However, when the two income variables are included both their coeffi¬

cients become insignificant. The explanation for this latter point is

not clear, since from an inspection of the zero-order correlation coef¬

ficients there does not appear to be any multicollinearity between these

two independent variables.

The introduction of the size of the tertiary sector 1931 to equa¬

tion (9.59) produces a significant change, since the R^ rises to 0.75

and the coefficient of this variable is significant (whilst those of the

large town and income variables remain insignificant at the 95/ level).

Thus -

log Sa-t = 1.9 + 0.80 log + 0.0009 log I»-fc - 0.3 log T^
(0.07) (0.01) (1.0)

+ 0.000008 E + 0.0001 S, — , (9.60)
(0.00002) (0.00004) •Ly:S1

The inclusion of log S2931 thus causes the coefficient on log to
fall, but still to remain significant, whilst the former variable qsj-

plains 13$ of the variance remaining in equation (9•59)• Finally, with

the addition of the alternative measure of the 'historical* element, the

index of hotel accommodation, the R is raised to 0.80, i.e. it explains

20$ of the remaining variance in equation (9.60). The model then is -
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log Sat = 1.7 + 0.86 log P-t + 0.0009 log Lt - 0.09 log Tt
(0.07) (0.01) (0.9)

+ 0.000004 log £+ + 0.0001 log S19u - 0.03 Ht (9.61)
(0.000002) (0.00005) (0.01)

The results obtained with equation (9*55) an<i equations (9*56) to (9.61)

pose a dilemma in their interpretation. Equation (9«55) gives the best

fit but the remaining variables explain none of the variance, whilst

equation (9.61) gives a lower "E2 (O.80) but contains more significant

variables. Although one must not be too preoccupied in attaining the

best fit, it was felt in this instance that since equation (9*55) 9X~

plained 45? of the remaining variance in equation (9.61) the unsatisfac¬

tory behaviour of the remaining variables should be given less weight

and a ohoice made in favour of equation (9*55)•

From this it follows that the first version of the equilibrium

model should be specified as in equation (9«55)«

If attention may now be directed to the first differences version

of the equilibrium model the results in Appendix B Table B32 are obtained.

For the single regression analysis, these equations are reproduced in

Table (9.2) below.
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Table 9.2

Single regression analysis for first differences version
based, upon the absolute size of the tertiary sector

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CONSTANT COEFFICIENT i2

Change in labour force 827 0.28 0.57
(0.03)

Change in large town 1330 0.08 - 0.01
(0.13)

Change in index of earnings 2619 -13151 -0.03
(3425)

Change in export sector 1314 0.16 -0.02
(0.47)

Index of concentration 4120 3957 -0.02
(4003)

Index of commuting 8090 -185 -0.01

(178)

Size of tertiary sector 1931 7088 -0.38 -0.01
(0.28)

Index of hotel accommodation 4921 -0.02

From Table 9-2. it can be seen that only the change in the size of the

labour force provides any significant relationship. With this variable

the coefficient is positive, illustrating that increases in the employ¬

ment in the tertiary sector have been associated with increases in the

size of the labour force.

When the remaining variables are considered alongside this change

in the size of the labour force, the coefficients on these variables are

always found to be insignificant; whilst that upon the change in the

size of the labour force actually rises from 0.28 to 0.29 and still re¬

mains significant at the 95!X- confidence level. This point is illustrated
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in the specification obtained with all these variables taken together,

thus -

ASat = 3713 - 0.29A?t + 0.01 ALt - 3776 ATt + 0.37 AEt
(O.05) (0.1) (11096) (0.32)

+ 3884 Ct - 0.25 S1931 - 167 At - 36.5 Ht (9.62)
(3267) (0.47) (140) (100.5)

The main reason for testing the first differences version of the model

is to discover the extent to which the relationship obtained with the

first version of the equilibrium model is stable. It is, therefore,
—2

encouraging to note that the R associated with the labour force alone
A

in the first equilibrium version (0.58) is very close to the R of 0.57

yielded by the first differences model. The presence of a stable re¬

lationship is further indicated when the coefficients for the labour

force singly in the first version are compared for the years 1951 and.

1961. These are, respectively, O.347 and 0.339 and, with a standard

error for 1961 of O.O39, these two coefficients are not significantly

different, illustrating the fact that, over this period, the relation¬

ship has remained unaltered.

Unfortunately the same analysis cannot be extended to equation

(9•5^') since some of the changes in the size of the labour force were

negative, thus requiring the zero to be re-set and the coefficients

thereby altered before log transformations coula be used. Nevertheless,

if the normal version is stable then it may be legitimately presumed that

the log version is also stable, so to the extent that this presumption is

correot, this step is not strictly necessary anyway.

Consequently, for the purposes here, the model may be specified

as, from the results given in Table 9.2 -
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ASat = 827 + 0.28 AFt (9.63)
(O.03)

In conclusion to the equilibrium models based upon the absolute size of

the tertiary sector, it would appear that the best relationship is that

obtained with the log version of the labour fac ce in the first equili¬

brium version (i.e. equation (9o5))> an(i that from the behaviour of the

coefficients in 1951 ar*d 1961, together with the first differences model,

this is apparently stable over the period 1951 1961.

Disequilibrium T'odel

When equation (9.52) is evaluated the results obtained are set

out in Appendix B Table B33 and the single regression equations are given

in Table 9.3 below for the labour force, large town and income variables

(the remaining hypotheses are the same as for Table 9«2 above).

Table 9.3

Results for single regression analysis in disequilibrium
model l»ased upon the absolute size of the tertiary sector

INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CONSTANT COEFFICIENT Tc2

Labour force -525 0.02 -0.02

(0.02)

Large town 5383 -0.005 -0.01
(0.04)

Export sector 14740 -1.98 0.14
(0.6)

Index of earnings 7800 -11406 -0.01

(30758)

This table shows that only the export sector variable is signifi¬

cant at the 95£ confidence level. It should be noted that the
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coefficient is again negative, thus agreeing with the general inverse

relationship between the income variables and the dependent variables.

As with the first differences version of the equilibrium model,

the Inclusion of the remaining variables fails to add to the relation¬

ship based upon the single significant variable. The full modal is speci¬

fied in equation (9-64) below, from which it appears that the coefficient

upon the export sector variable has actually risen.

Sa+ - 32366 - 2.3 E, - 0.005 L+ - H399 T, - 3021 C.at
(0.8) * (0,04) 15 (30655) (8089)

- 1.16 Slcni + 0.01 F+ - 139.9 A+ - 111 H+ (9.64)
(1.4) ^ (0.02) (369) (243)

Thus it would appear that there is no collinearity between the remaining

independent variables and that together they fail to improve upon the

overall fit. Furthermore, this is a conclusion which is reinforced when

log transformations are tried (Appendix B Table B34). In addition, un¬

like the version based upon the percentage change in the tertiary sector

(equation (9*49) )» there is no evidence for any adjustment process, since

adding the size of the labour force 1951 fails to improve upon the fit

of the model.

accordingly, on the basis of these results, the disequilibrium

model should be specified as:

3at = 14740 - 1.98 Et (9.65)
(0.06)

Thus, the size of the export sector apart, this section shows that

not only is equation (9«5°) stable but it also seems to be in equilibrium.

It is for these reasons that the version based upon this model (i.e.equa¬
tion (9*55)) shall be taken as the main conclusion for the absolute size

of the tertiary sector.



Chapter Ten

CONCLUSIONS

Starting with the problem of forecasting industrial structures in

general, the aim of this thesis was re-specified in terms of the size of

the tertiary sector and the study was based upon a cross-section analysis

of towns with populations in excess of 50,000 lying outwith the influence

of London and the oonurbations. The model was initially developed from

theoretical considerations alone. It was then modified in the light of

the results so obtained and the final model specified in the form which

provided the best overall fit. To this end two equilibrium versions

were selected, along with one disequilibrium form, and one in which the

dependent variable was specified as the absolute numbers employed in the

tertiary sector rather than as its size as a percentage of the total la¬

bour force. In all these versions the tertiary sector was defined as

industrial orders 18 to 24. Finally, although the model was tried with

a variety of samples, on the whole the best results for all four versions

were obtained with the full sample.

The four versions were finally specified as follows;

(a) Equilibrium version

(a) St - 6326 -(5028)Tt -0.0^+(0.5?)S1931 -(4oO;8)At
+ (14'.4)nt " °-82]

(b) As± - 735 - o.ll Sicm - O.12I (9.37)
(°.°4) x _

(b) Disequilibrium version As+. ■ F(z) - 0.213Siom (fi2 « 0.2l] (9»49)
(0.09)

1. The full specification of Z is
2 - 1532 - 179 Tt - 540 0.04 S(t-l) + 6.8 Ht

(189) (296) (0.04) (5.6)

JL ttv, |7S1 (j; rib V.H*. C.ll aJ
(& /Kr—
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(c) Absolute Employment version

sat = 36455 log Ft - 388960 rr2 = 0.89] (9.55
(1740)

The conclusions to be drawn from each of these models may be considered

in turn.

l) Equilibrium Models

To take the version based upon the percentage size of employment

in the tertiary sector 1961 (equation (9-34)) first, the conclusions can

be divided into those to be drawn from a) the preliminary investigations,

b) the variables omitted in the final specification and c) the variables

retained.

First, in the preliminary investigations it was found that, at

the county level, the index of earnings and the non-domestic rateable

value variables were satisfactory proay variables for incom®. Further¬

more, the tentative conclusion finally arrived at in connection with the

export sector variable wa3 that it too was connected with income. In

addition, the preliminary investigations were concerned with determining

the correct 'weights' to be attached to the population and geographical

location variables. In the light of the results obtained it would appear

that either the gravity formula provides no further sophistication or

that it does but that this is masked by the lack of an overall relation¬

ship. However, in view of the of 0.20 obtained with the large town

variable, together with its insensitivity towards the weighting factor,

it is suggested that the former is the correct interpretation.

To consider the variables omitted from either the theoretical

model (equation (7.1)) or the new hypotheses found to be significant in
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the first section of Chapter 9> these are the following:

1) Population - the original hypothesis advanced was that towns would "be

organised into hierarchies and that the higher up a town was the larger

would he its tertiary sector. In addition it was further postulated

that the population of the town could he used to identify its position

in the hierarchy. Although it was possible to construct a sample of 38

towns for which this variable was important, the overall fit of the model

was still worse than that for the full sample. Moreover, the influence

of the population variable was clearly shown to be inconsistent and to

be capable of easily being outweighed by the presence of other variables.

2) ~ ^ was als0 suggested that the position of a

town in the hierarchy would be influenced by its interaction with the

towns nearby. Thus the presence of small towns would tend to increase

the size of the tertiary sector and vice versa for the presence of nearly

large towns. However it was only the latter which was found to be cor¬

rect, but even its influence was rendered insignificant by the presence

of the 'historical* element. From this it may be concluded that the

geographical location of the town does have an influence upon the size

of the tertiary sector, but that this influence is insignificant in the

presence of other variables. It follows, therefore, that the variable

does not improve upon the overall fit of the model and accordingly should

be deleted.

From the conclusions to be drawn for both the population and geo¬

graphical location variables it can be seen that the hypotheses put for¬

ward in Chapter 3 based upon the notion of an hierarchical system of
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towns may be correct in themselves, hut when considered alongside other

variables they fail to improve upon the overall fit to the model.

3) £°n_c£ntration ^n_old£r_inaust_ri_es_ - a similar conclusion can be drawn

from the behaviour of the variable measuring the extent to which a town's

industrial structure is concentrated upon activities which were deemed

to be important $0 to 60 years ago. The size of the tertiary sector

varies inversely with this index alone, indicating that those towns which

have this type of industrial structure do in fact have smaller tertiary

sectors. Yet again when this variable is added into the model it fails

to improve upon the overall fit and, for this reason, it is not included

in the final specification.

To treat the results obtained with this variable with caution

would appear to be justified by the behaviour of the change in popula-

lation variables. It was argued that if towns did have such a high

concentration in one or two older industries, then, for a number of

reasons, towns would be associated with low population increases, but

when this hypothesis was tested no evidence for this was found. Hence

the alternative method of specifying the hypothesis underlying the index

of concentration gave no results, thus casting doubt upon the viability

of that hypothesis.

Finally, to turn attention to those hypotheses included in the

final specification of the model, it can be seen from equation (lO.l)

that these consist of the income and 'historical' variables, along with

the index of commuting. Each may be considered in turn.

a) in£.°me_vari&b le s_ - these consist of both the index of earnings in the
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secondary sector and the size of the exporting sector. For these the

two conclusions to be drawn are that both are significant and both carry

a negative coefficient. Moreover the latter would appear to be inva¬

riant with the samples chosen, or with the degree of disaggregation

adopted in the dependent variable. Neither would it appear to be due

to any mis-speoification of the variables.

The original hypotheses behind these two variables are:

a) that they are 'proxy' variables for income. For the index of

earnings in the secondary sector this is a direct relationship, whilst

for the export sector it is based upon the logic of the regional multi¬

plier, viz. that the higher the exporting activity the greater will be

the flow of income into the region.

b) that the higher the level of income the larger will be the ter¬

tiary sector in employment terms due to the higher income elasticities

of tertiary products along with the smaller scope for productivity in¬

creases. However the negative coefficient upon both these variables

disputes the combined effect of (a) and (b) and explanations for this

have been sought in a failure of the relationship between the proxy

variables and the level of income (hypothesis (a) ) and/or a break in the

relationship between the level of income and the size of the tertiary

sector (hypothesis (b) ).

It is only with the export sector that there is any real possibi¬

lity of a failure in hypothesis (a) since it was concluded in Chapter 7

that the index of earnings was an acceptable proxy variable for income.

The use of the export sector poses many statistical difficulties, the

chief of which is the possibility that towns with large export sectors
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axe also "those which, for historical reasons, have large secondary sec¬

tors. However, as already noted, too much reliance cannot he placed

upon the index of concentration (which was devised to test this hypothe¬

sis) and the corollary to this argument of a low population change has

also been firmly rejected. Hence there is no real evidence to suggest

a failure in hypothesis (a) above.

The search for a failure in hypothesis (b) is also unsatisfactory

for no evidence can be found that productivity changes come between the

level of income and the size of the tertiary sector, neither would it

appear that, as suggested by the family budget surveys, an increase in

income would be directed towards housing (which is outwith the tertiary

sector as defined here). Moreover the hypothesis that an increase in

income would lead to a disproportionate increase in the demand for im¬

ported services would appear to be unsubstantiated.

Thus there would appear to be no explanation for the negative co¬

efficient upon the income variable that is capable of verification at the

town level. Yet, since both variables are significant even in the pre¬

sence of all the other hypotheses, and since the behaviour of these

variables is so consistent, they must be included in the final specifi¬

cation of the model.

b) 'HistorioalJ^ variable^ - the results for both the size of the tertiary

sector 1931 and the index of hotel accommodation variables strongly rein¬

force the concept of the presence of an 'historical' element influencing

the size of the tertiary sector. It would appear, therefore, that towns

which have developed the reputation or characteristic of being service

centres, as measured either by the size of the tertiary sector 1931 or,
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more directly, by their provision of hotel accommodation, will continue

to be influenced by this characteristic. As such it is reasonable to

suggest that it is this factor which is responsible for the wide dispa¬

rity between the sizes of the tertiary sector in otherwise similar towns,

c) £onmutin£ variable^- the negative coefficient of this variable indi¬

cates that the greater the extent to which a town relies upon its labour

force, i.e. the smaller the degree of commuting, the lower will be the

size of the tertiary sector. Ilence it may be concluded that the com¬

muters themselves provide an important element in the demand facing the

tertiary sector.

In final summary to this version of the equilibrium model, it may

be stated that, for the year 1961, 82$ of the variation in the percen¬

tage size of the tertiary sector between towns of populations in excess

of 50,000 lying outwith the influence of either London or conurbations

can be explained. IIoY/ever, in so doing, the final model casts consider¬

able doubt upon the traditional theoretical framework as developed in

Chapters 2-5, for it shows that the concept of tunas having certain func¬

tions and of being organised in an hierarchy, as location theory and its

derivatives would suggest, plays little part in explaining the variance.

More importantly, perhaps, is the finding that although the income vari¬

ables are significant and are capable of explaining a considerable por¬

tion of the variance, they do so only in a manner contradictory to tra¬

ditional theory.

2) First Differences Model

The final specification of the model, in terms of obtaining a good
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overall fit, is unsatisfactory and accordingly little may be concluded

from the model per se. However, equation (9.37) is valuable in the

sense that it serves to indicate that equation (9.34) may well be un¬

stable, and this is a point which is further reinforced by the behaviour

of the coefficients for equation (9.34) when it is run with the 1951 and

1961 data.

3) Disequilibrium Model

This version has proved to be the most intractable, and, as such,

the conclusions to be drawn must of necessity be tentative in their

nature. Perhaps the best way in which these may be presented is to

summarise the evidence both for and against the presence of a disequili¬

brium situation. The evidence against this is, simply, the failure to

adequately specify the disequilibrium model whether in terms of the per¬

centage or the absolute size of the tertiary sector 1961. If equation

(9.34) did specify an equilibrium position, then at each point of time

the adjustment to past and present levels of the independent variables

would be complete, so that no relationship should be observable when the

levels of the independent variables are related to the change in the de¬

pendent variable over the period. Hence the failure here of the dis¬

equilibrium model might be put forward as evidence for such an equili¬

brium situation.

Howeveaj in opposition to this, the following diould be noted:

a) The failure of the disequilibrium model is a necessary condition

for the presence of an equilibrium position, but in the sense that this

failure might be due to other factors it is not a sufficient condition.
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The above logic implies that there is a oomplete response by the depen¬

dent variable , so that there should be no change in that variable which

was not attributable to changes in the independent variables. Yet in

the light of the considerable variation experienced by this dependent

variable over the period 1951 to 1961 this is manifestly not the case.

Although part of the change may be due to changes in the variables go¬

verning the still unexplained variance in equation (9.34) > it would be

more than fortunate if the whole of the change in the dependent variable

was due to this cause.

b) The argument for an equilibrium position presupposes an instan¬

taneous movement tov/ards that position which, given the flexibility in

output of the work force in the tertiary sector, is certainly unrealistic.

c) Although the disequilibrium model could not be specified satis¬

factorily, there is still some evidence for a disequilibrium situation.
—O

This can be partly found in the d of 0.24 achieved by the theoretical

model using 1951 data, but is mainly due to the appearance in equation

(9.49) of a partial adjustment process.

The net effect of these arguments is that it is unlikely that the

relationship specified in equation (9»34) is in complete equilibrium,

but unfortunately the failure of the disequilibrium model renders the

precise nature of the disequilibrium process unidentifiable.

4) Absolute size of the tertiary sector

The above three models were repeated with the absolute, rather

than the percentage, size of the tertiary sector as the dependent vari¬

able. Its best overall fit was found to be obtained with the first
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equilibrium version taking as the only independent variable the log

transformation of the size of the total labour force (equation (9«55) )•

Moreover, from an inspection of the coefficients obtained in 1951 an<l

1961, together with the results yielded by the first differences model,

it may be concluded that this model is stable. Finally, although as

with the other models any conclusions drawn concerning the state of dis¬

equilibrium must be tentative, it would appear that there is less evi¬

dence to suggest that the relationship is not one of equilibrium.

What equation (9-55) clearly shows is that the total size of the

labour force plays a dominating role in determining the absolute size of

the tertiary sector and the apparent stability of the relationship may

be taken as a further sign of its overall streiigth.

FINAL COMMENT

The conclusions so far have been presented in terms of the equi¬

librium and disequilibrium models. However, in any practical applica¬

tion of these results, the choice of which model to select is likely to

be conditioned by the appropriateness or otherwise of each of the depen¬

dent variables to the particular problem at hand, and for this reason it

may be worthwhile to consider the final position with regard to eaoh of

these variables.

If it is desired to predict the size of the tertiary sector at

any point of time, then this may be achieved through considering either

the percentage size or the absolute employment in the tertiary sector.

Although the absolute employment model provides the best fit and appe ars

to be both in equilibrium and stable, it may nevertheless be considered
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operationally weaker than the percentage size form since the latter en¬

compasses a wiaer variety of influences. Against this, however, may "be

raised the evidence that this version, as specified in 1961, is in dis¬

equilibrium and may well be unstable.

On the other hand, if the analyst requires to measure the change

in the size of the tertiary sector the position is less satisfactory.

This change may be measured either in percentage or in absolute terms

and both of these may be related to the levels of the independent vari¬

ables at the beginning or the end of the period or to changes in these

variables through the period. Yet despite this variety of alternative

specifications it would appear that none furnish a viable practical

alternative.

Finally the contribution offered by these models may be assessed

in terms of the progress made in overcoming the initial problem posed in

the Introduction, namely the inability of practical studies to predict

the size of the tertiary sector other than in terms of falling within

the range ^0-60). . In the light of the above models it is now at least

possible to identify some of the major factors affecting the size of the

tertiary sector, together with the extent of their influence. Moreover

since the basic unit of analysis, the town, is relatively small the size

of a region's tertiary sector may be assessed mere accurately through a

detailed study of its individual components rather than, as in the past,

through a general review of the whole regional economy. So, although

firm forecasting per se may not always be possible due to the controver¬

sial nature of some of the assumptions relating to both the techniques
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employed, and the data available, one may still be tempted to agree with

J. S. Mill that "knowledge insufficient for prediction may be most valu¬

able for guidance'. (Logic Book 6, Chapter IX)
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APPENDIX A

THE DATA



Data ia presented in this table for the neighbourhood, small tovjn

and large town variables in that order* For each variable the data consists

of the name of the place, its population and distance from the saci-ic town.

jBHS
OultD 3,910 3.5

i85,390

Barton
Darfield
Ebdsorth
Houghton
Royston
Bfendley
'!tomd£5well

2,648
6,881
2,597
1,008
8,485
1,425

18,877

3.0
4.5
2.5
5.0
3.5
1.5
3.5

Dewsbuxy
Beuisvvorth
Bolinefirth
Mexborough
Bontefract
Wakefield

53,490
14,500
10,620
16,680
26,300
61,628

10
8

15
16
14
10

Doncaster
Itiddersfield
Leeds
Manchester
Sheffield

74,704
86,322 15

130,000 17
510,000 19
661,000 36
494,344 14

Dalton 10,316 4,0 Diverston 10,310 9

Bathford 1,281 3.0 Chipperhara 18,510 13
Bilton 3,652 5.0 I'Yoiae 11,700 15
Bradford 5,760 5.0 Warminster 10,420 19
Glaverton 100 2.5
Cold Mhton 242 4.5
Bngliahconbe 351 2.5
FreshfbM 594 3.5
CooEfce 2,330 2.0
Farleigh 452 3.5
Ifcv/ton 242 3.0
HcaoedoiMn 3,238 5.0
Stoke 464 2.0
.elloCT 408 3.5

V/catwood 771 4.5

Bristol

64,927

80,901
437,403 13
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mmk 437,04:
Hasten 4,130 5.0 Bath ■ 0,901 13 -

Filton 12,297 4.5 Biirnhaa 10,4: 0 27
Hanhea 4,963 4.0 Chi penhaia 18,510 22

Xeynshaa 15,152 5.0 Peston 43,620 21
Aehton 4,504 3.0
narnotafield 5,404 4.5
Whiloh roh 1,118 4.0

80,55
Accrington 39,018 5.0 Colne 19,030 6
Brierfield 3,712 3.0 Eawter-shall 23,150 7
Haberghan 726 2.0 fodoordon 16,810 9 Blackburn 106,242 11
Hapten 1,713 3.0 Bradford 296,000 30
Kelson 2,519 4.0 Halifax 97,OCXS 22
Paciohaa 9,£'99 3.0 Huddesfield 130,000 27
Scronstone 1,172 5.0 Leeds 510,000 40

Manchester 661,000 24
Preston 113,341 21

BViW 50,751
Barton 2,469 5.0 Coalville 27,070 11 Birsi trhan 1,102,570 32
Cresley 5,250 4.0 Lichfield 18,130 13 Coventry 305,521 32
Hilton 968 5.0 Etgeley 15,140 18 Derby 132,408 11
Lirton 1,958 4.5 Ta-.iworth 16,120 17 Leicester 273,470 27
Hewhall 7,492 3.0 : ottlnghaai 311,899 28
Ronton 1, 50 4.5 Sheffield 494,344 35
Roll©-;; ton 2,162 3.0 Stoke 265,306 24
Swadlinote 6,471 4.0
fatenhall 681 3.0
fulbury 2,566 4.0
Willi ;gton 1,318 5.0

95,527
Barton 708 4.0 Bedford 63,334 29 m

Colton 519 3.5 Bury 22,270 28
Girton 3,115 3.0 Startford 20,490 26
Gra dte enter 418 3.0 Sly 10,100 16
Falbourn 2,906 4.0 Huntington 11,480 16
Pen Dilton 674 3.5 lew: .arkot 11,460 13
Histon 3,25 3.5
Ronlngsea 355 3.5
Landbeach 648 4.0
Stow 447 4.0
Taveehas 0 2.5
",'aton Beach 2,6 1 5.0



5'2

ry

54

45
43
42
32

26

18
38
48
37
20

39

26
28
46
26
12
45

850 4.5 Abertillery 24,760 25 ..

50,896 3.5 Bary 42,460 10
4,739 4.0 Bridgend 15,180 19

Aberdare 38,910 23
Lla Irisnant 22,681 10
Maesteg 21,590 28
' erthyr 59,037 24
"ewport 107,590 12

Pwrtyprtdd 35,160 12
Portypert 59,000 22
Trodagar 19,620 25

404 4.0 Marypori 12,270 27 «•»

2,064 4.0 Penrith 10, 70 18
578 3.0
747 5.0

3, 52 4,5

4,244 3.5 Cire .oester 12,640 16 Birolrighaa
7,075 4.5 Bvesham 12,9 0 16 Bristol

452 4.5 Gloucester 69,733 19 Oxford
1,648 3.0 Worcester 65,923 25 Swindon

449 2.0
1,146 4.5

2,047 2.5 Crew© 53,195 24 Liverpool
710 3.5 "Hester© 48,200 7 Mtmc'" ester
522 2.5 Oswestry 11,540 29 Preston
270 5.0 Worthwick 19,460 18 Stoke
481 2.5 Wroschara 36,300 12 Warrington
459 3.5
261 2.0

7,70' 2.5
3,709 2.0

8,163 2.5 Alfroton 22, 30 11 Derby
2,769 2.0 Buxton 19,380 24 Do castor

9,163 5.0 Mansfield 53,218 12 Manchester
3,552 5.0 Matlock 19,390 10

'

ottirghaa
C,012 4.5 Relford 1,290 23 Sheffield
2,576 4.0 Ripley 17,720 15 Stok©

Worksop 35,400 15



COLCHBUT'lR 65,086
Ah* erton 177 3.5 Cambridge 95,527 4r
Ardleigh 1,860 4.0 Ipswich 177,395 18
Alresford 326 5.0 Breintree 21,060 15
Pii^Tl'frhoO 590 3.5 Ciacton 30,700 15
Pordlnam 373 5.0 Harwich 14,150 19
Lagenho© 202 4.0 Wilham 10,190 14
Lager 896 3.5
Slanway 2,426 4.0
lest Rotte 1,294 5.0
¥lvonlio© 2,723 5.5

wm, 305,521
Aasty 234 5.0 Leamington 44,300 9 Birmingham 1,102,570 18
Sedtrorth 16,047 5.0 Harborough 12,300 18
Corley 858 4.0 Runeaton 57,376 8
KCnilworth 14,449 5.0 Stratford 17,400 19
Ryton 1,243 4.5 Rugby 51,96u 12
Shilton 695 5.0 Warwick 16,r'70 11
Stoneleigh 5,409 4.0
Volston 1,436 5,0

CIL:M5 53, 195
Acton 293 5.0 Congleton 17,400 13 Chester 59,268 24
Barthomley 205 4,0 .Liverpool 747,000 43
HAnahiil 340 4.0 Manchester 661,000 34
Heetington 2,079 2.0 Stoke 265,306 15
Hantwlek 10,430 3.5 Warri. gton 75,934 26
Sasdbach 9,062 5.0
fe'aroingham 215 4.0
tTistatcn 4,513 1.5
¥iJla®tos 1,818 3.0

84,184
AycUffe 12,098 5.0 Bishop Auckland 34,930 12 Middleebovo gh 157,000 15
Croft 1,992 3.0 l erca tie 265,000 33
Conniseliffe 321 2.5 Stockton 1,000 11
riiddieton 2,337 4.0 Yorie 104,392 48
Fiercebridge 157 5.0
Sandberge 557 3.5
alworth 102 4.5



DIIRB'X 132,40
Alloatree 7,29* 2.5 Alfreton 22, >30 15 Birmingham 1,102,570 40
Alverton 13,055 3,0 Belper 15,760 8 Coventry 305,521 40
Breadsall 4,904 2.5 Burton 50,751 11 Leicester 273,470 20
Barrow 327 5.0 Fnatwood 10,960 12 Nottingham 311,399 16
Chaddesden 15,622 2,5 Leek 19,100 23 Sheffield 494,344 37
Chell&nton 3,702 4.0 Mansfield 53,213 24 Stoke 265,306 34
Dvffield 3,375 5.0 Ripley 17,720 11
Findera 1,059 4.5
Hnkleover 9,709 3.0
Sponden 11,541 3.0

06,322
Adwick 3,359 4.0 Bamsley 74,704 12 Leeds 510,000 20
Bentley 6,200 2.0 Gainsborough 17,210 21 Nottingham 311,399 44
Carcroft 3,443 5.0 Goole 18,680 21 Sheffield 494,344 10
Carriborough 360 5.0 Heraworth 14,550 12 York 104,392 34
Edenthorpe 2, 24 3.5 Knottingley 13,320 17
High Meltin 261 4.0 Pontefract 23,320 15
Roesington 10,190 4.0 Scunthorpe 67,324 25
Spotborough 7,469 2.5 Selby 10,670 20
¥adworth 622 4.0 Thorn# 15,2 0 10
Warnsworth 2,959 3.0 We. efield 61,62 18

mm 102,970
m, Arbroath 20,063 17 •

Forfar 10,150 14
Montrose 10,75 30
Perth 41,497 22

Msmm& 60,910
Hast Bean 937 4.0 Lewes 13,390 17 Brighton 163,109 22
Jevirgton 108 3.5 Seford 14,030 9 Hastings 66,47C 17
Polegate 5,200 4.0
Peveraay 2,151 4.0
Westhan 1,932 4.0
Willing!enn 3,57 3.0

■HHBCRGH 46 ,361
- Bathgate 13,467 19 Glasgow 979,978 44

Falkirk 3 ,042 26
Orangeco th 20,425 25
Mvsslebnrgk 17, 05 6



ebb, 'ft

Clyst 2,043 5.0
Hteiacter 3,302 4.0
Ide 598 2.0
Kenn 959 4.5
Pinhoc 3,451 3.0
Sot/ton 425 3.5
3toko Cannon 336 4.0
Shillingford 212 3.0
Topehaa 3,963 4.0

Sxao: tth 20, 10 11
Newton 1? ,650 16
Sidio'th 10,6 0 15
Taverton 13,456 15
7«Lgnnouth 11,466 14
Tori ay 54,066 23

80,321
Plymouth 204,409 42

qfto mm.
Broekworth 6,820 4.0
Charehdown 7,075 3.5
Hucclecote 4,598 2.5
Longford 1,303 2.0
Longlovens 6,966 3.0
Maiee ere 447 2.5
Minsterworth 497 4.5
Tibborton 274 5.0

69,733

Cirencester 12,640 17
Hereford 43,950 2

Bath
Bristol
Cheltenhaa
Oxford
Swindon

0,901
437,04
75,124

106,291
91,159

3
35

9
49
41

WM trnwm 52,70
Caister 4,104 2.5 Lowestoft 42,450 10 orvdeh 120,086 20
Filby 4-89 5.0
Orraeaby 321 5.0
Scratby 1,357 5.0

Gourock
Inverldp
Port Glasgow

9,60' 2.5
%6 5.0

22,559 3.0

Glasgow

74,560
979,97S 23

GRIPSBY

Banotby 217 4.0
Coatee 554 2.5
Healing 1,296 3.5
Helton 177 4.0
Iluaberston 3,008 3.5
Laceby 1,369 4.0
Valtharn 3,015 3.5

Lov;th 11,310 17
Scunthorpe 67,324 30

96,712
Lincoln 77,077 36



smmm 56,345
ilaiapwaithe 565 4,0 Ilkley 1 ,960 17
Kitttrjghall 2,490 3.0 Otley 11,720 11
Overblow 296 4.5 Ripon 10,760 11 Darlington 84,1 4 47
Knaresboro gh 9,309 3.5 Skipton 13,140 22 Do; -castor 66,322 41
Uibston 183 5.0 Leeds 510,000 16
Eigton 365 5.0 York 104,392 22
Spotforth 206 4.5

vMsntm, 66,47
Battle 4,517 5.0 Eeafbourn© 60,918 17 Brighton 163,159 37
3exhlll 2:9,411 5.0 Tunbridg© bells 41,200 28
Felrlight 866 4.0
Mt 639 5.0
3043.000031)© 991 5.0
'onIfield 1 #779 4.5

mm 117,395
Bradford 210 3.0 Bury 22,270 26
Claydon 686 4.0 Colchester 65,0 6 13
Kesgrove 3,382 4.0 Felixstowe 17,750 12

©allngs 412 4.5
Helton 677 4.0
Rush" ere 2,024 2,5
7 i&denhaia 356 3.0
•aahbrook 308 3.0

Woolverston© 2 0 4.0

KL 303,261
Bilton 2,3 0 5.0 Beverly 16,570 8

Cotiinghara 11,294 4.0 Bridlirgton 26,250 29
Paill 629 5.0 Cod© 18,600 27
Swire 222 5.0

52,390
Kinghom 2,4 7 3.5 Cowdenbeath 11,430 9 .

Butt -tialand 6,160 5.0 Dunfernline 49,555 13
Methil 20,600 8
Perth 41,497 28
St. Andrews 10,250 26



470

33
24
25

077

36
46

213

12
24
30
14
23

032

24
Z
30

123

12

3,734 4,5 Burton 50,751 26 Birmingham
4,342 4.0 Cranthaa 25,670 30 Cove try

10,143 3.0 Coalville 27,070 12 Nottingham
4,024 4.0 Loughborough 39,270 12
4,331 4,0 Harboro gh 12,300 15
3,479 5.0 Helton 10, 50 15

12,256 3,5 Nuneaton 57,376 10
3,033 5.0
6,455 5.0
7,160 3.5
2,722 4.0

373 5.0
1,466 4.5

36 3.5

2, 25 2.5 Gainsborough 17,2t0 18 Grieby
2,035 4.0 Grantham 25,670 25 Sheffield

165 2,0 Newark 24,TOO 16
763 4,0 Retford V ,290 2£

1,940 4.0
5,30 4,0

704 4,5
66 5.0

1,326 3,5
4,193 4.5
1,141 3.0

7,30 4.5 AIfreton 22, 30 10 Chesterfield
4,521 4,5 Matlock 19,390 17 Derby
2,754 3.5 Newark 24,7-0 10 Doncaster

11,635 4.0 Bedford 1 ,2 :: 23 "iottirgtam
13,940 3.0 Iferrsop 35,400 13 Sheffield

Aberdare 36,910 7 Cardiff

Abertillory 24,760 15 Newport
Pontypridd 35,160 12 Swansea
Potyport 39,000 22
fredegar 19,620 7

1,373 2.5 Aberdare 3 ,910 27 Cardiff
5,931 4.0 Abertlllery 24,760 16

Kerfchyr 5 ,310 2

Pontypridd 35,160 1

Pontypool 39,000 10
Tredegar 19,620 22



105,421
Bliawarth 1,1 2 5.0 Bedford 63,334 21 Birmingham 1,102,705 50
Brafielt 611 4.5 Bletchley 20,610 23 Coventry 305,521 32
Broighton 2,300 3.5 Bamabury 23,0 0 25 Leicester 273,470 32
Braapeton 230 4.0 Kettering 3' , 40 14 Luton 131,000 35
Buston 4,385 2.5 Learington 44,300 25
Be ton 461 5.0 heighten 12, 0 27
Harpole 1,097 4.0 Harborough 12,300 18
iCislingbury ;06 3.5 Rugby 51,96 20
Mlton & 3.5 EusMsn 17,490 15
Koulton 5,424 4.5 Warwick 16,970 27
Fllaford 22 4.5 'ellingborough 31,910 10
Rothesthorpe 230 3.5
00t Paveil 5,105 2.0

mm 120,096
Oalton 2,592 2.5 Great Yarmouth 52,970 20 Ipswich 177,395 43
Cringleferd 1,124 3.0 Lowestoft 42,450 27
Drayton 1,346 4.5
Faminghaa 436 4.5
Bslleaden 9,744 2.5
Eonham 1,361 4.5
Spoxmrth 1,12? 4.0
Sprouston 9,60? 2.5
Swardeston 447 4.5
Thorpe 10,78 2.5

311,895
Beeston 19,4 7 4.0 Burton 50,751 27
Burton 2,447 5.0 Derby 132,40 16
Laubley 979 4.5 Sastwood 10,560 8
Itadcliffe 82 4.5 Grantham 25,670 24
Ruddington 5,158 5.0 Ilkeston 34,990 7 Biroinghaa 1,102,570 50
Stapploford 13,307 4.0 Loughburo gh 39,270 15 Sheffield 494,344 37

Kanofleld 53,210 14
Helton 16, 50 1
Kenaric 24,780 20

1,;, Mm, 57,376
Arley 3,319 5.0 Tamworth 16,120 18 Birr&ngham 1,102,570 22
Atheratone 5,453 5.0 Coventry 305,521 8
Bodworth 16, 47 3.0 Leicester 27,470 18
Eighaa 773 3.0
Kartshlll 2,5 3 3.0
Hinckley 41,60'. 4.5



OXFORD 106*231
Oasaiivton 532 3.0 Abingdon 15,6 0 7 Reading: 125,350 27
Cuianor 4,197 3.5 Aylesb ry 32,510 23
Synshas 2,357 5.0 Ba .bury 23,000 23
Xalip 620 4.0 Swindon 91,153 29
I torspath 1,540 3.5
Kenrington 3,452 2.5
Ki&lirigton 8,514 4.0
Little ere 8,529 3.0
i-iisskaar 4,452 1.5
Sandfcrd 813 3.0
3tanton 438 4.5
uhestlay 2,208 5.0
Yamton 1,371 3.0

ZS^ZQ'W, 63,340
Allsworth 942 4.5 Harsh 13,240 18 Cambridge 95,527 35

2,364 3.0 Spalding 15,180 19 Leicester 273,470 41
Far-cot 1,236 2.5 Stanford 12,560 14 Northampton 105,421 40
Clinton 1,067 4.5 ■ Isbeck 17,520 21
Hnrkolm 205 3.0
letdjorough 719 4.0
Old Fletton 190 5.0

BSnfFttH 204,409

Rickleigh 957 5.0 «N» m

Plyrapton 12,396 5.0
Plynstodc 14,790 4.0
Saltosh 7,425 2.0
Forpoiilt 4,263 2.5

pcstsko" ?n 215,077
Fareham 24,820 5.0 Chichester 20,200 17 mm

Goaport 62,457 1.0 Farehara 6",690 8
Ilavant 11,596 5.0 Haslenere 13,210 29
Portcheater 12,170 4.0
Purbrock 6,717 4.0 Bognor Regi3 29,260 24

Li tlehanpton 17,060 30
Southampton 204,827 21
Winchester 30,310 27

susasos 113,341
Barton 1,437 5.0 Blackburn 106,241 10 Blackpool 153,195 17
F&risgten 4,434 2.5 Chorley 31,060 9 Liverpool 747,000 30
Fulwood 7,229 2.0 Clltheroe 12,550 17 Manchester 661,000 30
Crinaargh 35 4.5 So thport 2,000 18
Batten 1,720 3.0
Lea Town 3,657 4.0
Leg-ton 3,084 4.5
Leyland 19,413 5.0
alton 5,104 2.5
ooiplucpton 1*694 4.0



51,968
Barby 427 4.5 Barberough 12,300 18 Birminghan 1,102,570 30
Brincklov 1,092 5.0 Coventry 305,521 12
Culthorpe 122 3.5 Leicester 273,470 21
Lswford 449 3.5 Korthaiapton 105,421 20
ChurcJioiror 647 3.5 Oxford 106,921 48
Kileby 227 4.5
Hilton 2,761 2.5
Poulton 440 2.5
Willoughby 302 5.0

67,324
Buninghaa 986 3.5 Pool© 18,600 21 Donoaster 86,322 23
Prison 1,398 5.0 Orlneby 96,712 30
Floxborox'gh 449 3.0 Lincoln 77,072 28
Keadby 2,007 5.0
Eoxby 416 4.0

Bamsworth 5,344 4.0 Bams ley 74,704 14
Catcliffe 2,030 4.0 Buxton 219,390 28
Klmberworth 9,650 5.0 Chesterfield 67,839 12
Orgreave 504 4.5 Donoastor 86,522 10
Trooton 2,209 4.0 Rolaferth 18,620 21

Boddersfield 132,270 26
Maltby 14,090 13
Haltook 19,930 22
Mexborough 16,690 13
Retford 18,290 23
Rothorhaa ■96,510 6
Vorkaop 35,400 17

Leeds
Kaneheoter

494,544

510,000
661,000

55
30

204,022
Borlesdon 3,560 4.0 Basingstoke 30,360 29 Bournemouth 154,296 30
Chandlers 9,058 5.0 Lyatngtoil 30,310 10 Portsmouth 215,077 21
Hastloigh 27,584 5.0 Salisbury 35,000 23
Kamble 3,007 4.5 Winchester 30,510 11
Bodge Snd 4,464 4.0
I'etley 2,618 3.0
w«ot Sad 5,064 4.0

matm 82,000
Halsell 1,944 5.0 Chorley 31,060 20 Liverpool 747,000 20
3«ansbath 2,095 3.5 Oraekirk 24,350 8 Manchester 661,000 39

Preston 113,541 17



265,306
Barlaston 2,459 4,5 Buxton 19,390 29 BlmoingfcMi 1,102,570 45
Cayorswall 10,313 5,0 Congloton 17,400 13 Manchester 661,000 38
Newcastle 25,680 2,0 Cve\m 53,195 15 Sheffield 434,344 47
Whitaer# 645 5,0 hook 19,100 11

Macclesfield 40,210 20
Hartwlch 10,9'0 17
Semdbach 10,350 14
Stafford 49,480 16

189,686
Boldoa 10,134 4.5 Auckland 34,960 23 Mddleeborough 157,000 27
Cleadon 3,782 3,0 Chester 19,380 10 Newcastle 265,000 12
Harrington 2,153 5.0 Durham 23,050 13 Stockton 81,000 26
Houghton 9,506 5,0 South Shields 108,770 7
Hyhop© 9,786 3,5 West H'pool 77,035 19
'•faahington 2,520 5.0
HMtbum 4,763 3.0

?H| 4 W2P1RI 4 167,32?
Ooraien&n 3,701 5.0 dberdare 38,910 27 Cardiff 256,582 40
Linnfellech 2,650 3.5 Bridge Ford 15,100 21

Carmrthon 12,020 27
Llanelly 29,270 11

Hacsteg 21,590 30
Heath 30,250 8
Port Talbut 51,750 9

mnncn 91, 159

Blunsden 1,444 3.5 Chipperhaa 18,510 20 Bristol 437,048 41
Chiatloton 2,598 4.0 Hoesbury 21,380 25 Oxford 106,291 29
Harden 564 2.5 Beading 125,390 38
Ltddirgtcn 364 4.0
Lydlard 958 3.5
Purton 3,295 4.0
Stratton 11,191 2.5
Warborough 972 4.0
Wootton 4,390 5.0
Proughton 5,108 3.0

mm 54,066
Aexledon 1,179 3.5 Brixheia 11,390 8 Pxeter 80,321 22
Fewton 18,060 5.0 Oeigmsouth 11,640 9 Plyiaouth 204,409 32
Paignton 30,292 2.5



Criciostone 5,147 3.0 Batley 40,270 7 Bamsloy 74,704 10
Crofton 5,140 3.5 Knottingdean 13,320 13 Halifax 97,000 17
Barbury 8,642 3.0 Hemsworth 14,550 8 Huddersfleld 130,000 13
Bormarton 6,024 3.5 Por.tefraet 28,320 9 Leeds 510,000 9
Oaset 14,737 3.0 Sheffield 434,344 24
Outmrood 4,848 2.5 York 104,392 29
Sharlesten 2,967 3.5
Stanley 3,059 3.0
Walton 1,724 2.5
Wrer.thorpe 5,356 2.0

75,954

Appleton 4,656 4.0 Altringhaa 41,250 12 Blackburn 106,242 30
Burton 2,766 4.0 Chester 59,260 20 Liverpool 747,000 17
Grapperhall 7,746 2.5 Congleton 17,400 27 Manchester 661,000 16
Halton 1,467 5.0 Crew© 53,195 20 Preston 113,344 29
Lynm 1,955 5.0 Knutsford 10,100 12 Stoke 265,306 37
Strathaa 1,456 4.5 Northvlch 19,460 12
Stretton 579 3.5 Sandbach 10,350 25
3tookton 6,684 2.0 Wldr.es 52,186 7
Woolston 3,434 4.0

'm 77,035
Eltrlck 260 3.5 Blllinghorn 33,490 9 Middlesborough 157,000 9
Greathorn 1,416 3.0 Bishop A'Land 34,960 21 Newcastle 265,100 28
Hartlepool 17,675 2.0 Durham 23,050 18 Stockton 81,000 11

Sunderland 189,000 19

mzs. 52, 186

Crouton 737 2.5 Horthwich 19,460 12 Chester 59,268 17
Prodesham 5,661 4.0 Liverpool 747,000 13
Sankey 5,927 4*5 Warrington 75,954 7
Prosoott 13,079 5.0
Preston 417 4.5
Penketh 5,220 3.5
Rainhill 7,913 4.0
Runcorn 26,039 1.0

VIGAR 70,690
Abraa 2,353 2.5 Atherton 19,520 7 Blackburn 106,242 19
Arlington 1,303 4.5 Chorley 31,060 8 Bolton 161,000 10
Aehton 2,744 5.0 Leigh 46,500 7 Liverpool 747,000 20
Billing© 6,079 5.0 OraakiA 24,520 12 Manchester 661,000 19
Boaro 2,568 2.5 Warrington 70,690 12 Proston 113,342 17
orrd 4,951 3.5 Southport 82,000 20
Sherington 4,807 3.5
Standlsh t ,020 2.0
Tip Holland 4,664 3,5
West Houghton 2,021 4.5



65,923
Broilcot 28 2,5 Broasgrov© 36,970 13 Birmingham 1,102,570 27
Broughton 136 5.0 Iveshaat 12,900 16 Cheltenham 75,124 25
crowle 480 4.5 Great Malvern 28,030 8 Gloucester 69,723 27
Hallow 1,204 2.5 Hereford 43,950 26
Keapeey 1,704 3.5
Leigh 979 5.0
Tlbberten 321 3.5

Bi 80,329
Angmxing 2,856 5.0 Bognor Regis 29,626 16 Brighton 163,159 11
Claphaa 320 4.0 Chiohenter 20,200 23 Portsmouth 215,077 38
last Preston 4,039 5.0 Horsham. 23,250 20
Ferrlag 5,449 3.5 Littlehampton 17,060 9
Findoa 1,289 4,5
Kingston 378 4.0
Lancing 13,319 3.0
Patching 272 4.0
Shoroham 17,410 5.0
Soapting 5,830 2,5
Steaming 2,695 5.0

VOSK 104,392
Bryan 432 4.0 Beverley 16,350 29 Kingston 303,261 38
Bishopthorp© 1,263 3.0 Socle 18,600 25 Leeds 510,000 24
Connanthorpe 1,027 4.0 Harrogate 56,345 22 Stocktea "1,000 48
Dunaington 903 4.0 Bipoa 10,760 24
Haxby 2,407 4,0 seiby 10,670 14
Heelingtctt 1,233 2.0 7hor»e 18,280 29
Hotby 111 4.5
Hunllngton 6,435 3.0
Fiebnra 433 4.0
Poppleion 597 3.0
Hearsuiek 2,001 2,0
Hufforth 263 2.5
Okelton 944 3.5
Stockton 053 4.0



KBYi Foot ©f Table

UNIT ;TNo .Eirpl oye d per 1:0 ;0 00

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

.Aberdeen 152 1,004 2,166 . 237 1,403 1,087 535 6,584
Bams ley 151 720 1,834 136 334 931 473 5,185
Barrow 210 719 1,190 116 677 748 439 4,099
Bath 456 541 1,869 100 1,402 1,167 1,458 7,003
Bedford 317 664 1,652 236 1,341 979 538 5,727

Blackburn 219 575 1,222 131 735 457 307 3,846
Blackpool 198 736 2,099 209 816 2,692 588 7,330
Bournemouth 185 771 2,552 589 1,015 2,351 488 7,949
Brighton 2?5 1,004 1,871 510 1,164 1,564 572 6,910
Bristol 178 1,185 1,810 308 1,001 1,036 421 6,019

Burnley 227 608 1,351 178 755 799 316 4,234
Burton 203 566 1,372 206 810 615 401 4,173
Cambridge 189 798 1,634 324 2,276 1,148 640 7,009
Cardiff 182 1,152 1,752 302 919 1,107 ?13 6,207
Carlisle 260 1,490 1,648 218 1,009 1,221 633 6,479

Cheltenham 207 593 1,830 328 1,228 1 #318 1,346 6,844
Chester 243 1,119 1,942 350 1,323 1,370 1,089 7,441
Chesterfield 148 569 1,546 182 1,003 901 364 4,713
Colchester 166 689 1,435 154 1,371 1,020 1,644 6,479
Cove-try 121 316 969 105 555 502 278 2,926

Crewe 121 2,371 1,035 111 514 549 356 5,057
Darlington 227 1,135 1,448 14B 741 070 363 4,932
Derby 207 805 1,133 122 640 609 395 3,919
Dencanter 170 1,118 1,46? 184 814 906 429 5,088
Bund©© 147 699 1,640 211 953 832 381 4,863

Eastbourne 341 585 1,957 272 1,674 2,618 476 7,923
Edinburgh 160 949 1,688 417 1,351 1,221 751 6,517
5»ter 219 1,225 1,909 491 1,731 1,166 riro 7,611
Cloucenter 290 1,185 1,866 216 1,040 863 1,032 6,492
Great Yarmouth 289 654 1,879 105 943 1,226 369 5,547

Groonook 145 947 1,385 121 906 661 706 4,871
Grimsby 199 1,221 2,104 163 805 915 463 5,070
Harrogate 244 851 1,793 713 1,182 1,954 855 7,592
Hastings 214 774 2,091 236 1,671 1,986 6785 7,650
Ipswioh 248 773 1,763 265 913 976 454 5,372



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Kingston 168 1,544 1,877 190 779 06 378 5,742
Kirkcaldy 39 695 1,143 126 1,065 1,160 501 4,789
Leicester 143 457 1,424 207 794 659 245 3,929
Lincoln 163 062 1,440 226 912 849 679 5,131
Mansfield 273 613 1,718 107 961 933 436 5,047

Herthyr 165 607 1,295 85 790 598 531 4,151
tlewport 220 1,424 1,410 175 010 909 502 5,450
ITorthampton 223 712 1,668 299 350 703 444 4,979
Norwich 234 759 1,721 452 842 1,006 473 5,487
Nottingham 193 630 1,678 272 868 888 415 4,952

Buneaton 100 758 1,434 G7 956 773 430 4,530
Oxford 92 566 1,269 158 1,906 950 384 5,325
Peterborough 146 1,157 1,575 202 577 911 359 4,927
Flyssoutfa 243 763 1,636 214 772 875 2,503 7,011
Portsaouth 313 483 1,527 192 949 915 1,964 6,343

Preston 215 1,025 1,663 202 756 734 678 5,273
Pugby 133 550 1,107 111 867 624 255 3,647
Scunthorpe 70 ^37 1,069 115 500 502 236 3,009
Sheffield 105 569 1,373 146 820 699 280 4,072
Soxitbampion 256 1,851 1,833 269 328 1,061 510 6,362

Southport 100 651 2,096 252 1,073 1,835 677 6,764
Stoke 146 587 1,164 134 639 575 245 3,490
Sunderland 246 539 1,786 153 825 352 350 4,751
Swansea 299 1,357 1,055 230 1,088 954 617 6,400
Swindon 172 1,453 1,583 132 670 717 377 5,099

Torquay 275 596 2,406 312 1,083 2,711 670 8,133
Wakefield 311 742 1,374 147 1,311 832 1,006 5,723
Warrington 217 697 1,214 127 566 624 311 3,756
West H*pool 159 974 1,590 162 909 858 404 5,064
Widnee 71 568 842 90 554 568 374 3,067
' tigm 235 780 2,002 183 788 728 345 5,061
Worcester 272 758 2,001 167 989 940 678 5,005
Worthing 126 597 2,447 402 1,272 1,949 843 7,636
York 171 1,449 1,522 266 951 921 625 5,905

KEY - Industrial order in brackets

(1) s» Gas, electricity and water (18)
(2) » 'Transport and eoozmmication (19)
(3) * Distributive Trades (20)
^4) « Insurance, banking and finance (21)(5) « Professional and scientific (22)
(6) a Miscellaneous ser*' ces (23)
(?) « Public adniniatration (24)
(0) « Total of industrial orders 18 to 24



TABLE A3

^ .19,2.1 m4. .V^l,
%W r?-V"% t ,1301

KET* Foot of Table

UNITS; see^ke.y (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Aberdeen 5,250 6,416 168 0.213
Baroeley 3,454 4,670 50.1 515 0,254
Burrow 2,947 3,853 39.0 246 0.15
Bath 5,667 6,882 25.1 211 0.238
Bedford 5,660 67 0.261

Blackburn 4,485 3,679 -14.3 167 0.179
Blackpool 6,667 7,291 10.0 47 0,238
Swimoraouth 6,572 7,984 20.9 -35 0.277
Brighton 6,522 6,990 5.9 -BO 0.240
Bristol 5,316 5,634 13.2 385 0.107

Burnley 3,704 3,670 14.3 564 0.172
Burton 3,677 4,062 13.5 111 0.221
Cambridge 7,124 -115 0.267
Cardiff 6,654 6,144 -6.7 63 0,201
Carlisle 5,782 5,513 12.0 966 0.257

Cheltonhaa 6,581 263 0.238
Chester 5,885 7,179 26.4 262 0.333
Chesterfield 3,338 4,254 41.1 459 0.234
Colchester 6,091 388 0,225
Covontry 2,464 2,694 13.7 232 0.175

Crewe 4,440 617 0.197
Darlington 4,172 4,855 18.1 77 0.216
Derby 4,397 3,370 -10.9 49 0,268
Doncaater 4,426 3,401 15.0 1,687 0.299
Dundee 3,919 4,243 640 0.181

Bastbonms 6,856 8,006 15.5 -83 0.274
Edinburgh 5,250 6,327 10,1 190 0.213
Exeter 6,209 6,970 22.5 641 0.248
Gloucester 5,723 6,765 13.4 -273 0.259
Croat Yarmouth 6,341 6,064 —12.5 -517 0,248

Greenock 3,100 4,291 15.3 580 0.145
Grimsby 4,834 5,895 21.4 —25 0.802
Harrogate 8,157 -565 0.257
Hastings 6,909 8,038 10.7 -388 0.199
Ipsvloh 4,967 5,414 8.1 -42 0.221



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Kingston 5,757 5,799 -0.3 -57 0.178
Kirkcaldy 3,267 4,449 11.5 340 0.204
Leicester 3,058 3,775 1,8 154 0,235
Lincoln 4,561 4,929 12.4 202 0.234
?!ans?i©ld 4,044 203 0.264

Herthyr 3,233 4,363 28.3 -212 0.132
Newport 5,792 5,630 -5.9 —180 0.207
Northampton 4,070 4,403 22.3 576 0.231
Konrich 4,782 5,205 14.7 282 0,262
Nottingham 4,459 4,567 11.0 383 0.223

Nuneaton 4,193 345 0.199
Oxford 5,123 5,640 3.9 -315 0.260
Peterborough 5.161 -234 o. 236
Plymouth 6,980 6,371 6.5 640 0.191
Portsmouth 6,619 6,641 -4.2 -298 0.216

Preston 4,971 4,335 6.1 538 0,232
Kugby 4,270 -623 0.182
Scunthorpe 2,942 67 0,177
Sheffield 3,632 3,ar»5 12.1 187 0.1 ao
Southampton 6,218 6,468 1.3 -166 0.223

Southport 6,388 6,986 5,9 —222 0.213
3 toke 2,399 3,043 20,4 447 0,166
Stmderland 4,503 4,269 482 0,179
Swansea 5,379 5,539 19.0 861 0,182
Swiudon 3,077 4,729 65.7 370 0.256

Torquay 7,932 151 0,241
Wakefield 4,610 5,700 24.1 23 0.235
Warrington 3,129 3,678 20.0 78 0.223
West H'pool 5,437 4,936 -6*9 128 0.172
Widnea 2,810 257 0.134

Wigan 3,801 4,677 33.1 384 0.237
Worcester 5,207 5,577 11.4 228 0.245
Worthing 7,676 -40 0.246
York 5,010 5,808 1.6 100 0.235

EST

1) • ptmii 111i.i,i:j-eaplifrW||j| In tertiary sector 1931 (Per too'oo)
2) 3 yorca'-tHias employment in tertiary sector 1951 C :: )
3) « change since 1931 as percentage of sice of tertiary sector 1961
49 « change in percentage employment in tertiary sector 1951 - 1961
5; « per capita retail output (£00*a)



7/.gT."- A4

,>,J.e;blo 7rtlue-} -ryl To;-:.-'. YrnHgblqp

KYi Foot of Table

UNITS; see key
"

(D (2) (3) (4) (5)

Aberdeen 9.3 4.02 0.422 0,220 6373
Bameley 16.6 6,93 0.745 0.239 6255
Barrow 18.1 4.95 0,485 0.293 7495
Bath 15.9 4.37 0.629 0.209 7859
Bedford 31.2 6.95 0.735 0,261 4304

Blackburn 15.9 5.50 0.675 0.275 7902
Blackpool 24.5 8.13 0.581 0.195 5557
Bnirneiaouth 26.0 3.67 0.791 0.162 4773
Brighton 24.9 3.97 0.573 0.212 6793
Bristol 25.9 4.95 0.464 0.237 6265

Burnley 17.8 5.73 0.704 0.279 6668
Burton 28.0 6.29 0.725 0.257 5936
Cambridge 29.2 5.13 0.701 0.216 6053
Cardiff 25.3 6,68 0.456 0.232 5465
Carlisle 10.9 4.98 0.557 0.218 7711

Cheltenham 22.5 4.57 0.501 0.235 5722
Chester 25.2 .93 0.831 0.232 0
Chesterfield 23.9 5.33 0.733 0,232 6127
Colchester tt.6 4.79 0.607 0.266 6566
Coventry 21,0 7.53 0.350 0,256 8748.

Crewe 15.5 7.47 0.646 0.313 6987
Darlington 23.8 5.70 0.557 0,272 5730
Derby 33.3 6.28 0.924 0.308 6842
Doncaater 24.1 5.73 0.751 0.280 6135
Dundee 10.1 4.27 0.345 0,256 7551

Eastbourne 19.4 3.81 0.509 0.148 4631
dlnburgh 12.4 4.53 0.345 0.226 5647

Kzeter 31.9 3.65 0.662 0.180 3913
Oiouceotor 21.4 6.62 0.906 0.244 6246

r- at Yarraouth 26.1 4.33 0.446 0.228 4752

Greenock 8.1 5.31 0.372 0.267 7488
Grimsby 18.5 6.70 0.508 0.234 7206
Harrogf te 15.3 4.19 0.475 0.184 6470
Hastings 13.5 3.11 0.488 0.142 6625
I awloh 22.3 4.44 0.752 0.24 6713



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Kingston 16.5 5.65 0.405 0.247 4974
Kirkcaldy 11.6 4.67 0.549 0.192 6329
Leicester 28,1 4.49 0.590 0.266 3222
Lincoln 16.2 5.18 0.656 0.275 7154
M:n field 19.7 7.12 0.724 0.226 4772

Merthyr 12.5 5.05 0.269 0.271 CI 64
!iCv ort 24.1 9.58 0.122 0.250 8426
Uortlianpton. 21.2 4.31 0.767 0.364 8442
korwich 25.1 3.75 0.748 0.242 7203
Hottinghaa 27.8 4.40 0.694 0.260 6123

Stareatan 17.4 5.17 0.617 0.268 6900
Oxford 34.5 6.08 0.6 9 0.305 7653
Peterborough 17.5 5.13 9.752 0.288 7179
Plyaouth 19.0 3.84 0,480 0.226 5133
Portsmouth 1.1 4.83 0.512 0.235 6018

Preston 22.1 6.47 0.673 0.270 5435
Rugby 19.4 8.28 0.560 0,285 8271
Scunthorpe 56.4 9.98 0.513 0.275 8446
Sheffield 25.8 9.64 0.411 0.208 7162
Southampton 27.1 7.56 0.567 0.258 4004

Southport 17.1 4.17 0.471 0.232 2252
Stoke 21.6 7.11 0.5 4 0.247 7470
Jur.dorlnnd 17.6 4.4S5 0.432 0.430 6933
Swansea 20.3 7.23 0,435 0,237 6627
Swindon 18,5 5.36 0.525 0,271 6872

Torquay 21 .0 3.71 0.671 0.130 5066
Wakefield 20.7 4.59 0.796 0,249 6209
Warrington 27.2 8.88 0.723 0.281 7535
cat I'pool 14.0 4.99 0.671 0,252 7230

V/idries 20.8 8.65 0,589 0.269 8510

Higan 19.7 4,28 0.701 0.245 5703
Worcester 25.1 4.82 0,719 0.256 5405
Worthing 17.1 3.50 0.549 0.108 0
York 17.7 4.67 0.555 0.244 5052

r„y

1) = iron-domestic rateable value (per ca ita). ( C per capita )
2; m Electricity consumption (per oa :ita) ,( kw ;; ;; )
3; » levioion licences in force (per household)
4) m Index of earnings of secondary sector (seo text)

(.>) » Index of 'exporting sector (see text)



.as

Pom-latic-n Change to 1961

®l Foot of Table

UNITS; See b«y (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Aberdeen 17.3 11.7 13.1 8.4 1.5
Barnsley 49.1 32.3 3.3 -1.6 —1 .2
Bar-cow 11*3 1.8 -14.3 -1.9 -3.9
Bath 18.5 14.5 15.2 15.0 2.0
Bedford 3B.2 36.5 33.9 32.7 16.2

Blackburn -21.6 -25.2 -19.5 -15.6 -4.7
Blackpool -9.8 -13.0 30.5 27.8 3.9
Bournemouth 61.2 42.7 37.9 24.3 6.1
Brighton 24.4 19.6 9.7 12.8 4.1
Bristol 22.5 18.3 11.1 6.0 -1.3

Burnley -20.0 -32.5 -20.0 -22.0 -5.5
Burton 0.7 4.9 3.7 2.4 3.2
Caobridgo 47.3 41.6 35.7 26.6 14.7
Cardiff 29.0 22.0 12.7 10.4 5.1
Carlisle 25.5 23.0 22.3 15.5 0.1

Cheltenham 32.5 32.2 32.1 31.5 12.9
Chester 34.9 34.2 6.1 1.5 4.5
Chesterfield 29.3 13.5 9.7 5.4 -1 .0
Colchester 41.1 33.3 33.1 24.5 11.7
Coventry 70.1 65.2 46.4 38.1 15.5

Crewe 21.0 16.0 6.5 5.4 1.5
Darlington 46.0 31.9 20.6 14.4 -1.0
Derby 13.3 6.8 0.7 -7.6 -6,7
Doneester 54.3 43.9 35.8 23.9 5.0
Dundee 12.0 0.9 7*2 3.2 3.1

Eastbourne 20.5 13.8 -5.0 2.1 5.1
Edinburgh 18.0 13.5 10.0 6.3 0.4
Sxete* 31.0 29.0 21.1 13.4 6.0
Gloucester 31.2 28.3 10.7 15.6 3,5
Great Yarmouth 3.2 -5.5 -14.6 —7.2 3.5

Greenock 8.6 •0.7 -8.9 —6.0 -2.3
Grimhy -18.4 -40.6 21.3 4.3 4.3
Harrogate 49.6 40.2 17.7 15.3 10.5
Hastings 1.5 8.1 -1.5 0.4 1.4
Ipswich 43.3 37.1 30.5 23.5 G.4



(0 (2) (3) (4) (5)

Kingston 20 .8 8.4 4.1 —0.1 1.4
Kirkcaldy 35.0 24.5 14,7 15.5 6.4
Leicester 17.0 14.5 6.5 ^0,1 -4.3
Lincoln 33.3 20.5 14.3 14.1 10.0
Mansfield 59.8 30.7 16.5 13.4 3.5

Morthyr -37.1 -35.7 -35.7 -20.4 -3.5
11export 37.8 22.6 4.4 0.4 2.4
Northampton 17.5 14.4 10.6 6.3 0,1
Norwich 5.2 -1.1 0.5 -5.1 -1.2
Nottingham 23.2 16,7 12.6 8.6 1.3

Nuneaton 72.6 56.4 26.6 18.9 5.2
Oxford 53.6 50.1 36.7 24.2 7.2
Peterborough 51.3 47.0 29.1 18.2 —1.0
Plymouth 5.5 -1.4 -7.0 -6.6 -1.7
Portsmouth 11.5 -8.5 -16.7 -18.7 -8.6

Preston 0.4 -3.3 -5.9 -7.5 -7.2
Rugby 67.7 58.2 14.3 12.6 12.6
Scunthorpe 83.8 71.3 51.4 41.9 21.4
Sheffield 16.9 18.8 -5.6 -6,1 -3.7
Southampton 37.6 29.2 21.4 14.1 12,9

Southport
Stoke

22.5 15.1 6.6 3.7 —0,1
19.1 11.6 —0.1 —4.3 -3.7

Sunderland 23.0 21.4 3.9 2.0 4.3
Swansea 14.0 5.9 5.8 1.5 3.8
Swindon 50.7 44.4 37.6 31.5 24.4

Torquay 60.9 40.1 26.4 14.3 1.5
Wakefield 21 .7 16.5 13.7 4.8 2,1
Warrington 15.5 5.0 —6.2 -10.0 —6.2
West H'pool 12.8 17.1 8.4 8.6 5.7
Widnes 38.4 32.4 25.5 22,2 6.6

Wtgan -4.7 -13.3 -13.6 —0.4 -7.5
Worcester 25.5 26.0 23.1 20.1 9.4
Worthing 72.0 62.3 53.8 42.1 25,7
York 25.3 20.8 6.1 1.3 -1.0

Population change 1901 - 1961 as percentage of 1961 figure
Population change 1911 - 1961 as percentage of 1961 figure
Change in population 1921 - 1961 as percentage of 1961 figure
Change in population 1931 - 1961 as percentage of 1961 figure
Change in population 1951 * 1961 as percentage of 1961 figure



Elite qt;u*»w-5 * T961

KZTt Foot of Fable

UfJ JTS. see ke y (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Aberdeen 45.47 0.210 3.411 4.165 3
Bams ley 45.12 0.574 3.522 4,570 *1
Barrow 44.83 0.739 3.141 4.216 2
Bath 45.72 0,006 3.287 4.533 6
Bedford 46.53 0.274 8.158 11.844 2

Blackburn 53.12 0,246 3.037 4.307
Blackpool 45.65 0.045 3.485 4.347 5
Bournemouth 40.94 0,067 3.300 4.262 33
Brighton 45.51 0.051 3.667 4.986 6
Bristol 45.98 0,093 3.414 4.722 2

Burnley 52.84 0,405 2,999 4.233 0
Barton 44.90 0.095 3.417 4.797 4
Cambridge 43.50 0.016 3.847 5,169 2
Cardiff 44.23 0.336 3.439 4.599 1
Carlial© 48.60 0.291 3.343 4.564 2

Cheltenham 46.84 0.030 3.462 4,913 11
Cheater 46.90 0.240 3.304 4.214 4
Chesterfield 45.02 0,223 3,317 4.334 0
Goldbeater 45.23 0.180 3.712 4.803 2
Coventry 49.98 0.112 3.771 5.409 0

Crewe 46,71 0.004 3.354 4.661 0
Darlington 46.33 0.356 3.290 4.339 0

Derby 47,54 0.228 3.660 5.164 2
Dcmeaster 45.03 0.286 3.667 4.736 3
Dundee 51.15 0.402 3.059 4.199 1

Eastbourne 42.43 0.013 7.006 9.424 12

Edinburgh 51.74 0.145 3.341 4.538 21
Sxeter 44.55 0,067 3.377 4.263 7
Gloucester 46.27 0,103 3.424 4.548 0
Great Yarmouth 43.76 0.107 3.414 4.391 2

Greenock 42.91 0.519 3.319 4.192 -1
Grimsby 44.57 0.175 3.278 4.510 2

Harrogate 45.15 0.225 2,903 4.486 4
Hastily 39.48 0.077 3.101 4.137 2
Ipswich 43.41 0.133 3.565 4.588 1
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Dependent Variable

Independent
Variable Btaployraent Total

Kormsl Log Formal Leg

RATEABLE VALES

Domestic «* •• .. .. ««

Shops «t a# *« .. «•

Offices M M •« •• • *

Other Comaercial •• ,« ..

Industrial •• *, .. .*

Crown •• «« •• .. M

Others • • M «, «, ,,

Fon-Doseotic M • » .. «.

!• on-Induatrlal •• .« ,,

Total, M m •• • •

—0.02
-0.01
0,28
0.03
0.1?

-0,04
0,06
0.56

-0.04
—0.03

—0.01
—0.04
0.17
0.01
0,12
0.03
0,05
0,48

-0.01
0.02

-0,04
0,12
0.57
0.07

—0,01
-0.03
0,19
0,03
0.02
0.03

0.01
0.11
0.33
0.09

—0.01
-0.02
0.14
0.59

-0.04
0.02

CAS 0OTS3HIP

lo. of households per population
( * } Cur a* #• •• ••

(2) two ears a* «• ••

Soa of ears per population a#

-0.01
—0.04
-0.04

0.03
0.01

-0.02

—0.02
0.02
0,01

-0.01
0.05
0.01

ZHSBZ 0? XAKKIHC3 », .. 0.28 0.26 0,30 0.29



Electricity Consumption and. 'umber of Television Licences In

Force ag Proxy Variables for Income Against the Total Percentr'go

of Fmxilo'.-raent i.n the Tertiary Hector 1961 as the Da crudest

Variable - R'"

Independent Variable

Size of Tertiary Sector

Formal Log

Elecirici ty Consumption

Television Licences in Force

0.06

0.01

0.08

-0.02

mmM

"°*P
R~ Associated with Different Tel'-lting Factors for

the Pop Lotion and Geographical Variables arid the

Total Percentage Bm-olo?ment in Tertlf.r~-r Sector 1061

as the Dependent Variable

Weighting Factor

R2

Population Large Town Small Town

0 -0.01 *• •»

1.0 —0.01 0.20 0.04

1.5 —0.04 0.17 0.05

2.0 -0.01 0.15 0.06

2.5 -0.01 0,09 0.06

5.0 —0.01 0.08 0.06

5.5 -0.01 0.07 0.06

4.0 -0.01 0.06 0,07



■*>: M

Single and ■ r i tlgegreo.aion Analgia vl.th

Dependent Variable - percentage sise of tertiary sector 1961
ilqaple m full sample

■SaafcanJa - h®

Independent Variable Results

Name Bo# s2 Sign of Coefficient

Population 1 -0.05 positive
Large Town 2 0.20 negative
Small Town 3 0.04 positive

Sxport Sector 4 0.52 negative
Hon-Doiaestie Rateable Value 5 0.01 positive
Index of Sarainge 6 0.45 negative

2 ■+ 6 0.51 we

2 + 6 + 4 0.62 we

2 + 6 + 4 + 1 0.61 -

2 + 6 + 4 +• 1 -+5 0.62

Significance of coefficients and coanentary on residuals - see text



j&BaUaLjfaiLJjkaaffi.
jdJBn iMffemi, i;

Derendent Variable - percent©.:;© sis© of tertiary sector

Cigala - 30 and 55
—2

Contents • 9T

Results
¥ , . w - -
I?«&t*laoJ,8

Sample 36 Sample 55

Has© Ho, Is Coefficient R2 Coefficient

Population (log) 1 0,48 + -0.01 +

Large Town 2 0,08 mm 0.31 mm

3mill Town 3 -0.03 + 0,01 +

Export Sector 4 0.47 *» 0,29 m

Bcn-Sosssstlc Rateable Value 5 -0.02 - 0.03 mm

IMes of Earnings 6 0.18 mm 0.19 mm

1 + 2 0.47 0.30

1+2 + 6 0.50 0.29

1 +2 + 6 + 4 0.60 0,54

1 + 2 + 6 + 4 + 5 0.60 0,58

For aignifieance of coefficients — see text



-3L; 36

SiaaXIa at aJ&slaalfl
Maas^teil JBa&q&tea.

De-pendent Variables - percental sir© of individual Industries
Oagple • full sample

aafeaaltt - a2

Independent Variable Industrial Order

$as»a Bo. 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

barge Tom
Xn&e* of Earnings
Siaport Sector

1

2

3

0.01

0.07

0.05

0.02

0.06

-0.02

0.13

0.28

0.33

0.00

0.17

0.07

0.00

0.17

0.07

0.07

0.03

0.22

0,02

0,05

0.10

1 + 2

1+2 + 3

-0.01

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.35

0.50

0.23

0.23

0,22

0.23

0.09

0.22

0.05

0.11

VMt Industrial Orders

18 ■ Public ITtillties

19 ® Transport
20 » Distributive Trad©

21 m Finance, banking and Insurance
22 « Professional and Scientific

23 « "iecellftnaoita

24 =s Public Administration



yjffs az

with Original Indo-end«it Variablea

- percentage alee of 1 dividual industries
successively subtracted from total

Saprofo - full sample

Independent Variable Industrial Orders Deleted

Flame Ho. Total 18 18, 19 18, 19
22

18, 19
22, 24

18, 19, 22
24, 21

13, 19, 22
24, 21, 23

Large Tom
Index of FJarnings

'

xporfcs

1

2

3

0.20

0.45

0.32

0.01

0.46

0.31

-0.02

0.49

0.25

-0.01

0.40

0.23

-0.01

0.34

0.16

0.01

0.29

0.16

0.01

0.36

0.31

2hlfctamcp*tiR
1 + 2

1+2 + 3

0.51

0.62

0.26

0.52
m

0.21

0.45

0.16

0.37

0.11

0.24

0.09

0.21

0.15

0.43

So® foot of Table B6



.tiitb .Original Xndm&Amt. ffagjaMjas

Variable - percentage sis© of tertiary sector
"livable * North/south

independent Variable Sample

"iame Ho* North South

Large Town
Indes of Earn!ngs
"ScportIns Sector

1

2

3

-0.03

0.15

0.30

0.39

0,60

0.32

m-ltire«ree8ion

1 + 2

1+2 + 3

0,18

0.47

0.74

0,75



so

of Original Independent Variable

- percentage sis© of tertiary sector
SflSajj; - full sample
Sealaala. - ^

Independent Variable
(log version)

Dependent Variable

"?orssal Log

Population 0.04 -0,01

Large Town 0.06 0.07

Swell fom -0.05 -0.05

"a:port Sector 0*12 0.12

ITeii-Boaosiie Rateable Value 0.01 -0.05

Index of ?«rnia®e 0.15 0.15



310

JW4 JjASUSSKnPPAffl A^to,felJ£lth O&fitaal
Independent Variables In the First Differences Torsion

of the hrtllbrlua Hod^,

- change in the percentage employment in
tertiary sector 1951 - 1961

- fall sample
- H and coefficients

Independent Variable ©suite

Han* Ho* * Coefficient

Change in Population 1 -0.07 positive
Change in barge Tom 2 -0*01 negative

Change in Small Town 3 -0*01 negative

Chang© in Index of Earnings 4 0.07 positive

Change in Export Sector 5 -0.02 negative

Change in ! on-Doaestic Rateable Value 6 —0.04 negative

Hulftiregggssion
4 + 2 0.07

4 + 2 + 1 0.07

4 + 2 + 1 4' 5 0.0?

4+2+1+3+5 0.06

4+2+1+3+5+6 0.06



jaadtoJEtogB8RataftJky^^
.g£ y^^aMsLin. , V^m^sML

v,9,mk™ o£„

Do-oendont Variable - change In percentage ©crployraent in
tertiary sector 1951 - 1961

Saanlo - full sample
•A

Contents - 8

Independent Variable
(bog)

Dependent Variable

formal Log

Change in Population -0,07 -0,07

Chang® in Large Town -0.01 —0,02

Chang® in Srnll Tom -0,01 -0.03

Chang® in Wex of Earnings 0.07 0.06

Change in Export 'ector -0.02 -0.02

Chang® in £on-Domeetie Sateabl© Value —0,04 -0.05



7"BL-. B12

Xndn-OT,d.en.t Varia'gci'. in the vjrot .Diffo-enceo IstZUJm

q£ JMJfoLU^qiCfrtek

Dot/®.-., dent Variable - change in pereentnge om lovsent in tertiary
sector 1951 - 1961

■'aa-a® - 30 and 55
~~o

Contents - I" and coefficients

Independent Variable

• ' 1 '?

0ar.ple 3*9 Sample 55

Una* HO. i2 Coefficients ft Coefficients

Change in Population 1 -0.05 positive -0.05 positive
Change in Large Town 2 -0.04 negative —0.03 negative

Change in Snail Town 3 -0.01 negative -0.02 negative

Change in Index of Earnings 4 0.02 positive 0,04 positive

Change in Export Sector 5 -0.05 negative -0.05 negative

Change in '-on-Do estic Rateable Value 6 0,01 negative 0.01 negative

4 + 2 0.02 0.04

4 + 2+1 0.02 0.04

4 + 2 + 1+3 0.02 0.03

4+2+1+3+5 0.01 0.01

4 + 2 + 1 +3 + 5 + 6 0.01 0,01



Big

.;?49P9,-¥^ "foists?. 4^ .fog Ni^t Rlffc-cnpqs Vo,;T4,ffl
of the .milibrlna .■; del

:-;■ ■,: font Variable - change in the percentage eaployaent in the
tertiary sector 1951 - 1961

. i,3 - orth/s-nith
««2

Cc . ,.:-r;to - R and coefficients

Independent Variable North South

1'am No. R2 Coefficient
—2
R Coefficient

Change in Population 1 -0.06 positive —0.02 positive
Change in Large Toot 2 0.051 positive -0.02 positive

Change in hall Toot 3 —0.01 positive -0.01 positive

Change in Index of darnings 4 0.06 positive 0.01 positive

Change in "xport Sector 5 -0.03 negative -0.02 positive

Chang© in ncm-Dosseatie Rateable Value 6 -0.03 positive —0.04 positive
,

r.U|l tpr

4 + 2 0.11 -0.01

4 + 2 + 5 0.12 0.01

4+2+5+5 0.11 0.02

4 + 2 + 5 + 5+ 1 0.11 0.02

4+2 + 5 + 5 + 1 + 6 0.11 0.02

■j
Result not significant at 95 corfiience level



»r 314

Independent Varl&hlea in the Dlaemiilltrina Hodel Based

1-r61 pafr

Do -o dent Variable - change in pereesttac© e&pleyaent in tertiary sector
1951 - 1961

S'asnle - full eaanle

S&s&mM - a2

Independent Variable

,, .

1951 Data 1961 Data

Kane be.

Population

Large fown

Small Tom

btport sector
Hon-Doiaestic Retcable Value

IndflS of Varaing#

1

2

3

4

5

6

-0,07

-0.01

0,03

*0»02

-0.01

-0.24

-0.04

-0.02

-0.04

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

2 + 6 0.22 -0.04

2 + 6 + 4 0.20 —0.04

2+6+4+1 0.21 0.01

2+6 + 4+1 + 5 0.20 -0.03

2 + 6 + 4 + 1 + 5 + 5 0.20 -0.02



an Jflfcl j«&JLffiL.;fitfi,

3®.:mxim% Variable - elissge in em loyissnt la tertiary
sector 1951 to 1961

Eam-le - "orth/^ontli
tolSlSBL ~ ^

r

Independent 'Variable "forth
L

South

--— -—-

%BM

__—

!?©» 1951 Data 1 61 Data 1951 Data 1961 Dais

targe 'Town

Export Sector
Index of ming

1

2

3

*0.01

*0*05

0*21

0.01

-0.03

0.02

-0.02

0.03

*0,19

-0,01

—0*04

0.02

'

i 'ir a •', '*,^^'.1^9,,V-frjjStff
1 + 5

1+3 + 2

0*31

0*21

0.03

0.02

0*19

0.20

-0,03

-0.03



TA3L9 Rl6

SiMV&o

Tncfo-endont Vft^lgep lfl ftLaaasW^rtm ?»*•}.3flfl«i
99, 1??1 ^4 1961 Pffrft

Donar.deat Vnr.ial.ie - change in employment in tertiary
sector 1951 and 1961

:"eiar.le - 3© and 55

Pftftfpqfe - R2

Independent Variable Sarapl© 38

-

Sample 55

Heat Re* 1951 Data 1961 Data 1951 Data 1961 Data

Population 1 0.03 -0.02 —0.01 —0.01

Large -Tarn 2 0.05 0.02 —0.05 -0,01

Small Toun 3 0.09 *0.01 0.06 0.03

Sxport Sector 4 -0.03 -0.02 •0.01 0.03

Ifon-Dozaestic Rateable Value 5 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.01

Index of Earnings 6 0.20 -0.01 0.21 -0.01

2 + 6 0.21 0.01 0,21 -0,02

2 + 6 + 4 0.21 -0.02 0.20 —0.03

2 + 6 + 4 + 1 0.20 —0.03 0.20 -0.05

2 + 6 + 4 + 1+ 3 0.21 —0*06 0.20 —0.05

2+6+4+1+3+5 0.21 —0.06 0.20 -0,06



T'BI. : 317

^P'TX^I^LIMF, Trnrcfpriaati^n) l,n Dfr^yilll^im ,''/^^
Baaed on 1951 and 1361 Pats

Dependent Variable - ©rcentage change in sis© of tertiary
sector 1951 - 1961

~ tv.11 stwvlQ

Wqp%. ~ ^

Inde :on<lent Variable
(log version)

1951 Oata 1961 Rata

Horrs&l Log Horaal Log

Population -0.05 —0.05 -0.01 —0.01

Large Tom -0.01 -0,01 -0.05 -0,06

Snail Town -0.04 -0.04 -0.02 0.02

Oscport Sector -0.02 —0.02 -0,04 0.05

Kon-Doaestio Rateable Value 0,04 0.03 -0.03 —0.01

Index of Earnings 0.22 0,18 0.01 0.03



fiWyViP I #' Va^atly^ , latrofocftd
aa X&JMMMsptiL, n<4fl

DoieMent Variolic - poreentage employment in tertiary sector 1961
Saasule - full sample
Cos-tents - R and sign of coefficient

Results

Indo endent Variable

I2 Sign of Coefficient

Index of Concentration 0.20 negative
Index of Hotel Accommodation 0.25 positive
Index of Commuting 0.17 negative

Output per employee* 0.05 negative
Out* ,'t per full-time employee 0.03 negative

Population change from 1901 -0.02 positive
Peculation change from 1911 —0.01 negative

Population change from 1021 0.02 positive
Porulation change from 1931 0.01 positive
Population change from 1951 j
Percentage 3ice of Tertiary Sector 1931"

0.01 positive
0.74 positive

* Bete re nits only for distribution a;- de: end erst variable

$ Results based on restricted sample - nee text



•y.T'

iiJtsaaUtealjfltauM -m fr&o„p~lga&
Y&kx&PM®1S& tM 'jQ^y^cQ caa&ssa

Dependent Variable - percentage siee of tortl&ry sector
"aside - service centres

gsta&gfat - ft2

Independent Variable
•mO
r

Index of SamingB 0*49

Index of S rnings + Index 1 0,45

Index of learnings + Index 2 0,47

Index of TJamings + Index 3 0*40

K*Ti

Index 1 « Index of hinterlands based on average index of
earing®

Index 2 » Index of hinterlands inoos«ie based on actual earnings

Index 3 ® Index of hinterland® incoae based on actual earnings
weighted by distance



m

Per.*? ...dent Yaria lo » percentage size of tertiary sector 1961
:>&.•: to - full sample

«Mp
Co.; tonto - R and ooefficiento

Independent Variable Results

Haas SO* T Coefficient

Index of Concentration 1 0*20 negative
Index of Cosmting 2 0*17 negative
3ise of Tertiary Sector 1951 3 0*74 positive
Index of Hotel Accomodation 4 0.25 positive

ri^irjnl
loftel (see footnote)

Original I-1odel 0.62

Original Model + 1 0.66

■Original Model + 1+2 0.67

Original Model +1 +2+5 0.82

Original Model + 1 +2 + 3 + 4 0.83

Original Model + 3 0.82

Original Model + 3 + 4 0.83

Original Model + 3 + 4 + 1 0.83

Original Model +3+4+1 +
- - - -

2 0.83

ote - Original consists of large tows, index of ©rrnings
sad export sector variables
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«aft S&jmmb,
attending Original :»*jel...ae Xr4e/;enaent„ ffesiataea.

Pe-?endeat fax-lable ~ percentage else of tertiary sector 1961
Saranle - Horth and South

*o

Contends - E ' and coefficients

Independent Variables liorth South

35930 No. S® Coefficient 1® Coefficient
!

Index of Concentration 1 0.27 negative 0.05 negative
Index of Corn--ting 2 0.04 negative 0.23 negative

Peroentago oise of tortiary sector 1931 3 0.69 positive 0.74 positive
Index of Hotel Accomodation 4 0.10 positive 0.23 positive

Tfcltirecreasion Original
Model (see footnote)

Original model 0.47 0.75

Original model + 1 0.52 0.76

Original nodel +1+2 0.60 0.76

Original model +1 +2+3 0.81 0.80

Original aodel + 1 +2 + 3 + 4 0.84 0,80

Original nodel + 3 0.78 0.00

Original aodel +3+4 0.81 0.80

Original aodel + 3 + 4+1 0.81 0,80

Original model + 3 + 4+1 +2 0.04 0,00

ote - Original ao&el consists of the largo to*®, index of earnings
mid export sector variables



L^X ^na?ti)re'm n^ter^,^ ^
yytaiyyfl -igM.,^. w-inbios

Pex/ordent Variables Percentage sis© of tertiary sector 1961
Sanolo? Full sample

g9^q|^ I2

independent Variable (log) Dependent Variable

Same Ho, Monad Log

Index of Concentration 1 0.10 0,17

Index of Commuting 2 0.17 0.17

Percentage Size of Tertiary Sector 1931 3 0.72 0.73

Index of Hotel Accomodation 4 0,24 0.23

?ith Qri,&n&
Model (see footnote)

Original Model 0.62 0,61

Original Model + 1 0.65 0,63

Original Model +1+2 0.65 0.64

Original Model + 1 +2 + 3 0.82 0.78

Original Model + 1 +2 + 3 + 4 0.83 0.80

Original Model + 3 0.82 0.78

Original Model + 3 + 4 0.83 0,00

Original Model +3+4+1 0,83 0.00

Original Model +3+4+1 +2 0.83 0.30

Mote - Original model consists of large town, index of earnings and
export sector variables.
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•^.nffl.0 ^ yitfi i:.y, ■ ths?,m
•^ondfafi y^Q, pr^aal/^ypt .^fferoncoa Version gf

tftp Hquilibrfrys r,?,M

Do \-c,.dent 7 .riablo - the change in percentage eiae of tertiary
sector 1951 - 1961

a-- le - full gmaple

s-; toytjp - n2
r 1 l^"l^l■ " —, .......

Independent Variable Results

i 'ma® Mo.
~2
d Coefficient

Index of Concentration 1 0.08 positive
Index of Consulting 2 0.02 positive
Diss© of Tertiary Sector 1931 3 0.12 positive
Index of Hotel Accomodation 4 0,01 positive

:4th ;ri
Model (see footnote)

Original Model 0.07

Original Model + 1 0.07

Original Model +1+2 0.07

Original Model +1 +2+3 0.11

Original Model +1+2+5+4 0.10

Original Model + 3 0.11

Original Model +3+4 0.10

riginal Model +3+4+1 0.10

Original Model +3 + 4+1+2 0.10

,^ote - Original ::;odel consists of the cloange in the index of
earnings 1.51 -1961
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m 4 vn ' ' "J A
* -W"' ^4

l"'-'*-0 ^ hultire-roasion nalvsis with hynothooop

-M V-df "q.go.npps Vqroj.0^ gf
the ;■ nUlibrlnn "rodeI

..-. deift Variable - change in ercentage size of tertiary
sector 1951 - 1061

• • 1c - HortVsouth
««0

ci.ta - a and coefficients

Independent Variable Berth South

Name No,
mmO

R Coefficient
mm' >

Coefficient

ut~: of . centr tlon

Index of Commuting
Sis® of tertiary sector 1931
Index of hotel accomodation

1

2

3

4

-0,02

-0.01

-0.07

0.01

nogs tive

negative

positive
resitiv®

-0.04

-0.01

-0.06

—0.01

negative

negative

positive

ositive

0.12

0.12

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.12

0,02

-0.02

-0.06

—0,11

—0.16

-0.01

-0.05

-0.06

—0.16

.1 el Csee footnote)

riginal Model

riginal Model + 1

riginal Model + 1 ->• 2

riginal Mel 4-1 -*-2 + 5

iriginal Model + 1 +2+3+4

r.igiaal .ho el + 3

Original Model •• 3 -- 4
! riginal Model + 3+4 + 1

riginal Model + 3 + 4 + 1 +2

etc - Original nodel consists cf the change in the index
of earnings 1951 - 1951
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fllaag. ?ra^f<>s™&aa
9& Pxpptfmmi PifiwMM

of ^WMW" "o*6*

Dependent Variable - change in percentage sis# of tertiary
sector 1951 — 1961

Stymie - full sa&pl©
JsaMla - R2

Independent Variable
Dependent Variable

(log)
Aorael bog

Index of Concer.tr tion -0,01 -0.01

Index of Coatauting -0.07 —0.05

Sis© of Tertiary Sector 1931 —0.06 -0.08

Index of Hotel Accomodation -0.01 —0.01



flu- 'i^fcrii i iiiirilS^

■ Muglg r-fld P.gtirqgyep.fllon Analy^a yj.th tftg Kyy
^yPPfl'ftPJfi AWl&A'.', tjy tf-flir-ftj-. Todo; as

,..de :o:: ^t Y^^oo jfl tftq 3:1,s,g, ■u-.^iby^ip,

l):: . ■ 'out /.liable - change in the orcentage also of tertiary sector
1951 - 1961

Ma. ■ jle - full aample
C. .'.ants - Ttw and coefficients

Independent Variable
-2

Coefficientit

Name No*

Index of Concentration 1 0.08 positive
Index of Commuting 2 0.02 po3itive
Percentage .'ize of Tertiary Sector 1931 3 0.12 positive
Index of Hotel Accommodation 4 0.01 positive

, , , -

Model (see footnote)

..

lrn T ....

Original Model 0.01

original Model + 1 0.04

Original Model + 1 + 2 0.04

Original Model +1+2+3 0.08

Original Model +1 +2+3+4 0.08

Original Model + 3 0.08

Original Model +3+4 0.08

riginal Model + 3 + 4 + 1 0.06

Original Model +3+4+1 +2 0.08

ote - Original model consists of large town* index of earnings and
export variables
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Jingle and Kultlregreaeion Analysis with the Hew
SasaStmss.

Penondant Variable - change in the percentage sic© of the tertiary
sector 195' - 1961

MmapXff - nortb/south
Contents, - R and coefficAents

Independent Variable Tlortb South

Name He* R2 Coefficient I2 Coefficient

India of Concentration 1 -0.01 negative -0,01 negative
Index of Cotffiauting 2 -0.02 negative —0,04 negative
Sis© of tertiary sector 1931 3 0.03 positive 0.01 positive

Index of Hotel Ac -ozn. odaiion 4 —0.03 positive —0.03 positive

llnltiMrression With Original
Model {see footnote)

Original Model -0.13 -0.05

Original Model + 1 -0.15 -0.09

. Original Model +1+2 -0.16 —0.14

Original Hodel +1+2+3 —0.18 —0# 14

Original Model + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 -0.24 -0,14

original Model + 3 -0,23 -0,14

Original Model + 3 + 4 -0.24 -0.14

Original Model + 3+4 + 1 —0.24 -0.14

Original «odel +3+4+1 + 2 —0.24 -0.14

'

ote - fbm original model consists of large town, index of earnings
and export soctor variables
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aanfl&JagmaiaajM Jas&Jms&sum&m.
<$,„FW Hynotl^sea "vX.tendi.rif; JTpdel s£

Variably 3,n th<? ^ae^u,iT.^b^ia,;ipd^l

Dependant Variable « change in perce tag© siso of tertiary
sector 1951 - 1961

Saaple - full sample

Independent Variable
(log)

Dependent Variable

normal Log
- • -

Index of Concentration -0.03 -0.07
I

Index of Combating 0.01 -0.03

Sis© of Tertiary Sector 1931 0,03 0.02

Index of Hotel Accommodation -0.03 -0.04
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'

ph ft>yothqa«JiLjB^^ "qyp^oB ■?£
the ::odftX ^tS®4 ■ on „tho 'X&e of, ,tfte ??rt^a|7. .tSSfottT.

■■-n'cnt 'J7u-iable - nunbers employed in tertiary sector 1961
■:-\Bj.T';lq - full sample

—2
t,-....eats - El and coefficients

Independent Variable
—2
R Coefficients

Same So.

"ovulation (log)1
Large Town

fx ert Sector

Ir.des of timings

Index of Cone entm ion

Index of Commuting
iize of Tertiary Sector 1931
Irdax of hotel Accommodation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.70

0.09

-0.01

-0.01

-0.02

-0.02

0.03

-0.01

positive

negative

negative

positive

negative

negative

positive

positive

Kult;i.re~resaion Analysis

1 + 2 0.71

1+2 + 3 0.71

1 +2 + 3 + 4 0.71

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 0.71

1 +2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 0.72

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 0.72

1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8 0.77

1 mmQ. t \The normal version had 71 - 0.64 (see test)



„-ViU PT4 pf apd Lqy
f.r ,P,fo9ff,gff Ah g &f V'm

::•-&*, T^SS r,Z"n- t^.-b-c.^uto igg, flf tho,. TortlapY :oc%qf
- absolute slz® of tertiary sector

"lo - full smaple
r£Gp,, anta - ;1 and coefficients

Independent Variable
•tWItO

Coefficientsli

Heat Fo,

Labour Force 1 0.58 positive
Large Town 2 0,09 negative
x crt >ector 3 -0.01 negative

Index of Lcrninga 4 —0.01 positive
Index of Concentration 5 —0*02 negative
Index of Ccrmuting 6 -3.02 negative
3ise of Tertiary Sector 1931 7 0.03 positive
Index of Hotel Accomodation 8 -0.01 negative

, ,ST ;;PA9fc J'tA

1 + 2 0.59

1+23 0.64

1 + 2 3 "1* 4 0.64

1+2+3+4+5 0.64

1+2+3+4+5+6 0,65

1:2 3+4+5 6*7 0.66

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 5 + o + 7 + t 0.72



Wkt;, ^ue yr^^al ui;d .,,•« ^VrsfoEPftg
.;.f the :-".-,llbriiu:» Toajon ■■ f the -.del Or,:, A v. -on the

'^o^6, ^ ,Pf the T^r.i?.to °ct?x 1,;;,6,1

- s...e.,..oat 7uriable - absolute sice of the tertiary sector 1961
;■•-•- le - full sample

ft 4. -,_f. T2
... ..teik "* -

Independent Variables (log)
(cos footnote)

Absolute
Tertiary

;ise of
Lector

normal Log

lis® of labour force 0.89 0.70

Labour force + 2 0.89 0.70

Labour force +2+3 9>•o 0.71

Lc our force + 2+3 + 4 0.89 >.71

Labour fore© + 2 + 3+ 4 + 5 0. <} 0.71

Labour force +2+3+4+5+6 0.39 .75

labour force 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 6 + 7 0.39 0.75

Labour force + 2 + 3+ 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 0 0.39 0.80

ote - The coding for the independent variables is the same as in
Table B30
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-■r:r.Is and Hnltirerrtnsion ■nnl-ni.c vith riginal apd "or Hy ::nLhp;;eo
PA^qcsiasaJ^^pn of iv^y-Ja^

Mm tfte, j&ag&tia of. JOaa sssXm 12&

. ■:: font Variable - change in absolute eise of tertiary sector
'.. :• • "'o - full sample

•*o
C: ■' - at:: - 2 and coefficients

Independent Variable
-2
AW Coefficients

Name No.

Change in Labour Force

Change in Large Town

i'.ange in Jxport lector

Change in Index of Darnings
Index of Concentration

'ax of Commuting

•so of Tertiary sector 1931
Index of Hotel Accommodation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-0.57

-0.01

-0.02

—0.03

-0.02

-0,01

-0.01

—0.02

positive

positive

positive
negative

positive
negative

negative

positive

A;a&toi§
1 + 2 0.57

1 + 2 + 3 0.57

1 + 2:3 + 4 0.56
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 0.57

1 + 2 -< 3 -! 4 + 5 + 6 0.57

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 647 0.57

1 2+3+4+5+6+7+8 0.57



■ m

''

.Vt\ rfrf?-™* a^
: ey, ;?;7;pt;iQ3eq, j,n Bine niirb&ty. ."odel In od ' pop ^

nffireMO-j^S t*¥», '••c-'tw .i^tes

"."■a -e .'out Variable - change in absolute sine of the tertiary sector
".:: lo - full sample

mmO
- cnto - 1 and coefficients

Independent Variable
—£
R Coefficients

* 1one To,

'line of Labour Force

large Town

sport Lector

Index cf Timings
Index of Concentration

Index cf Cosnauting
31se of Tertiary eotor 1931
Index of Votel Accomodation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-0.02

-0,01

0.14

-0.01

-9.02

-0.01

-0.01

-0.02

positive

negative

negative
negative

positive
negative

negative

positive

' iHlt.i.ro.'-ression Analysis
1 + 2 -0.01

1+2 + 3 0.02

1 +2+3+4 0.11

1 2+3+4+5 0.09

1 2 + 3 + 4+5+6 0.07

1+2+3+4+5+6+7 0.05

1 + 2 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 0.03



B'A

SMa ssd m&sl sss&tim aataite JriLfe fi&telaal aa&
"

0" ',. other:;eg in !>!.■.;■; : odel 3ased '.on the

■•&•.&:•&q?,m™ '■> ■,^-tyy

m;v " ant ■'' rlnblo - change in absolute size of tertiary sector
•

• - 1,e - full simple
Co,-tenia -

Independent Variable (log) Dependcut Variable

Kaae ITo. Nornal Log

;ize of Labour Force 1 -0.01 -0.02

Large Town 2 -0.03 -0.01

x ort Sector 3 0.05 0.12

Index of "tarniaga 4 -0.02 —0.02

Index of Concentration 5 0.01 —0.01

Index of Cosmiting 6 -0.03 -0.01

ise of "ertiary Sector 1331 7 -0,03 «r—o•01

'■ ''on of Hotel Accomodation 8 -0.04 -0.01

:' .-It' re reaaion ' nalrsis

12- -0.01 -0.01

1+23 -0,01 0.02

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 0.03 o.os

1 s 2+3+4 5 0.01 0.05

1 •t 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 •' 6 -0.01 0.01

1 + 2 + 3+ 4 + 5+ 6+ 7 —0,01 0,01

1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8 —0.01 0.01



Unfile and - Itiro^ro.^ion f,..al,-pis wj.th t.rifiWi flqft
U-.u "|V -.ethoses In . Vorsipn :,-f , ..aol ,-■, ad,

■nCJ-' foe b^l.y^c? i.ne of foo ~ortiarr,- ..octpy

)o do: .. eat Variable - numbers onployed in to tiary sector 1961
■ aa .to - Uorth/South

to - R and coefficients

Independent Variable Rorth
I

South

Nam I:0» K2 Coefficients R2 Coefficients

. u ation (Log) 1 0.25 positive 0.78 positive

Large Town 2 0.04 neg-tive 0.08 negative
sport ector 3 -0.03 -positive -0.01 posifive

Index of ".arnlngs 4 -0.03 negative -0.03 negative

Index of Concentration 5 -0.03 nog:tivc -0.01 negative
Index of Commuting 6 -0.01 negative -0.04 negative
■Jii'.c of Tertiary Sector 1931 7 —0.02 negative 0.01 negative

idex of tol /Lccoraaodation 0 -0.01 -positive -0.03 pooltlve

Tultiregre sion /gaalxaia.

1 + 2 0.27 0.81

1 + 2 f 3 0.26 0.82

1+2+3+4 0.21 0.82

1+2+3+4+5 0.10 0.01

1 + 2 + 3+4 + 5 + 6 0.14 0.80

1 • 2 3+4 + 5 + 6 < 7 2.11 0.00
1 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 0.50 0.7°
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HA t. IWrr^sign Mlwfe M&tfr yr^to^4 a$.&
■M £.' -''thgsga, in t.fce -liu^Tyfag •/(prsj.on <?f PgdeA
flaaaa SIM fla AMato &Ua ,pf lla agfctaa gaaSac

done;-eat Variable - absolute size of tertiary sector
Saarle - full sample

—o
Currents - R

Independent Variable (log) Absolute Size of
Tertiary Sector

Name No. Normal Log

Population

Large Town

Sxport Sector
Index of Earnings
Index of Concentration

Index of Commuting
Size of Tertiary Sector 1931
Index of Motel Accommodation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.70

0.04

-0.01

-0.02

-0.01

-0.03

0.01

-0.01

0.63

0.04

—0.03

0.01

-0.03

0,01

0.03

-0.01

Ilultire^reasion Analysis

1 + 2

1+2 + 3

1+2+3+4

1+2+3+4+5

1+2+3+4+5+6
1+2+3+4+5+6+7

1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8

0.70

0.70

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.72

0.71

0,63
0.65

0.66

0.66

0.66

0.66

0,66
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diagram 03

Size of Small Town Variable against Service Sector
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diagram 04

flon—Oomsstic Rateable Value
against Size of Tertiary Sector
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diagram 05

Population against Tertiary Sector
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diagramCs
Largs Town Variable against Size of Tertiary Sector
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APPENDIX P

THE SAMPLES



Table I) 1

THE FULL SAMPLE

Aberdeen Exeter

Barnsley Gloucester

Barrow Great Yarmouth

Bath Greenock

Bedford Grimsby
Blackburn

Harrogate
Blackpool Hastings
Bournemouth

Brighton Ipswich

Bristol Kingston-upon-Hu11

Burnley Kirkcaldy
Burton

Leicester.

Cambridge Lincoln

Cardiff
Mansfield

Carlisle
Merthyr Tydfil

Cheltenham

Chester Newport

Chesterfield Northampton

Cdichester Norwich

Coventry Nottingham

Crewe Nuneaton

Darlington
Oxford

Derby Peterborough
Doncaster Plymouth
Dundee Portsmouth

Eastbourne Preston

Edinburgh Rugby

Scunthorpe

Sheffield

Southampton

Southport
Stoke

Sunderland

Swansea

Swindon

Torquay

,-akefield

Warrington
West Hartlepool
Widne s

Wigan
Worcester

Worthing

York



Table D 2

THE 38, 55 and 69 SAMPLES

The 38 Sample

Aberdeen
Barnsley
Barrow
Bedford
Bristol
Burnley
Burton
Cardiff
Chesterfield
Crewe
Darlington
Doncaster
Edinburgh

Greenock
Grimsby
Ipswich
Kirkcaldy
Lincoln
Mansfield
Merthyr Tydfil
Newport
Northampton
Norwich
Nuneaton
Oxford

Peterborough

Plymouth
Portsmouth
Preston

Southampton
Southport
Swansea
Swindon
wakefield
West Hartlepool
Wigan
Worcester
York

The 55 Sample

The 38 sample plus-

Bla ckburn
Cambridge
Carlisle
Colchester

Coventry
Derby

Dundee
Exeter
Gloucester

Kingston-upon-Hull
Leicester
Nottingham

Rugby
Stoke
Sunderland

Warringt on
Y/idnes

The 69 Sample

The 55 sample plus:

Bath

Blackpool
Bournemouth
Brighton
Cheltenham

Che ster
Eastbourne
Great Yarmouth
Harrogate
Hastings

Scunthorpe
Sheffield
Torquay
Worthing



Table D 3

THE NORTH AND SOUTH SAMPLES

The North

Aberdeen
Barn.3 ley-
Barrow
Blackburn

Blackpool
Burnley
Carlisle
Chester
Chesterfield
Crewe

Darlington
Donoaster

Dundee

Edinburgh
Oreenock

Grimsby
Harrogate
Kingston-upon-IIull
Kirkcaldy
Lincoln
Mansfield
Nottingham
Preston

Scunthorpe
Sheffield
Southport
Stoke
Sunaerland
Wakefield
Warrington
West Hartlepool
Widne s

Wigan
York

The South

Bath Eastbourne Oxford
Bedford Exeter Peterborough
Bournemouth Gloucester Portsmouth
Brighton Great Yarmouth Plymouth
Bristol Hastings Rugby
Burton Ipswich Southampton
Cambridge Leicester Swansea
Cardiff 1'erthyr Tydfil Swindon
Cheltenham Newport Torquay-
Colchester Northampton Worthing
Coventry Norwich Worcester

Derby Nuneaton

Cambridge
Cheshire
Cumberland
Devon
Durham
Glamorgan
Gloucester
Hampshire

Table D 4

THE COUNTIES

Lancashire
Norfolk
Northampton
Nottingham
Oxford
Somerset
Stafford

Suffolk
Sussex
Warwickshire
Wiltshire
Worcestershire
Yorkshire East
Yorkshire North
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APPENDIX E

THE SPECIFICATION OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

BASED UPON INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE

This appendix is concerned with investigating the possibility

that the negative coefficients of the export sector and index of earn¬

ings variables may have been imposed upon the analysis by the particular

specification of those variables.

EXPORT SECTOR VARIABLE

In Chapter 5 this variable was defined in two stages. First, the

percentages of the total labour force employed in those secondary indus¬

trial orders which were greater in size than the national average were

aggregated. Secondly, this total was divided by the percentage of the

labour force in the secondary sector.

If A represents the absolute employment in those industries in

the secondary sector which are greater than the national average, then

the absolute size of the secondary sector will be (A+3), where B is the

absolute employment in those industrial orders smaller than the national

average. If the employment in the tertiary sector is C, then the total

labour force will be (A+B + C).

Using this notation, then the first step above results in the
A A 1 *P

fraction -—=r—whilst the second involves dividing this by -~EE_—v
A +B + 0 A+B + 0

Hence the export sector variable (E^.) is given by

A



similarly, the size of the tertiary sector is '■ • Thus the

hypothesis that the size of the tertiary sector is a function of the ex¬

port sector variable can be re-written as

= k + 1 —(E--L/'
A+ B + C A + B

The question now to be asked is what conditions are necessary to

produce a negative coefficient for I? This can be approached through

investigating, first, the likely changes in A, B and C as the regression

for equation (E.l) is performed and, secondly, of the conditions which

must attach to these changes for a negative coefficient to be imposed

upon L.

Cleax'ly a considerable variety of factors must affect the sizes

of A, B and C, but the most significant one is likely to be the town's

population, since A, B and C are the absolute numbers employed in the

relative seotors. Moreover it would be expected that a rise in popula¬

tion would cause A, B and C to rise.

Thus consider a rise in A consequent upon a rise in the town's

population. For there to be a negative coefficient upon C, the factors
AC A

. «* and -—— must move in opposite directions. The fraction ■A + B A+B+-C A + B

will rise if the following oondition is met, since A and B are both

positive and greater than unity -

$ rise in A "> % rise in 3 Condition One
Q

How the fraction ,
+ g will fall if

% rise in C < % rise in (A + B) Condition Two

Exactly analogous conditions would be met (still considering a

rise in A, B and C) for the fraction ■ to fall and that of -—~—=■ to' ' A + B A +B+ C

rise.



Hence, for a negative coefficient to be imposed upon L, condi¬

tions one and two above are both necessary and sufficient. The

question now is whether these conditions were in fact met in the par¬

ticular sample adopted in the analysis.

When the relationship between the export sector variable and the

population of the town was investigated, the correlation coefficient was

found to be 0.032. This shows that the fraction —-— does not alter
A + B

with population, so that between towns of different population levels

condition one cannot be true.

Similarly the relationship between the size of the tertiary sec¬

tor and population produced a correlation coefficient of 0.062. Since

(A + B) does not alter with population, this would imply that the rela¬

tionship between (A + B) and C does not alter either. Elence conditiaa

two cannot be met in the particular sample adopted in this analysis.

Thus, subject to the initial assumption, viz. that an increase in

population will cause an increase in A, B and C, these conditions are

not met and there is no reason to suppose that the particular specifica¬

tion of the hypothesis forced a negative coefficient upon L.

nevertheless it is important to note that such a sign could be

produced unuer either of the two following conditions:

a) the rise in population was not sufficient to counteract other

factors contributing to a fall in A, B or G. However, considering that

A, B and C are absolute employment numbers this would be unlikely to

occur in practice.

b) the population is constant so that other factors could have in¬

fluenced A, B and C. This is but a limiting case of the above analysis

based upon a change in population.



INDEX OP EARNINGS VARIABLE

Essentially the same conclusions can he arrived at for this

variable through a similar type of analysis. The index of earnings

variable was again computed in two stages. First the percentages of

employment in each industrial order in the primary and secondary sectors

forders 1-17J were multiplied by the national wage earnings for that
order and, secondly, the aggregate of these was divided by the percen¬

tage size of the primary and secondary sectors. If C is again the size

of the tertiary sector ana is the size of the individual primary or

secondary orders, the first step results in the fraction > ^ z^ Wj_
["where £ z- = Z for ease of notation!. Z + CL i = l J

2
The second step requires this fraction to be divided by ——Hence,

Zi + c

the index of earnings variable can be re-written as

17
zi wi

Tt - i =1
Z

and the size of the tertiary sector is

st - C
Z+C

Thus the hypothesis to be tested is

17
zi Wi (E.2)

Z+C
= m + p i=1

Z

Adopting the same assumptions for the movement of Z and C with

population as in the previous section, a rise in Zj_ (and therefore Z)
will cause T^. to rise, since w is greater than unity. Hence, for p to

carry a negative coefficient, S-^ must fall, which means that



% rise in c < % rise in z Condition Three
c c

Yet, as already noted, the fraction 2 + g (i*8, a'+B+'c in tiie
previous section) does not vary with population. So, subject to the

reservations made concerning the export sector variable, it can be stated

that the particular specification of the index of earnings variable does

not of necessity impose a negative coefficient upon the analysis.


